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Study of the hydrologic system at Yucca Mountain, 
Nevada, requires the extraction of pore-water samples from 
welded and nonwelded, unsaturated tuffs. Two compression 
methods— triaxial compression and one-dimensional 
compression— were examined to develop a repeatable 
extraction technique and to investigate the effects of the 
extraction method on the original pore-fluid composition.
A commercially available triaxial cell was modified to 
collect pore water expelled from tuff cores. The triaxial 
cell applied a maximum axial stress of 193 MPa and a maximum 
confining stress of 68 MPa. Results obtained from triaxial 
compression testing indicated that pore-water samples could 
be obtained from nonwelded tuff cores that had initial 
moisture contents as small as 13 percent (by weight). 
Injection of nitrogen gas while the test core was held at 
the maximum axial stress caused expulsion of additional pore 
water and reduced the required initial moisture content from 
13 to 11 percent. Experimental calculations and experience 
gained from testing moderately welded tuff cores indicated 
that the triaxial cell used in this study could not apply 
adequate axial stress to expel pore water from cores of
iii
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densely welded tuffs. This concern led to the design and 
fabrication of a one-dimensional compression cell.
The one-dimensional compression cell used in this study 
was constructed from hardened 4340-alloy and nickel-alloy 
steels and could apply a maximum axial stress of 552 MPa.
The major components of the device include a corpus ring and 
sample sleeve to confine the sample, a piston and base 
platen to apply axial load, and drainage plates to transmit 
expelled water from the test core out of the cell. One­
dimensional compression extracted pore water from nonwelded 
tuff cores that had initial moisture contents as small as
7.6 percent; pore water was expelled from densely welded 
tuff cores that had initial moisture contents as small as
7.7 percent. Injection of nitrogen gas at the maximum axial 
stress did not produce additional pore water from nonwelded 
tuff cores, but was critical to recovery of pore water from 
densely welded tuff cores. Gas injection reduced the 
required initial moisture content in welded tuff cores from
7.7 to 6.5 percent.
Chemical analyses of pore water extracted from 
nonwelded tuff cores using one-dimensional compression 
indicated that dissolved ion concentrations decrease as 
applied axial stress increases. The relative proportions of
iv
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cations in the expelled water remained approximately 
constant as axial stress increased; the relative fractions 
of anions exhibited several different types of variations as 
axial stress was increased. Expulsion of ion-deficient, 
adsorbed water from zeolites and clay minerals may cause the 
observed decreases in ion concentration. In addition to 
removal of adsorbed water, ion exchange on zeolites and clay 
minerals may contribute to the changes observed in the 
relative proportions of ions in the extracted water. The 
lack of water samples collected over a range of axial stress 
prevented direct examination of changes in the chemical 
composition of pore water extracted from densely welded tuff 
cores.
Based on the mechanical ability of a pore-water- 
extraction method to remove water from welded and nonwelded 
tuff cores, one-dimensional compression is a more effective 
extraction method than triaxial compression. However, 
because the effects that one-dimensional compression has on 
pore-water chemistry are not completely understood 
(especially for compression of densely welded tuff cores), 
additional testing will be needed to verify that this method 
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The hydrologic system in the unsaturated tuff at Yucca 
Mountain, Nevada, is being evaluated for the U.S. Department 
of Energy by the Yucca Mountain Project Branch of the U.S. 
Geological Survey as a potential site for a high-level 
radioactive-waste repository. Part of this investigation 
includes a hydrochemical study that is being made to assess 
characteristics of the hydrologic system such as: 
traveltime, direction of flow, recharge and source 
relations, and types and magnitudes of chemical reactions in 
the unsaturated tuff. In addition, this hydrochemical 
information will be used in the study of the dispersive and 
corrosive effects of unsaturated-zone water on the 
radioactive-waste storage canisters. This report examines 
methods used to obtain representative, uncontaminated 
samples of pore water and gas from tuffs that have a small 
initial moisture content.
Purpose and Scope 
This report describes the design and validation of 
laboratory experimental procedures for extracting 
representative samples of uncontaminated pore water and gas 
from welded and nonwelded, unsaturated tuffs from the Nevada
ER-3904
Test Site. These procedures include the use of a standard 
triaxial compression cell and a one-dimensional compression 
cell specifically fabricated for this investigation. The 
two purposes of this study were: (1) to develop a
repeatable technique for extracting pore water and gas from 
cores of unsaturated, nonwelded and densely welded tuffs, 
and (2) to investigate the effects of the extraction method 
on the original pore-fluid composition. A total of 17 
triaxial- and 32 one-dimensional-compression tests were done 
to determine the optimum stress and duration of compression 
for efficient extraction of pore water and gas from core 
samples of welded and nonwelded tuffs. Three primary 
factors were considered in the development of the testing 
methods:
1. Factors that govern the amount and rate of 
compaction such as: tuff mineralogical composition,
texture, and degree of welding,
2. Factors that could cause alteration of the pore- 
water chemistry during compression including: tuff 
mineralogical composition, duration and rate of 
loading, potential for core temperature increase, and 
exposure time of pore water to newly created mineral 
surfaces, and
3. Water volume required for chemical analysis.
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In addition to the compression tests, several studies 
were done to determine the effects of the extraction methods 
on the original fluid composition: (1) monitoring of core
temperature during compression, (2) quantitative 
mineralogical analysis of core specimens, (3) pore-size 
determination using mercury injection, and (4) petrographic 
analysis of thin sections for core textural changes. These 
studies were correlated with observed variations in the 
chemical composition of extracted pore water to develop an 
extraction procedure that produced the smallest amount of 
change in the chemical composition of the pore water.
Data presented in this report were collected for the 
purpose of developing and validating the pore-water- 
extraction methods. Interpretation of the data with regard 
to characterization of the hydrologic regime at Yucca 
Mountain is beyond the scope of this report.
Location of Sample Sites 
Core specimens used for pore-water extraction were 
collected from three sources: (1) vertical boreholes on
Yucca Mountain, (2) horizontal boreholes in the U12g tunnel 
complex (G-Tunnel) at Rainier Mesa, and (3) laboratory cores 
cut from blocks of blast rubble from G-Tunnel. These sample 
sites are located on or adjacent to the Nevada Test Site
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(NTS), which is about 105 km northwest of Las Vegas, Nevada 
(fig. 1). A detailed, schematic drawing of the section of 
G-Tunnel used for sample collection is presented in figure 
2 .
The sample naming convention used in this report was 
designed only to reduce the length of sample names while 
maintaining an appropriate and unique name for each test 
specimen. The naming system is not designed to include the 
complete borehole name in each sample name nor is it a 
standard system used in naming samples from the NTS. A 
complete description of the sample naming convention used in 
this report is included in Appendix A.
General Geologic Relations at the Nevada Test Site
Most of the tuffs present at the NTS were erupted from 
the Timber Mountain-Oasis Valley caldera complex between 9 
and 16 million years ago (Byers and others, 1976). The 
caldera complex is located in the northwest part of the NTS 
and was the source of the tuffs at Yucca Mountain and 
Rainier Mesa. Detailed discussions of NTS geology can be 
found in Lipman and others (1966) and Byers and others 
(1976). Simplified stratigraphic columns of Yucca Mountain 
and Rainier Mesa are presented in figure 3. Note that, at 
Yucca Mountain, divisions in tuff degree of welding do not
ER—3904
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Figure 1.— Location of sample sites on and near the Nevada 
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directly correspond with lithologic unit boundaries. Refer 
directly to the data tables presented later in this report 
to determine the degree of welding for any individual 
sample. Pore-water-extraction tests were done on the 
following lithologic units from Yucca Mountain (all from the 
Paintbrush Tuff): Tiva Canyon Member, Yucca Mountain
Member, Pah Canyon Member, and Topopah Spring Member. From 
G-Tunnel in Rainier Mesa, pore water was extracted from the 
Grouse Canyon Member of the Belted Range Tuff and from 
Tunnel Bed 5 of the Indian Trial Formation.
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK
Compression Methods 
Compression methods have been used in the study of 
natural and man-made materials— both for the study of the 
solid phase as well as for pore-water extraction. 
Investigations into sediment diagenesis (especially the 
compaction of clays) have used compression methods 
extensively. Rieke and Chilingarian (1974) and Singer and 
Muller (1983) presented summaries of the uses of compression 
methods in the study of sediment diagenesis.
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Manheim (1974) listed many of the types of squeezing
devices used for compressing ocean sediment for the study of
interstitial water. The great number of publications 
describing different sediment squeezers precludes citing all 
of them here; this information is included in the reference 
list for this report. Although there are many squeezing 
devices, most of them have two characteristics in common:
(1) design for use at pressures less than 34 MPa, and (2) 
isolation of the extracted water from contact with the
atmosphere. The technique for isolating the extracted water
from the atmosphere was adopted by Sayre (1985) (see section 
Compression Methods for Pore-Water Extraction) and also was 
used in the experiments discussed in this report.
Compression devices are often used to study properties 
of rocks under high temperatures and pressures. Baidyuk 
(1967) described 12 different devices used to apply 
hydrostatic (axial stress equal to confining stress) 
stresses as large as 1010 MPa and temperatures up to 800 °C. 
These devices, however, were designed to study changes in 
rock strength properties and not for collection of pore 
water.
Compression methods are used in research on man-made 
materials. Barneyback and Diamond (1981) used a high- 
pressure device to extract pore fluid from hardened cement
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pastes to study the reaction between pore fluid and support 
steel in reinforced concrete. This device was able to 
apply a maximum axial stress of about 550 MPa to a sample 
that was about 45 mm in length and 53 mm in diameter. L.J. 
Struble (1988, National Institute for Standards and 
Technology, pers. comm.) and D.M. Roy (1988, Pennsylvania 
State University, pers. comm.) used similar, but slightly 
modified devices in concrete research. The die developed by 
Barneyback and Diamond (1981) served as a model for the one­
dimensional compression cell discussed later in this report.
Although a large number of publications exist 
concerning the use of compression methods, most of this 
information is not directly applicable to the problem of 
extracting pore water from unsaturated tuffs. Most of the 
existing publications can be divided into two groups: (1)
methods that focused on pore-water extraction but used only 
saturated, compressible, unconsolidated sediment, and (2) 
methods that compressed rocks but did not collect pore 
water. Neither group of publications provides much 
information that is relevant to the problem of pore-water 
extraction from unsaturated tuffs. Some published papers 
do, however, discuss the use of compression methods to 
extract pore water from unsaturated tuffs? these
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publications are reviewed in the section Compression Methods 
for Pore-Water Extraction.
Other Pore-Water-Extraction Methods
Compression is not the only means available for the 
removal of pore water from sediments. Other methods for 
pore-water extraction include: centrifugation, vacuum
distillation, dilution, high-pressure gas displacement, and 
immiscible displacement. Pore water may be forced out of 
consolidated sediments by spinning samples in a high-speed 
centrifuge at speeds up to 20,000 rpm. Centrifugation of 
chalk was discussed by Edmunds and Bath (1976)? Yang and 
others (1990) outlined centrifugation methods used for cores 
and broken fragments of NTS nonwelded tuff. The main 
disadvantage of centrifugation is the inability to monitor 
and sample pore water as it is expelled during the 
extraction process.
Vacuum distillation involves the drying of sediment or 
rock under a vacuum and the subsequent trapping of the 
expelled water vapor in a cold trap cooled to about -78 °C 
by a dry ice/alcohol slurry. Because vacuum distillation 
removes only pure water and leaves all dissolved 
constituents behind, this method of pore-water extraction is
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not useful when information about the dissolved ionic 
chemistry of the pore water is needed.
Forcing large volumes of distilled water through a rock 
sample to determine the original pore-water composition by 
dilution has two large disadvantages: (1) increased
potential for reaction of mineral grains with introduced 
water, and (2) difficulty in obtaining accurate 
concentration measurements due to large errors associated 
with very low concentrations. Devine and others (1973) 
discussed the problems involved with dilution methods.
Pore water may be forced from rock by flowing inert gas 
at high pressures through the sample. Dropek and Levinson 
(1975) attempted to extract pore water from NTS tuff using 
argon at pressures of about 10 MPa but had very small water 
recoveries (3 ml or less). Although the low efficiency of 
this method eliminates it as a primary extraction technique, 
the injection of inert gas into a sample was used in this 
research as a supplemental method to extract additional 
water after a sample was compressed by triaxial or one­
dimensional compression.
Immiscible displacement can be used in conjunction with 
compression methods or centrifugation to drive pore water 
out of a sample. A viscous, hydrocarbon polymer (usually 
some type of epoxy plasticizer) is pushed through the sample
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by the force of compression or centrifugation; pore water is 
forced out of the sample ahead of the immiscible polymer. 
Immiscible displacement used with compression was discussed 
by Scholl (1963); immiscible displacement in conjunction 
with centrifugation was examined by Davis and others (1985). 
Immiscible displacement is not an appropriate extraction 
method when pore-water chemistry information is needed for 
two reasons; (1) introduction of another fluid into the 
pore space may encourage additional reactions with mineral 
grains, and (2) the displacement fluid may not be totally 
immiscible and may absorb water during the extraction 
process.
Compression Methods for Pore-Water Extraction 
Three publications which concern pore-water extraction 
from unsaturated rock by compression have a direct bearing 
on the research presented in this report. Work done by 
Dropek and Levinson (1975) involved pore-water extraction 
from nonwelded tuffs from Rainier Mesa using triaxial 
compression. The use of triaxial compression for pore-water 
extraction from nonwelded, Yucca Mountain tuffs was extended 
and modified by Sayre (1985) and Yang and others (1988). 
(Note that the publication by Yang and others (1988) is very 
similar to, and based on, research presented by Sayre
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(1985). The U.S. Geological Survey report by Yang and 
others will be cited in the remainder of this report to 
avoid numerous dual references where information contained 
in both reports is cited.) These studies served as the 
starting point for the research presented in this report.
Work done by Dropek and Levinson (1975) was summarized 
in Yang and others (1988) and will not be repeated here.
The report by Yang and others (1988) describes modifications 
made to a standard, commercially available, triaxial 
compression cell for pore-water extraction. These 
modifications included: (1) redesigned, thicker end caps to
withstand large confining pressures during long-duration 
tests, (2) wrapping the test specimen in Teflon to reduce 
the risk of contamination during pore-water extraction, and 
(3) collection of expelled water in syringes to eliminate 
contact between expelled water and the atmosphere. This 
modified triaxial compression cell was used for the initial 
pore-water extraction tests described in this report; this 
device was further modified as is discussed later in this 
report.
Mechanics of Pore-Water Expulsion
The process by which water is expelled from rocks 
during compression has been studied in detail by workers
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investigating the diagenesis of recently deposited sediments 
(Rieke and Chilingarian, 1974). A simple physical model of 
compression characterizes a unit volume of rock by a 
cylinder containing air, water, and a spring (figs. 4-7).
The spring represents the compressible rock skeleton; the 
air and water represent the fluids in the pore space. The 
diagram in figure 4 shows the initial state of the analog 
system. A tightly fitted metal plate seals the pore air and 
water in the cylinder; the applied load is zero and the 
water pressure is hydrostatic (equal to the depth of the 
water in the cylinder).
As load is applied to the plate, the spring compresses 
and air is expelled through the one-way vent; the water 
saturation of the model increases. Eventually, all the air 
is removed (fig. 5)? this state is analogous to the rock 
being 100 percent water-saturated. As the spring continues 
to compress in response to the applied load, the plate 
continues to descend in the next increment of compression 
(fig. 6). The pore water instantaneously bears all the 
load— as is indicated by the rise of water in the manometer. 
Water moves out of the drain in response to the pressure 
gradient, and the water pressure decreases while the spring 
carries more of the load. (The rate at which the water 













Figure 5.— Analog compression model: Start of compression.
The spring compresses as air is expelled. Water pressure 








Figure 6.— Analog compression model: Increment of








Figure 7.— Analog compression model: Equilibrium
conditions. Compression continues until the spring bears 
all the load. Water pressure returns to hydrostatic as 
water is expelled.
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manometer decreases depends on the hydraulic conductivity of 
the rock— a factor not included in this simple model.) When 
the spring and the applied load are in equilibrium (fig. 7), 
motion of the plate stops, expulsion of water ceases, and 
water pressure returns to hydrostatic. Any further increase 
in the applied load repeats the cycle shown in figures 6 and 
7. Additional water is expelled as the system again 
returns to equilibrium.
The actual process of compression in rock is more 
complex, but, in principle, the same as the analog model.
The mechanics of compacting the rock skeleton, represented 
by the compressing spring, includes such processes as: 
grain reorientation, grain deformation, and microfracturing 
of the rock matrix. Properties of a porous medium including 
capillary attraction and hydraulic conductivity are not 
accounted for by the spring in the analog model. During the 
initial stages of compression when the rock is partially 
saturated, only air is expelled as compression progresses; 
capillary forces hold the water in the pores until the pore 
system is fully saturated. The rate at which water is 
expelled is controlled by the hydraulic conductivity of the 
rock, which is, in turn, affected by changes in the rock 
matrix caused by compression. For the purposes of pore- 
water extraction, the key point is that once the rock has
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been compressed to reach 100 percent saturation, additional 
compression will cause water expulsion.
SAMPLE HANDLING AND PREPARATION
Before beginning a detailed explanation of the methods 
used for pore-water extraction, a discussion of sample 
handling and preparation is necessary. Procedures used in 
sample collection, sealing, transportation, storage, and 
preparation for testing all can have an effect on the volume 
and ionic composition of the extracted pore water.
Tuff Sample Handling 
Sample handling methods were designed to maintain 
original core moisture conditions to minimize the effects of 
sample handling on the extracted water.
Tuff Collection 
Core specimens used for pore-water extraction were 
collected from three sources: (1) vertical boreholes on
Yucca Mountain, (2) horizontal boreholes in the U12g tunnel 
complex (G-Tunnel) at Rainier Mesa, and (3) laboratory cores 
cut from blocks of blast rubble from G-Tunnel. Refer to
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figures 1 and 2 for the locations of the sample sites.
Cores from vertical boreholes on Yucca Mountain and from 
horizontal boreholes in G-Tunnel were collected using 
conventional air-coring methods. Cores from vertical 
boreholes UE-25 UZ #4 and UE-25 UZ #5 were collected and 
sealed in October, 1984, and November, 1984, respectively. 
Cores from horizontal boreholes Air Core #2 (AC2), Cross 
Hole #2 (XH2), and Drill Hole #3 (DH3) from G-Tunnel were 
collected and sealed during May through July, 1988. Cores 
from the horizontal borehole "A" were collected and sealed 
in July, 1989. Rubble blocks from G-Tunnel were generated 
by drift excavation using powder blasting explosives (IRECO 
Hercodyne 365). (Blast explosive holes were drilled with 
air in nonwelded tuff and with water in densely welded 
tuff.) Rubble blocks ranged in size from 20 cm x 20 cm x 20 
cm to 60 cm x 60 cm x 40 cm and were collected and sealed in 
June, 1988. After appropriate sealing, transportation, and 
storage (see following sections), the blocks were air-cored 
in the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation Earth Mechanics Laboratory 
at the Denver Federal Center in December, 1988. All cores 




Three sealing methods were used after cores were 
collected to preserve original moisture conditions: 
aluminum foil and beeswax, split PVC (polyvinyl chloride) 
pipe, or Lexan (polycarbonate) liner. Aluminum foil/beeswax 
sealing involved wrapping intact core segments in heavy- 
grade aluminum foil and sealing the foil with melted beeswax 
until a thick (about 3 mm) coat was achieved. Intact core 
segments and core fragments sealed using PVC pipe were 
placed inside Schedule 40 PVC pipe that had been cut in half 
along its length. PVC end caps were placed over the ends of 
the pipe and the ends and the longitudinal joints were 
sealed with tape and beeswax. Lexan liner was used inside 
the inner core barrel to directly contain the core during 
coring. Upon completion of a core run, the core and liner 
were removed together. Any excess liner was then cut off 
and the ends of the liner were covered by flexible plastic 
caps that were sealed to the liner using tape and beeswax.
No single sealing method is without disadvantages. 
Aluminum foil/beeswax sealing allows handling and direct 
observation of the cores; however, handling unsealed cores 
creates the potential for evaporation of pore water during 
processing. Because the aluminum foil can be formed to the 
contours of each individual core segment, there is little
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air space between the foil and the core for water 
evaporation and subsequent condensation after the core is 
sealed. Use of Lexan liner reduces processing time and 
allows viewing of the core (Lexan is clear) but leaves an 
air gap (about 2 mm) between the core and the liner. PVC 
pipe leaves a similar air gap. Moisture from the core can 
migrate out of the core, evaporate, and condense on the 
interior of the liner; most of this moisture remains on the 
liner when the core is removed for test preparation and is 
lost. Sealing samples using PVC requires core handling—  
which may permit drying— and allows condensation during 
storage and, so, is the least preferred of the three sealing 
methods. (PVC sealing is not currently (1990) used in 
sample sealing at the NTS; however, some cores collected 
from Yucca Mountain boreholes UE-25 UZ #4 and UE-25 UZ #5 
were sealed in PVC. Cores sealed in PVC were avoided as 
much as possible during pore-water-extraction testing.)
Rapid processing and sealing in aluminum foil and beeswax 
may provide the best method of moisture preservation of 
these three sealing methods.
Cores collected from boreholes AC2 and XH2 in G-Tunnel 
were sealed in aluminum foil and beeswax; cores collected 
from boreholes A and DH3 were sealed in Lexan liner. Rubble 
blocks from G-Tunnel were sealed in aluminum foil and
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beeswax. Most of the cores from Yucca Mountain that were 
used for compression testing had been sealed in aluminum 
foil and beeswax; cores that had been sealed in PVC pipe are 
noted later in this report. Cores collected by dry coring 
of rubble blocks in the laboratory were sealed using the 
aluminum foil/beeswax method except a layer of plastic film 
(Saran Wrap) was added beneath the foil to further enhance 
moisture preservation.
While it is not the purpose of this report to determine 
which sealing technique allows the smallest change in the 
initial moisture content of a core during storage, how a 
core has been sealed may have an impact on the chemistry of 
the extracted pore water. All the core samples for which 
pore-water chemistry data are reported were initially sealed 
in aluminum foil and beeswax except samples UZ4-241 and UZ5- 
223.
Tuff Transportation and Storage
Sealed cores and rubble blocks collected at the NTS 
were transported to the Denver Federal Center in a 
temperature-controlled van. Cores and blocks were stored in 
refrigerated lockers maintained at 4 to 10 °C to inhibit 
evaporation.
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Core Sample Preparation 
The methods used to prepare test cores for pore-water 
extraction varied depending on the rock type, the method 
used to seal the core, and the type of extraction test to be 
done (triaxial or one-dimensional compression). The 
objective of the sample preparation procedure was to produce 
a test specimen of the appropriate length while minimizing 
exposure of the core to evaporation and heating.
Cutting Methods 
Two methods were used to cut the cores to the required 
length for testing: a hacksaw equipped with a tungsten-
carbide impregnated blade, and a gas-cooled diamond saw.
The hacksaw cutting procedure used was the same as described 
by Yang and others (1988). The core segment to be cut was 
unwrapped, placed in a simple, miter-box-like jig, and cut 
to the desired length. Nonwelded tuff cores required 2 to 5 
minutes per cut using this technique. Moderately or densely 
welded tuff cores could not be cut using the hacksaw; only 
nonwelded tuff cores were cut using this method.
The gas-cooled diamond saw used was a Raytech 46-cm 
(18-inch), water-cooled saw that was modified to use 
compressed air or nitrogen (or any bottled gas) as a 
coolant. A 3-mm orifice was mounted about 25 mm below the
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cutting deck to direct the gas coolant at the cutting 
surface of the blade. The gas served to flush cuttings from 
the blade surface and to cool the blade without blowing 
directly on the core during cutting. A delivery pressure of 
about 0.7 MPa was adequate to prevent densely welded tuff 
cores from heating more than about 3 °C during cutting 
(nonwelded tuff cores usually showed no heating during 
cutting). Nonwelded tuff cores were cut using about 1 
minute per cut; welded tuff cores required between 3 and 15 
minutes per cut depending on the degree of welding and the 
condition of the cutting surface of the blade. The diamond 
cutting surface was conditioned between samples by cutting 
abrasive sandstone using water as a coolant. (However, even 
with this sharpening between samples, blade life is 
significantly shortened by cutting with gas over the life 
that might be expected using water as a coolant.) An 
industrial-quality, segmented blade with a 3.2-mm cutting 
width was the most efficient cutting blade.
Cutting cores using the gas-cooled diamond saw had 
several advantages over cutting using the hacksaw. The main 
advantage of cutting using the diamond saw was that the 
diamond saw could cut moderately and densely welded tuff 
cores that were too hard to be cut using the hacksaw. The 
diamond saw also cut faster and produced a much smoother cut
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surface than the hacksaw; the diamond saw allowed the core 
to remain sealed in aluminum foil and wax during cutting to 
minimize evaporation. Only nonwelded tuff cores prepared 
during the initial phases of experimentation were cut using 
the hacksaw method. The gas-cooled diamond saw was used to 
cut all the remaining test specimens.
The main objective in sample cutting was to produce 
test specimens that had smooth end surfaces that were 
perpendicular to the long axis of the core. The terms 
"smooth” and "perpendicular" as used here are only rough 
approximations of the test specimen requirements specified 
for compression testing by the American Society for Testing 
and Materials (1988d). However, because precise 
measurements of rock properties were not the objective of 
this research, and because following ASTM sample preparation 
requirements would allow moisture in the test cores to 
evaporate, meeting the ASTM requirements was not attempted.
After the cores were cut to the appropriate length, the 
test specimens were sealed in plastic film, aluminum foil, 
and beeswax and stored in a refrigerated locker until 
tested. Pore-water-extraction tests were done on most 
specimens within 24 hours of cutting. Specimens which were 
to be tested within about 4 hours of cutting were sealed in 
plastic film and two layers of reclosable (Ziploc) plastic
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bags and placed in refrigerated storage until tested. End 
pieces from cut cores were dried to a constant weight at 100 
to 105 °C to determine the moisture content of the pieces 
(American Society for Testing and Materials, 1988a). This 
moisture content was assigned to the test specimen. The 
moisture content of the cut ends also was occasionally 
checked by drying the compressed core and back-calculating 
the initial moisture content. Good agreement between 
moisture content values was obtained if the mass of the 
dried, cut ends was at least 100 g.
Variations in Procedure Due to Sealing 
The method used to seal the cores also affected the 
procedure used to prepare the cores for testing. Cores that 
were sealed in Lexan liner or split PVC pipe were removed 
from their tubes, wrapped in plastic film and cloth tape, 
and cut. Cores that were sealed in aluminum foil and 
beeswax were prepared for cutting by trimming off a 13-mm 
wide band of foil and wax at the location of the cut just 
prior to cutting. This minimized exposure of the entire 
core to evaporation. The rest of the core remained sealed 
during cutting. In all cases where two cuts were required, 
the cut face of the core was wrapped in plastic film to 
reduce evaporation during the second cut.
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Variations in Procedure Due to Test Method 
The type of pore-water-extraction test to be done also 
affected the sample preparation by controlling the length of 
core required. The triaxial compression cell used in this 
study can accommodate specimens ranging in length from about 
98 to 113 mm using the standard, 102-mm long platens. 
(Shorter specimens can be tested using longer platens; a 
trial-and-error process would be necessary to determine the 
appropriate length range if longer platens were used.) The 
one-dimensional compression cell can compress specimens as 
long as about 110 mm and has no minimum length limit. Cores 
were cut to lengths appropriate for the test method to be 
used.
Water and Gas Sample Handling 
Pore-gas samples were collected in glass or plastic 
syringes and stored in the collection syringe for subsequent 
analysis of trace gas composition by gas chromatography. 
(Glass syringes were preferred, but not always available.) 
Analysis of carbon dioxide, methane, and sulfur hexafluoride 
by gas chromatography was done on a minimum volume of 2 ml 
as soon as possible after collection. Gas analyses were 
made to determine relative enrichment or depletion of these 
gases in comparison to atmospheric concentrations. (Sulfur
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hexafluoride was used as a gas tracer during coring of Yucca 
Mountain boreholes.)
Pore-water samples were collected in disposable, 
sterile, plastic syringes and were filtered through 0.45-/xm 
disposable filters before storage. Immediately after 
filtration, the pH and specific conductance of each water 
sample was measured using compact pH and specific 
conductance meters manufactured by Horiba, Inc.; the three 
to four drops of water required for each measurement were 
not recoverable. Replicate pH and specific conductance 
measurements were made when the water sample volume (before 
filtration) was more than 3 ml. After completing these 
measurements, the remaining water was stored in tightly- 
capped polyethylene bottles? the bottle caps were sealed 
using two wraps of plastic tape to further minimize leakage 
of water vapor during storage. Sample botrles were placed 
in refrigerated storage at 9 °C until delivery to the 
contract laboratory for analysis of dissolved ionic 
chemistry. Sample handling, including filtration and pH and 
specific conductance measurements, normally used a total of 
0.5 ml of the pore-water sample.
The type of analysis desired for the water extracted 
from an individual tuff core was considered during every 
extraction test. Unless water from two or more extraction
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tests was to be combined to form a composite sample, the 
extraction test was continued until sufficient water was 
obtained for analysis. (Because composite water samples may 
introduce mineralogical variability effects as another 
unknown, composite samples were avoided whenever possible.) 
The minimum water volume required for a sample is dependent 
on several factors: the type of analysis to be done, the
laboratory making the analysis, and the measurement 
precision required for each analysis. The type of analysis 
to be made and the type of instrument used for the analysis 
affect the minimum water volume because each analysis 
technique and specific instrument has a minimum water volume 
requirement. For example, determination of dissolved cation 
content by inductively-coupled plasma atomic emission 
spectroscopy requires a different water volume than analysis 
of tritium content by liquid scintillation counting. Each 
laboratory also has its own unique equipment setup and, so, 
has its own minimum sample volume requirements. Finally, 
the required level of precision for each analysis adds 
another constraint on the minimum water volume. As an 
example, a dissolved chloride analysis with a precision of 
±0.05 percent might require a 10-ml sample while the same 
analysis with a precision of ±1 percent might require only a 
1-ml sample.
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All the water analyses listed in this report (except pH 
and specific conductance) were made for dissolved ion 
chemistry. Cation content was determined using inductively- 
coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy. Anion content 
was determined using ion chromatography. All analyses were 
done by Rocky Mountain Analytical Laboratory in Arvada, 
Colorado, with a precision ranging from 0.1 percent to 12 
percent (but usually <1 percent), depending on the specific 
ion. Taking into account these considerations, the minimum 
water sample volume (sent to the laboratory for a complete 
analysis) was 2.0 ml. The target water sample volume 
(before filtration) was 3.0 ml? the target volume included
0.5 ml for water sample handling and 0.5 ml for 
contingencies. Details concerning individual dissolved 
ionic chemistry analyses are included later in this report.
PORE-WATER EXTRACTION BY TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION
Design of Triaxial Pore-Water-Extraction System 
The objective of triaxial compression testing was to 
build on and improve the technique developed by Yang and 
others (1988). The triaxial compression cell design for 
pore-water extraction used during the initial phases of this
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study was the same as used previously by Yang and others 
(1988). A schematic diagram of this system is shown in 
figure 8. The triaxial cell is made of a 4140-alloy steel 
body and end caps and a urethane membrane; the body and end 
caps were heat treated to a yield strength of 1100 MPa and 
were nickel plated. Vented pore-pressure platens were used 
for transferring extracted water to external syringe 
collectors. Plastic syringes for water collection were 
connected to the platens by oversized stainless-steel 
hypodermic needles and compression fittings. The triaxial 
cell (not including syringes and needles) is commercially 
available from the Slope Indicator Company. This triaxial 
cell could accommodate core samples that were between 98 and 
113 mm in length and 61 mm in diameter. (Samples less than 
98 mm in length could be compressed, but would require 
proportionately longer platens.)
This pore-water-extraction system has several 
advantages: (1) pore water is collected from both ends of
the core sample, which maximizes drainage efficiency? (2) 
quantities of extracted water can be measured during 
collection, which enables the calculation of pore-water- 
extraction rates? and (3) water samples can be collected at 























Figure 8.— Schematic diagram of triaxial cell used by Yang 
and others (1988).
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During the course of testing using this pore-water- 
extraction system, several additional modifications were 
made to improve the operation of the system:
1. Single syringes were replaced with pairs of syringes. 
Using a pair of syringes at the exit port of each platen 
made changing syringes easier; a three-way stopcock was used 
to connect each pair of syringes. The original oversized 
hypodermic needle was replaced by a short length (about 5 
cm) of stainless-steel tubing which was connected to the 
stopcock and syringes by Tygon tubing.
2. Disposable syringes and filters were used instead of 
washing and reusing syringes and filter-paper holders. 
Increasing the amount of disposable water collection 
equipment reduced the risk of water sample contamination.
New syringes also operated much more smoothly than washed, 
reused syringes; new syringes required much less pressure to 
push out the plungers because the plunger lubricant had not 
been washed off. Disposable filters eliminated 
opportunities for leakage and contamination created by using 
filter-paper holders.
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
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3. Syringe size was reduced from 30 ml to 10 ml. Smaller- 
capacity syringes increased the precision in water volume 
measurements from 0.5 ml to 0.1 ml.
4. The sealing ability of the triaxial cell urethane 
membrane was improved by adding rubber inserts inside the 
seal flanges of the urethane membrane. Leakage of confining 
fluid occurred frequently when rubber inserts were not used; 
reducing leakage enhanced the general operation of the 
triaxial cell by improving its ability to maintain a 
constant confining pressure. These mechanical modifications 
to the triaxial pore-water-extraction system are illustrated 
in figure 9.
A major change also was made in the operating procedure 
of the triaxial pore-water-extraction system as described in 
Yang and others (1988). After the test core had been loaded 
to the maximum axial and confining stress, nitrogen gas was 
injected through the upper platen. If the core had been 
compressed enough to reach 100 percent saturation, the 
injection of nitrogen gas forced additional pore water out 
of the core and through the bottom platen. A brief 
description of the gas injection procedure is included in 


























Figure 9.— Schematic diagram of modified triaxial cell used 
in this study.
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water displacement using gas injection is presented later in 
this report.
Operation of Triaxial Pore-Water-Extraction System
Operation of the triaxial compression cell requires a 
load frame capable of applying at least 580 kN axial load 
and a hydraulic system capable of generating at least 69 
MPa. During this study, a load frame that had a capacity of 
4.4 MN and a hydraulic system capable of supplying 138 MPa 
were used for all triaxial compression testing. An overview 
of pore-water extraction by triaxial compression follows to 
explain the general procedure.
A clean urethane membrane is inserted into the body of 
the triaxial cell. The end caps are screwed on and the 
space between the urethane membrane and the cell body is 
filled with hydraulic oil. A test core, jacketed in one 
wrap of Teflon is inserted within the urethane membrane. 
(Teflon is used as a chemically inert barrier between the 
sample and the urethane membrane to reduce the potential for 
chemical reactions between the expelled pore water and the 
urethane membrane.) Two pore-pressure platens are inserted 
into the urethane membrane and centered above and below the 
test core. A slight hydraulic pressure is applied to the 
confining fluid and the entire assembly is placed in the
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load frame. The compression fittings, stainless steel 
tubing, and syringes are attached for gas and water 
collection.
The core is loaded hydrostatically (axial stress equal 
to confining stress) to 68 MPa which is slightly less than 
the design pressure limit (69 MPa) for the urethane 
membrane. The confining stress is held constant while the 
axial stress is increased in four steps to a maximum of 193 
MPa? the load rate between steps is 69 kPa/s. The four 
stress levels correspond to axial stresses of 76, 117, 152, 
and 193 MPa; a stress-path diagram which illustrates this 
loading pattern is shown in figure 10. The maximum axial 
stress was chosen conservatively to avoid the development of 
a shear failure plane in the sample which might, in turn, 
cause the rupture of the urethane membrane. (Handin and 
Hager (1957) noted that most dry sedimentary rocks will 
fracture when the ratio of axial to confining stress reaches 
three to four.) The loading steps were chosen to evenly 
distribute several steps over the load range. The loading 
rate is about the same as recommended for triaxial 
compression of nonwelded tuff for determination of strength 
properties (American Society for Testing and Materials, 
1988b) and was selected to allow completion of the 
extraction test in 6 to 8 hours. Note that the loading rate
ARTHUR LAKES LIISRAftY 
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and the first three stress levels are also identical to 
those used by Yang and others (1988). When adequate volumes 
of gas (> 2 ml) or water (> 3 ml) are collected, syringes 
are replaced for additional samples. Gas samples are 
stored; water samples are filtered, measured for pH and 
specific conductance, and stored. All samples are analyzed 
as soon as possible after collection.
At the maximum axial stress, after water expulsion (if 
any) has ceased and the core has stopped compacting, 
additional pore water may be extracted by injecting dry (> 
99.999 percent pure) nitrogen gas into the pore space and 
forcing out pore water. Nitrogen pressure that ranged from 
0.3 to 9.7 MPa was applied through the upper platen from a 
nitrogen tank. Nitrogen injection was continued until 
sufficient water had been collected for analysis or the 
injection had continued for at least 1 hour with no water 
production.
When pore-water extraction is completed, the test core 
is unloaded. Axial stress is removed until the axial stress 
equals the confining stress? then, both axial and confining 
stresses are removed at the same rate until both are zero. 
The triaxial cell is then removed from the load frame, 
disassembled, and the components which contacted the core or
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the extracted water are washed, rinsed in deionized water, 
and thoroughly dried.
Mechanical Data for Triaxial Compression
Selected mechanical data collected from 17 pore-water- 
extraction tests using triaxial compression are summarized 
in table 1. The data are divided into two sets according to 
the degree of welding of the samples. Supplemental 
mechanical data collected from triaxial compression tests 
are listed in table 2.
Previous work (Yang and others, 1988) indicated that 
the minimum initial moisture content for successful pore- 
water extraction from nonwelded tuff cores was 13 percent. 
Because nearly all the cores available for triaxial 
compression experimentation had moisture contents less than 
13 percent, the initial moisture content of nine of the 
cores used for triaxial testing was artificially increased. 
Water was added to a prepared core by placing the core in a 
beaker of deionized water so that about half the core was 
immersed for a period ranging from 10 to 90 minutes; during 
the average immersion time of 40 minutes, the core was 
turned over several times to maximize the volume of water 
imbibed by the core. After immersion, the core was sealed 
in one layer of plastic film wrap and three layers of
ER-3904
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reclosable plastic bags and placed in refrigerated storage. 
The core remained in storage for an average of 4 8 hours to 
allow core moisture conditions to equilibrate before pore- 
water-extraction testing. These cores were too dry to 
produce water in their ambient states; increasing the 
initial water saturation of the cores allowed development of 
water extraction methods by providing test samples that were 
moist enough to yield water using triaxial compression. The 
initial moisture content of the set of nine cores was 
increased from 5-12 percent to 13-32 percent. This 
corresponds to increases in initial water saturation from 
20-39 percent to 42-56 percent.
Leakage of the confining fluid from the triaxial cell 
was a common mechanical problem until the cell configuration 
was successfully modified (refer to Design of Triaxial Pore- 
Water-Extraction System) after the completion of 15 
compression tests. Although 13 of the 17 triaxial 
compression tests had some leakage of confining fluid, only 
four of the tests had enough leakage to cause a premature 
end to the test. The water extraction data from these four 
tests (UZ5-223, UZ5-330, UZ5-333, and UZN46-8) are 
eliminated from the following discussion and graphs of the 
results of the triaxial compression testing.
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Triaxial compression of nonwelded tuff cores resulted 
in porosity reductions of 12 to 55 percent with an average 
reduction of 3 7 percent. (Porosity reduction was calculated 
as the change in porosity divided by the initial porosity.) 
Total axial strains for nonwelded tuff tests ranged from 8 
to 37 percent with an average value of 24 percent. (Note 
that the porosity reduction and total axial strain values 
are affected by the maximum applied axial stress for each 
test? because a range of axial stresses was used in triaxial 
compression testing, the stated ranges and average values of 
porosity reduction and total axial strain should be coupled 
with the range of applied axial stress when comparing these 
data to other compression test data.) The values of total 
axial strain agree closely with data acquired by triaxial 
compression of nonwelded tuff (using similar applied axial 
stresses) reported by Yang and others (1988).
The calculation of total axial strain assumes that 
lateral strain is zero. Although three of the tested cores 
did show visible barreling after testing, the majority of 
the cores had the same diameter after testing as before 
testing (within about ±1 mm). However, because lateral 
deformation was not measured during the triaxial tests, 
calculations that rely on the core volume at maximum 
compression (total axial strain and final porosity) should
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be considered approximate. A representative axial stress- 
axial strain curve for a nonwelded tuff core tested using 
triaxial compression is illustrated in figure 11. The 
relation between the initial moisture content of a test core 
and the volume of pore water extracted from the core without 
using gas injection is illustrated in figure 12. Note that 
the curves presented on this graph and similar graphs that 
follow were determined using least squares regression. The 
proportion of the variation explained by the regression, R2, 
was determined as described by Draper and Smith (1966). The 
minimum initial moisture content for successful pore-water 
extraction without using gas injection was about 13 percent. 
The minimum initial moisture content for successful pore- 
water extraction is based on experimental trials and not on 
the extrapolation of the regression line indicated on figure 
12. This minimum value and the data trend indicate close 
agreement between this data set and data reported by Yang 
and others (1988) using the same extraction method on 
similar nonwelded tuff cores.
As mentioned in the section Operation of Triaxial Pore- 
Water-Extraction System, injection of an inert gas while the 
core is held at the maximum axial stress can be used to 
extract additional pore water. This improvement to the 
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INITIAL MOISTURE CONTENT, 
IN PERCENT BY WEIGHT
Figure 12.— Relation between initial moisture content and 
volume of pore water extracted from cores using triaxial 
compression without gas injection. Data from this study 
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INITIAL MOISTURE CONTENT, 
IN PERCENT BY WEIGHT
Figure 13.— Relation between initial moisture content and 
volume of pore water extracted from cores using triaxial 
compression. Comparison of volume extracted without using 
gas injection to volume extracted using gas injection.
(N) indicates no additional water recovered using gas 
injection.
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Of the ten compression tests that used gas injection, nine 
produced additional water. The volume of water produced by 
gas injection ranged from 4 to 15 ml, and represented 7 to 
100 percent of the total volume of pore water recovered. 
Using gas injection reduced the minimum initial moisture 
content for successful pore water extraction by triaxial 
compression from 13 percent to about 11 percent. Additional 
details concerning gas injection are included in the section 
titled ADDITIONAL DATA FOR PORE-WATER EXTRACTION USING GAS 
INJECTION.
Pore-water extraction by triaxial compression using gas 
injection resulted in values of extraction success that 
ranged from 16 to 64 percent, and the average value was 37 
percent (including only tests that produced water). 
Extraction success was calculated as the total volume of 
pore water extracted from the test core divided by the total 
volume of water initially present in the core. The degree 
of extraction success increases as the initial moisture 
content of the test core increases (fig. 14). Because only 
a limited amount of compression is available, cores that 
have larger initial moisture contents produce more water by 
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INITIAL MOISTURE CONTENT, 
IN PERCENT BY WEIGHT
Figure 14.— Relation between initial moisture content and 
pore-water extraction success for cores tested using 
triaxial compression.
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Because most water-rock interactions are enhanced at 
increased temperatures (Stumm and Morgan, 1981), the 
temperature of the test core during compression was measured 
during 12 of the 17 triaxial tests. The core temperature 
was measured using a 3 0-gauge type K thermocouple that was 
threaded from the base of the core out through the water 
collection system. No temperature changes (except the 
initial warming of the test core from refrigerated 
conditions to room temperature) were noted during any of 
these tests. Two tests (UZ4-238 and UZ4-237) were done at 
faster loading rates (138 and 207 kPa/s, respectively) to 
determine if the core temperature increased during rapid 
loading? neither test measured any temperature change. The 
core temperature during compression was not monitored on a 
routine basis because installation of the thermocouple 
significantly lengthened the test set-up time and increased 
the risk of pore-water leakage. The 12 measurements made 
were believed to be sufficient to demonstrate that the 
temperature of a core does not increase during triaxial 
compression under the loading conditions used during this 
study.
Two triaxial compression tests (UZN46-8 and UZN46-33) 
were done on cores of moderately welded tuff. The test of 
sample UZN46-8 ended after only 9 minutes due to the brittle
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failure of the core and the subsequent rupture of the 
triaxial urethane membrane. The test of sample UZN4 6-3 3 did 
produce water after gas injection at a maximum axial stress 
of 193 MPa. However, the densely welded tuffs that compose 
most of Yucca Mountain have even smaller porosities and 
initial moisture contents (Montazer and Wilson, 1984) than 
these two moderately welded tuff samples tested using 
triaxial compression. Based on the results of triaxial 
compression and recognizing the need for a compression 
method that would be successful in extracting pore water 
from densely welded tuff cores, the one-dimensional 
compression pore-water-extraction system was designed.
PORE-WATER EXTRACTION BY ONE-DIMENSIONAL COMPRESSION
Design of One-Dimensional Pore-Water-Extraction System 
A one-dimensional pore-water-extraction system was 
designed and fabricated especially for this study. This 
design was based on compression cells used in concrete 
research (Barneyback and Diamond, 1981). The primary design 
objectives were for a system that: (1) avoided the inherent 
difficulties of the triaxial system, such as membrane 
leakage? (2) was simple to operate; and (3) would operate
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efficiently over a large range of stresses so that pore 
fluids could be extracted from samples of both welded and 
nonwelded tuffs.
The one-dimensional compression system is shown 
schematically in figure 15. The major components, made of 
4340-alloy steel, are the corpus ring, base platen, piston, 
and piston guide? these components were heat treated to a 
yield strength of 1030 MPa. The sample sleeve and drainage 
plates are formed from Monel K500 nickel alloy; these parts 
were age-hardened to a yield strength of 690 MPa. The core 
is wrapped in a Teflon sheet and confined in the sample 
sleeve. The drainage plates have holes for pore-water 
drainage and are connected by nylon tubing to syringes for 
gas and water collection. The sample chamber is sealed by 
use of O-rings and a Teflon washer between the upper 
drainage plate and the piston. This closed system prevents 
contact between expelled pore water and the atmosphere. The 
one-dimensional compression cell has a maximum compressive 
stress rating of 552 MPa. This maximum rating is based on
the yield strength of the steel used in the cell and on the
thickness of the corpus ring.
The one-dimensional compression cell can accommodate 
cores that are 61 mm in diameter and as long as 110 mm.
























Figure 15.— Schematic diagram of one-dimensional compression 
cell used in this study.
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inserting steel spacers beneath the base drainage plate and 
effectively increasing the specimen length. The practical 
minimum specimen length is controlled by the amount of water 
in the test sample; the specimen must be of sufficient size 
to produce an adequate volume of water for analysis.
Two different types of drainage plates were used during 
one-dimensional compression testing: "grooved" and
"smooth". Diagrams of the two types of drainage plates are 
presented in figure 16. The "grooved" drainage plates have 
the same pattern of grooves in the face that contacts the 
core as the platens used in the triaxial compression cell. 
Extracted water collects in the grooves and is directed to a 
central port that allows the water to pass to the rear of 
the plate. "Smooth" drainage plates have a circumferential 
drainage channel that leads to two ports that, in turn, 
transmit the collected water from the edge of the plates 
through the inside to a central exit point at the rear of 
the plates. Compression fittings connect the rear of either 
style drainage plate to the nylon tubing that transmits 
expelled water out of the one-dimensional compression cell. 
During one-dimensional compression testing, grooved drainage 











Top View Side View
Figure 16.— Schematic diagrams of drainage plates used in 
one-dimensional compression cell.
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Operation of One-Dimensional Pore-Water-Extraction System
A load frame capable of applying at least 1.7 MN is 
necessary to generate the 552 MPa maximum axial stress. Two 
load frames were used for one-dimensional compression 
testing in this study. A load frame that had a capacity of
1.3 MN was used during the initial testing of the one­
dimensional compression cell, including samples: UZ4-115,
UZ4-338, UZ5-217, UZ5-230, and UZ5-327. Initial testing 
indicated that a load frame capable of generating the 
maximum 552 MPa axial stress would be needed to maximize 
pore-water recovery. Therefore, all the remaining one­
dimensional compression tests were done using a load frame 
that had a capacity of 2.7 MN. An overview of pore-water 
extraction by one-dimensional compression follows to explain 
the general procedure.
The initial assembly of the one-dimensional compression 
cell begins with the preparation of the drainage pathways. 
Nylon tubing and compression fittings are attached to each 
drainage plate. The base drainage plate and base platen are 
then connected to the corpus ring. The test core is 
jacketed in one to two wraps of Teflon and is inserted into 
the cell. (Teflon is used as a chemically inert barrier 
between the sample and the metal sample sleeve to reduce the 
potential for chemical reactions between the expelled pore
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water and the sample sleeve. The Teflon wrap allows the 
sample to compress without adhering to the sample sleeve and 
facilitates extrusion of the sample after a one-dimensional 
compression test.) The top drainage plate, 3-mm thick
Teflon seal washer, piston guide, and piston are then
inserted into the top of the cell. The exterior compression 
fittings are connected to the nylon tubing, and the 
stainless-steel tubing and syringes are attached for gas and 
water collection.
Before the core is loaded to the first stress level, a 
seating load of about 7 to 9 kN is applied to the piston to 
ensure good metal-to-metal contacts between bearing 
components of the cell. The core is then loaded to the 
first stress level of 69 MPa at a rate of 69 kPa/s. Loading 
continues in seven increments of 69 MPa (at the same loading 
rate) until the final stress level of 552 MPa is reached? a
stress path diagram which illustrates this loading pattern
is shown in figure 17. The sequence of load steps was 
chosen to evenly distribute a number of steps over the 
entire load range, and to make the magnitude of the 
individual steps approximately equal to the size of the 
steps used in triaxial compression testing. The loading 
rate, which is the same as used during triaxial compression 
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triaxial compression, and to maintain direct comparability 
with triaxial compression. Water and gas samples are taken 
when adequate volumes of gas (> 2 ml) or water (> 3 ml) are 
collected in the syringes. Gas samples are stored; water 
samples are filtered, measured for pH and specific 
conductance, and stored. All samples are analyzed as soon 
as possible after collection.
At the maximum axial stress, after water expulsion (if 
any) has ceased and the core has stopped compacting, 
additional pore water may be extracted by injecting dry 
nitrogen (> 99.999 percent pure) gas into the pore space and 
forcing out pore water in the same manner as described for 
triaxial compression. Nitrogen pressure that ranged from
1.4 to 10.3 MPa was applied through the piston from a 
nitrogen tank. Additional data and observations concerning 
gas injection are included in the section entitled 
ADDITIONAL DATA FOR PORE-WATER EXTRACTION USING GAS 
INJECTION.
When pore-water extraction is completed, the test core 
is unloaded. Due to the large stresses used during one­
dimensional compression, the test core is firmly seated in 
the sample sleeve and must be pressed out using the load 
frame. A steel cylinder that is slightly smaller in 
diameter than the core is used in conjunction with a support
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ring to press out the test core. After the core has been 
removed, the remaining components and fittings may be 
disassembled. Used syringes and nylon tubing are discarded; 
all components that contacted the core or the extracted 
water are washed, rinsed in deionized water, and thoroughly 
dried.
Mechanical Data for One-Dimensional Compression
Selected mechanical data collected from 32 pore-water- 
extraction tests using one-dimensional compression are 
summarized in table 3. The data are divided into two sets 
according to the degree of welding of the samples. 
Supplemental mechanical data for one-dimensional compression 
tests are listed in table 4.
One-dimensional compression is an effective means of 
decreasing core porosity. Porosity decreases of 36 to 79 
percent that have an average decrease of 63 percent were 
measured from nonwelded tuff tests. (Porosity reduction was 
calculated as the change in porosity divided by the initial 
porosity.) Densely welded tuff core porosity decreases 
ranged from 25 to 46 percent, and the average reduction was 
37 percent. Total axial strains for nonwelded tuff tests 
ranged from 30 to 49 percent, and the average was 37 
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13 percent, and the average was 9 percent. A representative 
axial stress-axial strain curve for a nonwelded tuff core 
tested using one-dimensional compression is illustrated in 
figure 18. A similar curve for one-dimensional compression 
of a densely welded tuff core is presented in figure 19.
The short segments of the curves that indicate increasing 
axial strain at a constant axial stress represent creep as 
the core is held at various levels of axial stress.
Cores that have a larger initial moisture content 
produce more water than cores that have a smaller initial 
moisture content. The data for tests of nonwelded tuff 
cores (fig. 20) indicate this relation. The data for tests 
of densely welded tuff cores (fig. 20 and enlarged on fig. 
21) indicate a similar, but less well defined relation 
between initial moisture content and total volume of pore 
water extracted. Excluding gas injection, the minimum 
initial moisture content for successful pore-water 
extraction from nonwelded tuff cores was 7.6 percent; the 
minimum initial moisture content for densely welded tuff 
cores was 7.7 percent. Injection of nitrogen gas while a 
core was compressed at the maximum axial stress did not 
produce additional pore water from nonwelded tuff cores.
Gas injection produced all the water recovered from most of 
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•  NONWELDED TUFF 
R2 = 0.88
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Figure 20.— Relation between initial moisture content and 
volume of pore water extracted from cores using one­
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Figure 21.— Relation between initial moisture content and 
volume of pore water extracted from densely welded cores 
using one-dimensional compression with gas injection.




minimum initial moisture content for successful pore-water 
extraction from densely welded tuff cores from 7.7 to 6.5 
percent. Additional details concerning gas injection are 
included in the next section.
The one-dimensional compression process resulted in 
values of extraction success that ranged from 16 to 60 
percent of the total available water for nonwelded tuff 
cores, and 2 to 28 percent for densely welded tuff cores.
The average extraction success (for compression tests that 
produced water) was 41 percent for nonwelded tuff cores, and 
11 percent for densely welded tuff cores. Pore-water 
extraction success was calculated as the total volume of 
water extracted divided by the total volume of pore water in 
the test specimen. The degree of extraction success 
increases as the initial moisture content of the test core 
increases. This relation is illustrated by the nonwelded 
tuff test data on figure 22, and to a lesser extent by the
densely welded tuff test data on the same graph.
The temperature of the test core during compression was 
measured during five of the 32 one-dimensional compression 
tests. The core temperature was measured using a 3 0-gauge 
type K thermocouple that was threaded from the base of the
core out through the water collection system. No








































■ DENSELY WELDED TUFF
■
10 15 2 0  2 5
INITIAL MOISTURE CONTENT, 
IN PERCENT BY WEIGHT
3 0 3 5
Figure 22.— Relation between initial moisture content and 
pore-water extraction success for cores tested using one­
dimensional compression.
ER-3904 78
core from refrigerated conditions to room temperature) were 
noted during any of these tests. The core temperature 
during compression was not monitored on a routine basis 
because installation of the thermocouple significantly 
lengthened the test set-up time and increased the risk of 
pore-water leakage; the five measurements made were believed 
to be sufficient to demonstrate that the temperature of a 
core does not increase during one-dimensional compression 
under the loading conditions used during this study.
ADDITIONAL DATA FOR PORE-WATER EXTRACTION USING GAS INJECTION
As previously mentioned, gas injection can be used to 
extract pore water from a tuff core in addition to the pore 
water produced by compression. Detailed information 
concerning pore-water extraction using gas injection in 
conjunction with triaxial compression and one-dimensional 
compression is included in tables 5 and 6, respectively. 
Throughout this study, nitrogen gas was used for gas 
injection. Ultra-high purity (grade 5) nitrogen was chosen 
for its low moisture content (>99.999 percent nitrogen, <1 
part per million by volume water vapor) and low cost. 
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containing hydrogen, oxygen, or carbon isotopes which could 
introduce contamination if the isotopic composition of the 
extracted pore water were under examination.)
Mechanics of Pore-Water Extraction bv Gas Injection 
In a core that is fully water saturated, gas injection 
creates a pressure gradient in the pore water which, in 
turn, causes the water to flow out of the core. Darcy's Law 
describes this relation (Freeze and Cherry, 1979):
dh
Q = -K ---  A
dl
where:
Q = discharge or flow rate
K = hydraulic conductivity
dh/dl = hydraulic gradient
A = cross-sectional area of flow
The negative sign indicates flow is down the hydraulic 
gradient, from higher total head to lower total head. 
Hydraulic conductivity refers only to the flow of water; 
permeability (k) is used to describe flow of fluids other 
than water.
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
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Applying gas pressure to one end of the core increases 
the hydraulic gradient. However, the rate of water 
discharge from the other end of the core also is dependent 
on the hydraulic conductivity and the cross-sectional area. 
For cores of the same rock type (nonwelded tuffs, for 
example), the cross-sectional area of flow is approximately 
the same for any two test cores that have the same diameter. 
The hydraulic conductivity of any two cores may not be 
similar because the value of hydraulic conductivity will 
depend not only on the initial hydraulic conductivity 
(before compression) but also on how the pore structure of 
the core changes during compression. Consequently, for two 
apparently similar tuff cores, the same applied gas 
injection pressure may not produce an equivalent rate of 
water expulsion.
The injected gas penetrates the pore system of the core 
and, given enough time, will flow out the other end of the 
core. Because the gas will flow first through regions of 
highest permeability, not all of the pore water will be 
displaced from the core when gas begins to flow out of the 
exit side of the core. As the injected gas flows through 
the core, the gas may also cause water expulsion by a 
process termed "gas-flow traction” by Dropek and Levinson 
(1975). In a partially saturated core, the gaseous phase
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occupies the center of large pores and any water is located 
on the sides of pore walls and at the interstices between 
grains (pore throats). As gas flows through the pore 
system, the surface friction between the gas and the pore 
water "drags” the pore water along. The gas pressure also 
forces water through the pore throats. (Injection of a dry 
gas into a saturated or partially saturated core may induce 
evaporation of the pore water. This problem was examined 
experimentally and is discussed below in One-Dimensional 
Compression.)
Triaxial Compression 
With few exceptions, gas injection successfully 
produced additional water in pore-water-extraction tests 
using triaxial compression. Of the set of 17 triaxial 
compression tests, 11 tests used gas injection. (Four 
tests— UZ5-223, UZ5-330, UZ5-333, and UZN46-8— ended 
prematurely due to confining fluid leakage? two tests— UZ5- 
334 and UZ13-354— were done before gas injection was 
incorporated as part of the test procedure.) Of the 11 
triaxial compression tests that used gas injection, nine 
produced additional water. (Note that sample UZN46-33, the 
single, successful triaxial compression test of a moderately 
welded tuff core, is combined with the remaining triaxial
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compression tests of nonwelded tuff cores in this 
discussion.) The volume of water produced by gas injection 
ranged from 4 to 15 ml, and represented 7 to 100 percent of 
the total volume of pore water recovered. For tests that 
had successful pore-water expulsion by gas injection, an 
average of 69 percent of the total water recovered was 
produced by gas injection. For three tests of tuff cores 
that had small initial moisture contents (UZ5-246, UZ5-269, 
and UZN46-33), gas injection was responsible for all of the 
water recovered.
Two triaxial compression tests did not recover 
additional water by using gas injection. Sample UZ4-190 was 
compressed to 152 MPa axial stress and was subjected to gas 
injection for 50 minutes using a gas pressure of 0.3 MPa.
The reason this sample did not produce additional pore water 
may be that 0.3 MPa was not sufficient pressure to create a 
gradient in the pore water that was large enough to result 
in water expulsion in 50 minutes. Higher gas pressures (up 
to 9.7 MPa) were used in subsequent triaxial compression 
tests to generate larger gradients in the pore water and 
more rapid water expulsion. Sample UZ5-235 was compressed 
to 193 MPa axial stress and, also, did not produce 
additional water by gas injection. Even though the duration 
of gas injection was short (17 minutes), gas flow rates of
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greater than 100 ml/min were measured at low injection 
pressures (2.8 MPa). This sample had the smallest initial 
moisture content (6.8 percent) of any sample tested by 
triaxial compression. The reason gas injection was 
unsuccessful may be that the applied stress was not adequate 
to compress the sample to a state of 100 percent saturation.
Increasing the duration of gas injection increased the 
volume of pore water recovered for triaxial compression 
tests that used gas injection. The curves illustrating the 
nine triaxial compression tests that had successful gas 
injection indicate this general trend (fig. 23)? sample UZ4- 
238 is drawn alone on figure 24 as a representative example. 
Most of the curves in figure 23 indicate a roughly linear 
relation between duration of gas injection and volume of 
pore water recovered. At some point during gas injection, 
however, the volume of extracted pore water begins to 
decrease— less and less pore water is produced per minute of 
gas injection. This point is located close to the end of 
gas injection for sample UZ4-238 (fig. 24), but occurs early 
in the gas injection process for samples UZ5-246, UZ5-269, 
and UZN46-33• (Note that samples UZ5-246, UZ5-269, and 
UZN46-33 also have two other features in common: (1) they
have the smallest initial moisture contents of all the 
triaxial compression samples that successfully produced
ER-3904 100
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Figure 23.— Volume of pore water extracted from cores using 
triaxial compression with gas injection. All cores are 





































Figure 24.— Volume of pore water extracted from sample UZ4- 
238 using triaxial compression with gas injection.
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water using gas injection, and (2) they did not produce any 
pore water until gas injection was applied.) Using gas 
injection with triaxial compression significantly increased 
pore-water recovery in samples with large (>12 percent) 
initial moisture contents. While gas injection was not as 
efficient in extracting pore water from samples that had 
smaller (11-12 percent) initial moisture contents, gas 
injection did successfully extract water that was not 
recoverable using triaxial compression alone. Gas injection 
was not effective in extracting pore water from samples that 
had initial moisture contents that were less than 11 
percent.
One-Dimensional Compression 
Gas injection was used in conjunction with one­
dimensional compression on 31 of the 32 one-dimensional 
compression tests. (Gas injection was not attempted during 
the test of nonwelded tuff sample GT-EX-DH3-2 due to 
mechanical problems.) The following discussion of the 
results of gas injection is divided into two parts based on 
the degree of welding of the test cores.
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Nonwelded Tuff 
Gas injection using one-dimensional compression was 
successful in extracting pore water from nonwelded tuff 
cores in only a few cases. A description of the trials in 
which gas injection did not work may help explain why gas 
injection was successful on only three of the 16 one­
dimensional compression tests of nonwelded tuff cores. Gas 
injection failed on tests UZ4-115, UZ5-327, and UZ5-345 due 
to mechanical problems related to the use of the smooth pair 
of drainage plates. During these tests, the drainage 
channels in the top drainage plate became plugged by the 
Teflon sample wrap. This problem was solved on subsequent 
tests by using the grooved pair of drainage plates and by 
ensuring that the Teflon sample wrap did not extend above 
the top of the core after the core had been inserted into 
the sample sleeve. The reason the remaining unsuccessful 
tests did not produce additional pore water may be that the 
applied gas injection pressure was not sufficient to create 
a gradient in the pore water that was large enough to result 
in water expulsion during the duration of the test. 
Compression of the pore structure of these nonwelded tuff 
cores may result in sample permeabilities that are too small 
to allow expulsion of pore water by gas injection within the 
time scale of the test.
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Pore water was extracted using gas injection on only 
three of the 16 one-dimensional compression tests of 
nonwelded tuff cores. These three tests were: UZ5-217,
UZ5-230, and GTO-JJ-DB-1A-1-1. Sample UZ5-217 was 
compressed to a maximum axial stress of 221 MPa and was 
subjected to 2.8 MPa gas pressure for 4 minutes. Only a 
trace of water was recovered when the one-dimensional 
compression cell was disassembled; more water might have 
been recovered if gas injection had been continued. Sample 
UZ5-230 was compressed to 434 MPa maximum axial stress and 
then unloaded (due to operating constraints imposed by the 
load frame in use) to an axial stress of 351 MPa. Gas 
pressure ranging from 2.8 to 5.5 MPa was applied for a total 
of 97 minutes; a total of 6 ml of water was recovered. The 
success of gas injection on this test may be due to the 
stress path used, the small (7.6 percent) initial moisture 
content of the core, or to other factors. Sample GTO-JJ-DB- 
1A-1-1 recovered water using gas injection only while the 
core was held at small axial stresses; this test is 
described in more detail below.
Sample GTO-JJ-DB-1A-1-1 was tested specifically to 
investigate the relation between applied axial stress and 
success or failure of gas injection. This sample was loaded 
using the same stress path as for most other one-dimensional
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compression tests of nonwelded tuff cores (refer to fig. 
17). However, at each stress level, gas injection was 
attempted to determine if pore water could be extracted. 
The data for this test are summarized in table 7.
Table 7 Gas injection data for test GTO-JJ-DB-1A-1-1 



















69 1.4 17 1.9 0.11
138 4.1 38 1.2 0.032
207 7.6 66 1.8 0.027
276 7.6 47 0 0
552 7.6 711 0 0
1 Pore-water extraction rate is pore-water volume extracted 
divided by injection duration.
The data from this test indicate that the effectiveness 
of gas injection decreases as axial stress is increased 
during tests of nonwelded tuff cores using one-dimensional 
compression. One-dimensional compression using gas 
injection was not successful in extracting pore water when 
the applied axial stress was 276 MPa or greater. In 
addition, no gas flow through the core was measured at axial
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stresses greater than or equal to 276 MPa. Compaction of 
the pore system and a decrease in core permeability may be 
the cause of the decrease in effectiveness of gas injection 
as axial stress is increased.
Densely Welded Tuff
Gas injection using one-dimensional compression was 
most successful in extracting pore water from densely welded 
tuff cores. All of the 15 one-dimensional compression tests 
of densely welded tuff cores used gas injection; twelve of 
these tests produced pore water from gas injection. The 
volume of water produced by gas injection ranged from a 
trace to 8.6 ml, and represented i00 percent of the total 
volume of pore water extracted in all but three of the group 
of 12 tests.
The three tests (of the total 15 tests) that did not 
recover additional pore water using gas injection (UZ13-62, 
GTG-LD-WB-3-1-1, and GT-LD-AC2-118) had the three smallest 
initial moisture contents of the group of densely welded 
tuff cores tested using one-dimensional compression. These 
three samples produced no water— either by compression or 
using gas injection. The reason gas injection was 
unsuccessful for these three tests may be that the applied 
stress was not adequate to compress the samples to a state
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of 100 percent saturation. These three tests illustrate the 
importance of compression to the process of pore-water 
extraction. Unless a core is compressed adequately to 
produce saturated conditions, injection of an inert gas does 
not expel pore water. Instead, the gas flows past pore 
water that is retained on the pore walls by capillary 
attraction.
Similar to triaxial compression, increasing the 
duration of gas injection increased the volume of pore water 
recovered for one-dimensional compression tests that used 
gas injection. Data for ten tests of densely welded tuff 
cores using one-dimensional compression are illustrated in 
figure 25. Data from tests GT-LD-AC2-17 and GT-LD-AC2-18 
are not plotted because these two tests had very small 
volumes of water recovered; data for one nonwelded tuff test 
(UZ5-230) are also included on figure 25 (to display the 
entire data set). Sample GT-LD-AC2-62 is drawn alone on 
figure 26 as a representative example of a one-dimensional 
compression test of a densely welded tuff core using gas 
injection. Most of the curves in figure 25 indicate a 
roughly linear relation between the duration of gas 
injection and the volume of pore water recovered.
Like triaxial compression, at some point during gas 
injection, the volume of extracted pore water begins to
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Figure 25.— Volume of pore water extracted from cores using 
one-dimensional compression with gas injection. All cores 
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Figure 26.— Volume of pore water extracted from sample GT- 
LD-AC2—62 using one-dimensional compression with gas 
injection.
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decrease— less and less pore water is produced per minute of 
gas injection. This relation is especially noticeable in 
tests with long duration gas injection (GT-LD-AC2-55, GT-LD- 
AC2-62, and GT-DD-A-7). Gas injection was responsible for 
nearly all the water recovered from one-dimensional 
compression tests of densely welded tuff cores that had 
initial moisture contents greater than 6.5 percent. 
Experience from tests of densely welded tuff cores using 
one-dimensional compression and gas injection indicated that 
if no water had been recovered after 60 minutes, continued 
gas injection was unlikely to produce any pore water. The 
volume of water recovered from one-dimensional compression 
tests using long duration gas injection may be affected by 
the evaporation of pore water into the injection gas. The 
potential for evaporation of pore water caused by the 
injection of dry gas was investigated during the test of 
sample GT-DD-A-10. A cold trap cooled to about -78 °C by a 
dry ice-isopropyl alcohol slurry was inserted into the water 
collection system between the collection syringe and the gas 
flow meter. Any water vapor that passed the collection 
syringe was collected in the cold trap. The results of this 
investigation are detailed in table 8 and figure 27.
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Table 8 Gas injection data for test GT-DD-A-10
[MPa, megapascals; ml, milliliters]
Maximum gas Water volume
injection Gas volume recovered
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Figure 27.— Volume of pore water collected by cold trap from 
sample GT-DD-A-10 during one-dimensional compression with 
gas injection.
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The volume of pore water evaporated (and collected in 
the cold trap) increased greatly between 5.6 and 2 2 liters 
of gas injected. The 0.4-ml volume of water collected in 
the cold trap would represent about 7 percent of the total 
6.0 ml of water collected using one-dimensional compression 
and gas injection for sample GT-DD-A-10. Evaporation of 
pore water would increase the concentrations of all the 
dissolved ions in the pore water; compression tests that use 
gas injection for long durations and/or large gas flow rates 
may exhibit increased ion concentrations in pore water 
recovered after large volumes of injected gas have passed 
through the core.
Gas Injection Summary 
Pore-water extraction from nonwelded tuff cores using 
gas injection in conjunction with either triaxial or one­
dimensional compression was not successful at axial stresses 
greater than 276 MPa. (Sample UZ5-230 is the only exception 
to this statement from the group of 49 tests done for this 
study.) Compression of the pore system and a decrease in 
core permeability may be the cause of the decrease in 
effectiveness of gas injection as axial stress is increased. 
At axial stresses less than 276 MPa, gas injection was 
successful in expelling pore water from nonwelded tuff cores
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provided that: (1) the applied gas pressure was at least
1.4 MPa, and (2) the test core was compressed enough to 
fully saturate the pore system.
Gas injection was responsible for most of the water 
recovered from densely welded tuff cores during one­
dimensional compression tests. For nine of the 12 one­
dimensional compression tests that produced water using gas 
injection, all of the expelled water was recovered during 
gas injection. Gas injection successfully expelled pore 
water from densely welded tuff cores compressed at the 
maximum axial stress (552 MPa) provided the test core was 
compressed adequately to fully saturate the pore system.
Data from all of the compression tests that used gas 
injection indicate that increasing the duration of gas 
injection increased the volume of pore water expelled. The 
usual pattern of water expulsion included an initial period 
during which the volume of water extracted was roughly 
proportional to the duration of gas injection; afterwards, 
the volume of water expelled per minute of injection 
steadily decreased. The maximum duration of gas injection 
also is limited by the potential for evaporation of the pore 
water into the injected gas. One one-dimensional 
compression test of a densely welded tuff core indicated 
that evaporation may be a concern when the volume of
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injection gas exceeds about 6 liters, and that evaporation 
of pore water should be considered likely when the volume of 
injected gas is greater than about 20 liters.
Data collected from pore-water-extraction tests using 
triaxial compression and gas injection indicate that gas 
injection at a pressure of at least 1.4 MPa for at least 60 
minutes is necessary for maximum water recovery from 
nonwelded tuff cores (provided axial stress is less than 276 
MPa). For one-dimensional compression of densely welded 
tuff cores using gas injection, an injection pressure of at 
least 1.4 MPa for at least 180 minutes is needed for maximum 
water extraction.
ADDITIONAL DATA FOR COMPRESSION
Tuff Mineralogy 
Determination of the mineralogical composition of tuff 
cores was done to aid in the interpretation of the dissolved 
ionic chemistry of extracted pore water. Samples of seven 
tuff cores that had been compressed using one-dimensional 
compression were analyzed for quantitative mineralogical 
composition. The group of seven samples was selected based 
on two criteria: (1) availability of detailed pore-water
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chemistry analyses, and (2 ) applicability of the 
mineralogical results to the largest number of similar tuff 
cores. (No samples of cores compressed using triaxial 
compression were selected because very few pore-water 
chemistry analyses were available for cores tested using 
triaxial compression.) Samples were also chosen to provide 
a minimal check of analysis repeatability. Samples for 
mineralogical analysis (about 10 to 20 g) were taken from 
the compressed cores or from the cut end pieces created 
during core preparation. Analyses were done by Crystal 
Research Laboratories, in Lander, Wyoming.
Whole-rock chemical analyses of the set of seven 
samples are listed in table 9. Analyses were done using 
standard methods of X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis 
(Jones, 1987). Data in table 9 are separated according to 
degree of welding and lithologic unit. For comparison, 
table 9 also includes two entries that represent averages of 
XRF analyses made by other investigators on samples from the 
same formations (Connolly and others, 1983; 1984). Analyses 
of samples from Tunnel Bed 5 and from the Grouse Canyon 
Member indicate good internal consistency and agreement with 
other published analyses; the analyses of samples from the 
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Crystal Research Laboratories used the Quantitative 
Mineral Analysis System (QMAS) analysis program (Slaughter, 
1990) to determine individual mineral components from the 
results of the XRF analyses. X-ray diffraction analysis and 
optical petrography supplemented XRF analysis in the 
determination of mineralogical composition. The 
mineralogical composition of the set of seven tuff samples 
is listed by weight in table 10 and by volume in table 1 1 . 
The zeolite mineral clinoptilolite was the most frequently 
occurring mineral in all of the nonwelded tuff samples; the 
clinoptilolite content of the five nonwelded tuff samples 
ranged from 53 to 76 percent. Clay minerals including 
illite, ferric illite (similar, but not identical to 
nontronite), montmorillonite, and chlorite were also found 
in the five nonwelded tuff samples; the total clay mineral 
content in these samples ranged from 3 to 30 percent. The 
presence of zeolite and clay minerals may be due to the 
hydration of original, unstable tuff components in the 
presence of ground water (White and others, 1980). Two 
feldspars, sanidine and albite, and quartz together composed 
about 90 percent of each of the two densely welded tuff 
samples. These two samples each contained about 10 percent 
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The cation exchange capacity of six of the seven 
samples also was analyzed by Crystal Research Laboratories 
(table 12). A standard wet-chemistry method utilizing 
ammonium (NH4+) ions to displace cations in the sample was 
used (Lieu and others, 1988). Zeolite minerals are known to 
have large cation exchange capacities (Hay, 1966; Sherry, 
1971). The highly zeolitic nonwelded tuff samples have 
large cation exchange capacities; the densely welded tuff 
samples have small zeolite contents, and correspondingly 
small cation exchange capacities.
Additional discussion involving core mineralogy, 
especially concerning the presence and effects of zeolite 
minerals, is included later in the report in sections 
examining pore-water chemistry.
Tuff Pore-Size Distribution 
Determination of the pore-size distribution of tuff 
cores was done to aid in the interpretation of the 
mechanisms involved in pore-space collapse during 
compression. Two subsamples were collected from each of 
four cores that had been compressed using one-dimensional 
compression. The four cores were: UZ5-335, GT0-JJ-DB-1A-2
1, GT-LD-AC2-55, and GT-LD-AC2-62. These four test cores 
were selected from the group of cores chosen for
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Table 12 Cation exchange capacity data for tuffs
[— , not analyzed]
Cation exchange 
Sample name capacity
(milliequivalents per 100 g)
Nonwelded tuff, Topopah Spring Member
UZ5-335 91.4
UZ5-374




Densely welded tuff, Grouse Canyon Member
GT—LD—AC2 —55 3.5
GT—LD-AC2—62 5.0
Analysis by Crystal Research Laboratories, Lander, Wyoming.
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quantitative mineralogical analysis so that correlations 
between pore-size distribution and mineralogy would be 
possible. The four cores also were chosen to evenly divide 
the analyses between nonwelded and densely welded tuff 
cores. The two subsamples were collected from each test core 
to represent the core pore-size distribution before and 
after compression. The before-compression subsample 
(indicated by the suffix "-BC" added to the sample name) was 
collected from the cut end pieces created during preparation 
of the test core for compression. The after-compression 
subsample (indicated by the suffix 11-AC95 ' i to the sample
name) was taken from the test core after the completion of 
compression testing.
Intact tuff fragments measuring about 25 mm x 13 mm x 
13 mm were used for pore-size distribution analysis. The 
before-compression fragments were collected by breaking the 
core end pieces to create fragments of the correct size. 
After compression, test cores (especially the densely welded 
tuff cores) often were fractured and fragment selection was 
usually only a matter of choosing appropriately sized pieces 
from the compressed core samples. (Note that this small 
sample size probably represents intact rock with no regard 
to large scale fractures that may be present in the core.)
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Pore-size distributions were determined by Surtek, Inc., in 
Golden, Colorado, using mercury injection porosimetry.
Injection of mercury at various pressures into the air- 
filled pore space of a rock sample can be used to determine 
the relation between the applied mercury pressure and the 
volume of mercury that enters the pore space; this relation 
is commonly termed a capillary pressure curve (Purcell,
1949). The applied mercury pressure, or capillary pressure, 
is related to the size of the pore into which the mercury is 
injected by the following empirical equation (Dake, 1978):
2CTCOS0
Pc =  ;------’
r
where:
Pc = capillary pressure
a = interfacial tension (between mercury and air)
0 - contact angle of the wetting fluid (between mercury
and rock)
r = capillary radius
The terms a and 0 are constants for a particular 
system? for the mercury-air-rock system a is about 480 
dyne/cm and 0 is about 140° (Monicard, 1980). Surtek, Inc.,
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used these values to calculate the capillary radius, r, from 
the measured values of the applied pressure, Pc. Mercury 
porosimetry data collected by Surtek, Inc., for the set of 
eight samples are listed in table B-l.
Capillary pressure curves for the set of eight samples 
are presented in figures B-l through B-4 (note that only the 
drainage segment, the portion of the data in which the 
capillary pressure is increasing, is plotted on these 
figures). Curves representing the before-compression sample 
and the after-compression sample for each test core are 
plotted together on the same graph to illustrate the change 
in mercury injection characteristics caused by one­
dimensional compression. Only small changes are present in 
the shapes of the capillary pressure curves for the welded 
tuff samples? large differences are evident between the 
before-compression curves and the after-compression curves 
for the nonwelded tuff samples.
The capillary pressure data in table B-l also can be 
used to determine the pore-size distribution of a sample.
If it is assumed that mercury fills all the pores at the 
maximum capillary pressure, a pore-size frequency histogram 
can be constructed for each sample. (This statement assumes 
that the sample contains no pores smaller than 0.05 /urn and 
that all the pores are connected. While mercury injection
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at pressures greater than 13.8 MPa would be required to 
assess the first assumption, the degree of pore 
interconnectivity was studied by Manger (1965). In ten 
samples of nonwelded tuff from the NTS, Manger found that 
the total amount of occluded (nonconnected) porosity was 
less than 0.1 percent.) Frequency histograms illustrating 
the distribution of pore sizes, both before and after 
compression, are presented in figures 28-31 for the four 
pairs of samples analyzed using mercury porosimetry.
A summary of the pore-size distribution data is listed 
in table 13. Both nonwelded tuff samples had large 
percentages of large (>2 /Ltm) pores and small percentages of 
small (<0.5 /im) pores before compression? however, after 
compression to 552 MPa using one-dimensional compression, 
both samples indicated a large decrease in the number of 
large pores and a large increase in the number of small 
pores. The simple conclusion from this observation is that, 
during one-dimensional compression of nonwelded tuff cores, 
large pores are reduced in size as the total pore volume of 
the core is decreased.
Densely welded tuff sample GT-LD-AC2-55 displayed very 
little change in pore-size distribution between the before- 
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Figure 31.— Pore-size distribution for sample GT-LD-AC2-62.
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Table 13 Pore-size distribution data for tuffs
[BC, before compression; AC, after compression; 










BC AC BC AC
Nonwelded tuff
UZ5-335 72 37 10 53
GTO-JJ-DB-1A-2-1 67 8 13 78
Densely welded tuff
GT-LD—AC2-55 14 14 73 74
GT-LD-AC2-62 12 23 60 54
All the samples listed as "after compression" were 
compressed to a maximum axial stress of 552 MPa using one­
dimensional compression.
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GT-LD-AC2-62 exhibited more variation. Although the two 
densely welded tuff samples had similar pore-size 
distributions before compression, sample GT-LD-AC2-62 
indicated an increase in large pores and a slight decrease 
in small pores after compression. This change in the pore- 
size distribution for sample GT-LD-AC2-62 may be real or may 
be caused by sample selection. Densely welded tuff samples 
used for one-dimensional compression tests occasionally 
contained small, porous pumice fragments within the densely 
welded matrix; inclusion of a highly porous pumice fragment 
in a sample used for mercury injection porosimetry could 
have a large impact on the resultant pore-size distribution. 
Although visible pumice fragments were avoided during sample 
selection from densely welded tuff cores, small pumice 
fragments within the interior of a sample may have been 
present. Data concerning sample porosity, discussed next, 
support a change in sample lithology as the explanation for 
the change in pore-size distribution observed in sample GT- 
LD-AC2-62.
In addition to the capillary pressure 
measurements, Surtek, Inc., determined the porosity of each 
of the eight samples. Values of the grain volume of the 
samples were measured using an air comparison pycnometer 
(Beckman model 930). Data from the air pycnometer can be
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used in Boyle’s Law (P-iV̂  = P2V2) to determine grain volume. 
Grain volume and the total sample volume (acquired during 
the capillary pressure measurements) were then used to 
calculate the sample porosity:
VT - VG




VT = total volume
VG = grain volume
Porosity data for the set of eight samples are listed 
in table 14. Changes in sample porosity indicate similar 
relations between before- and after-compression samples as 
were determined from the capillary pressure measurements. 
Both nonwelded tuff samples indicated a decrease in porosity 
from before compression to after compression. Densely 
welded tuff sample GT-LD-AC2-55 displayed little change in 
porosity due to compression. Porosity data for sample GT- 
LD-AC2-62 indicated a large increase in sample porosity from 
before to after compression. It is possible that the after­
compression subsamples collected from the two densely welded 
tuff cores contained microfractures created by compression.
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Table 14 Porosity data for tuffs
















1 All the samples listed were compressed to a maximum axial 
stress of 552 MPa using one-dimensional compression.
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However, the,inclusion of fractures would not contribute 
significantly to the total sample porosity (Schlumberger, 
1987). The apparent increase in the porosity of sample GT- 
LD-AC2-62 may be due to the inclusion of a highly porous 
pumice fragment as mentioned above.
The pore-size distribution and porosity data collected 
using mercury porosimetry indicate two conclusions that 
apply to the one-dimensional compression of tuff cores: (1)
for nonwelded tuff cores, large pores are reduced in size as 
the total pore volume of the core is decreased, and (2 ) for 
densely welded tuff cores, compression does not have a large 
impact on the pore-size distribution.
Optical Microscopic Studies
Thin sections from samples of 16 of the tuff cores used 
for triaxial or one-dimensional compression were examined 
using a petrographic microscope to further investigate 
changes in the tuff pore structure caused by compression.
The set of tuff cores was chosen using three selection 
criteria: (1) include cores compressed to different maximum
axial stresses, (2 ) include cores from a variety of 
lithologic units, and (3) include all the samples in the 
group chosen for quantitative mineralogical analysis to 
allow direct comparison of optical characteristics to
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quantitative mineralogy. A list of these samples is 
included in table 15.
Two subsamples were collected from each core to 
represent the tuff pore structure before and after 
compression. Fragments of the core end pieces cut during 
sample preparation were used for the before-compression 
subsamples. Pieces of the compressed cores served as the 
after-compression subsamples. Two thin sections were made 
from each subsample. One thin section was cut parallel to 
the long axis of the core? one thin section was cut 
perpendicular to the long axis of the core. (For a thin 
section cut from a compressed core, the thin section 
parallel to the long axis of the core represented a view 
along the direction of stress application.) The locations 
of the thin sections were chosen as close together as 
possible to minimize variation due to sample heterogeneity. 
All thin sections were standard size (about 22 mm x 27 mm) 
and were impregnated with blue epoxy to highlight the pore 
space. Thin sections were prepared by Petrographic 
Services, Inc., in Aurora and Montrose, Colorado.
A total of 64 thin sections were observed using an 
Olympus model BH-2 petrographic microscope. Magnification 
factors of 4x and lOx were used in examination of the thin
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UZ4-240 76 Pah Canyon Mbr.
UZ4-241 117 Pah Canyon Mbr.
UZ4-242 165 Pah Canyon Mbr.
UZ5-246 179 Pah Canyon Mbr.
UZ5-269 179 Pah Canyon Mbr.
UZ5-334 152 Topopah Spring Mbr.
One-dimensional compression
UZ4-115 427 Yucca Mountain Mbr.
UZ5-335 552 Topopah Spring Mbr.
UZ5-347 552 Topopah Spring Mbr.
GT0-JJ-DB-1A-1-1 552 Tunnel Bed 5
GT0-JJ-DB-1A-2-1 552 Tunnel Bed 5
GT0-JJ-DB-1B-1-1 552 Tunnel Bed 5
GT-EX-DH3-2 552 Tunnel Bed 5
GT-EX-DH3-3 552 Tunnel Bed 5
GT-LD-AC2-55 552 Grouse Canyon Mbr.1 
Grouse Canyon Mbr.1GT—LD-AC2-62 552
1 Densely welded tuff; all other samples are nonwelded
tuffs.
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sections. (This microscope was also equipped to produce 
magnifications of 20x and 40x, but these higher 
magnifications were not used. The thickness of the thin 
sections (about 3 0 fim) made the higher magnifications 
ineffective.) At a magnification of lOx, the smallest 
feature measurable using the microscope cross-hair scale was 
about 5 /im; the smallest visible feature was about 1 jLtm.
The thin sections cut from before-compression subsamples 
were examined to provide a basis for comparison to the 
after-compression subsamples for each individual core. The 
thin sections were examined only for evidence of changes in 
the matrix/pore structure, and not for mineralogical 
analysis.
Two main characteristics were examined in the analysis 
of the thin sections for changes in pore structure: (1)
size and distribution of visible pores, and (2 ) frequency, 
size, and distribution of fractures. The following 
discussion of the results of the thin section analysis is 
separated into two parts based on the degree of welding of 
the tuff samples.
Nonwelded Tuff
The set of 64 thin sections included 56 thin sections 
from nonwelded tuff samples. Discussion of observations
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made on these thin sections is separated into sections 
according to lithologic unit.
Tunnel Bed 5. Determination of changes in the pore 
structure of the nonwelded tuff samples from Tunnel Bed 5 
was limited because these thin sections displayed a uniform, 
featureless matrix that contained few phenocrysts, pumice 
fragments, or lithic fragments. The thin sections of 
before-compression subsamples from Tunnel Bed 5 contained 
many pores ranging in diameter from 20 to 50 The after­
compression thin sections, however, indicated that all of 
these pores were collapsed. Although the matrix showed the 
blue color of the impregnated epoxy (indicating porosity was 
present), the pore size in the matrix of the after­
compression thin sections was too small to observe using the 
petrographic microscope. The after-compression thin 
sections from the Tunnel Bed 5 samples (all compressed to 
552 MPa) all displayed fracturing perpendicular to the 
direction of the applied axial stress. These thin sections 
also displayed fractures that had other orientations— both 
parallel to and at oblique angles to the direction of 
applied axial stress. The fractures oriented perpendicular 
to the direction of applied stress usually were confined to 
the tuff matrix and often extended the entire width of the 
thin section. These fractures oriented perpendicular to the
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applied stress may have resulted from the unloading of axial 
stress from the core after one-dimensional compression.
Some of these fractures may have been created during 
extrusion of the sample from the one-dimensional compression 
cell.
Yucca Mountain and Tooopah Soring Member. Observations 
for tuff samples from the Yucca Mountain and Topopah Spring 
Members were similar to those made for Tunnel Bed 5.
Visible pores contained in the thin sections of the before­
compression subsamples were not contained in the after­
compression thin sections. Samples from the Topopah Spring 
Member contained slightly more phenocrysts and lithic 
fragments than samples from Tunnel Bed 5. The phenocrysts 
and lithic fragments displayed increased numbers of 
fractures after compression. Some of the thin sections of 
the after-compression subsamples from the Topopah Spring 
Member also contained large, extensive fractures oriented 
perpendicular to the applied axial stress similar to those 
observed in thin sections from Tunnel Bed 5 samples. Only 
samples UZ5-335 and UZ5-347 (that were compressed to 552 
MPa) contained these large fractures? thin sections from 
sample UZ5-334 (compressed to 152 MPa) did not exhibit 
large, extensive fractures.
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Pah Canvon Member. Only samples from the Pah Canyon 
Member displayed enough lithologic variability to allow 
detailed study of the changes in the distribution of 
fractures caused by compression. Thin sections of tuff 
cores from this unit contained numerous pumice fragments, 
lithic fragments, and phenocrysts in a matrix mainly 
composed of altered and unaltered glass shards. In thin 
sections of before-compression subsamples, pores within the 
matrix usually were not visible? however, pores that had an 
average diameter of about 20 /m were common within pumice 
fragments. Very few fractures were present in the thin 
sections of the before-compression subsamples? fractures 
that were present occurred only within phenocrysts. Pumice 
fragments in thin sections of after-compression subsamples 
were noticeably compressed and usually did not contain 
visible pores. Fractures through and around phenocrysts, 
lithic fragments, and pumice fragments were common? 
fractures through the matrix were observed less frequently.
Three sample sets (12 thin sections) representing cores 
from the Pah Canyon Member were examined in detail to make a 
more accurate estimate of the increase in the frequency of 
fracturing caused by compression. The three test cores 
(UZ4-240, UZ4-241, and UZ4-242) were adjacent pieces all 
obtained from the same original core segment. These three
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cores were compressed to different maximum axial stresses 
(76, 117, and 165 MPa, respectively) specifically for the 
purpose of providing samples for this detailed petrographic 
analysis. Both the before- and after-compression subsamples 
contained four main lithologic components: phenocrysts,
pumice fragments, lithic fragments, and matrix. In thin 
sections of all these samples, the phenocrysts were 
fractured the most frequently? therefore, the phenocrysts 
were selected for observation to study fracture density.
Only phenocrysts that had long axes greater than about 2 50 
fj.m in length were used in the investigation to limit the 
total number of phenocrysts observed and to facilitate 
counting the fractures.
For the purposes of determining fracture density, only 
fractures that had widths greater than about 3 /m were 
counted. This fracture width is arbitrary. However, 
because phenocrysts often contained many hairline (<1 to 2 
jitm) fractures, restricting the number of fractures counted 
was necessary. The density of fracturing within a 
phenocryst was divided into five categories based on the 
number of fractures contained in the phenocryst: zero, one,
two, three, or four or more. The following procedure was 
used to determine the fracture density for each of the 12 
thin sections. An area 20 mm by 20 mm in the center of each
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thin section was divided into 400 grid locations. Twenty of 
these grid locations were selected randomly for observation. 
(The selection was done by assigning each of the locations a 
value between 1 and 400 and using a random number table to 
choose 2 0 of the locations.) Using a point-counting stage 
on the microscope, each of the chosen locations was moved 
into view in turn. Using the microscope at 4x 
magnification, the fractures in each phenocryst more than 50 
percent within the field of view were counted. Each 
phenocryst was assigned the appropriate fracture density 
classification according to the number of fractures it 
contained? the number of phenocrysts in each fracture 
density category was recorded for each of the 20 fields of 
view.
A total of 3790 phenocrysts were counted to determine 
the density of fracturing present in the set of 12 thin 
sections. The results of this analysis are listed in table 
16 and presented as a frequency histogram in figure 32. The 
most elementary observation that may be made from these data 
is that the number of fractured phenocrysts increases as the 
applied axial stress is increased. Some refinements of this 
general trend are possible if the data are examined more 
closely. The only difference between samples subjected to 
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Figure 32.— Relative density of fractures in phenocrysts. 
Fractures counted in thin sections from samples UZ4-240, 
UZ4-241, and UZ4-242 that were tested using triaxial 
compression.
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stress of 76 MPa is a small increase in the number of 
phenocrysts that occupy the two categories that represent 
the most dense fracturing. However, when the applied axial 
stress was increased to 117 and then 165 MPa, the number of 
unbroken phenocrysts declined rapidly while the number of 
phenocrysts in all the classes of fracturing increased.
Nonwelded tuff summary. The pore structure of 
nonwelded tuff cores does change as a result of compression. 
The following list summarizes the observations that support 
this statement:
1. Pores that were visible before compression were no 
longer visible after compression. The reduction in open 
pores was observed in nearly all the after-compression thin 
sections.
2. Few fractures were present before compression? after 
compression, fractures were found within, around, and 
through lithic fragments and phenocrysts as well as through 
the tuff matrix. Large, extensive fractures oriented 
perpendicular to the applied axial stress occurred 
frequently in samples that were compressed to 552 MPa.
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3. The density of fracturing within phenocrysts increased 
as applied axial stress was increased.
Densely Welded Tuff 
The set of 64 thin sections contained a total of 8 
densely welded tuff thin sections from the Grouse Canyon 
Member (samples GT-LD-AC2-55 and GT-LD-AC2-62). The before­
compression thin sections of samples from the Grouse Canyon 
Member displayed a varied distribution of pores. Numerous 
small (<5 jLtm) pores were present in portions of the matrix, 
but other sections of the matrix exhibited no visible 
porosity. Pores ranging in diameter from 5 to 30 fj,m were 
also observed within large phenocrysts. A few large pores 
(up to 0.8 mm in diameter) were also present in zones that 
appeared to be zeolitized. The after-compression thin 
sections from samples of the Grouse Canyon Member displayed 
little change from the before-compression subsamples— all 
the same classes of pores (even the large pores) were 
present in the after-compression thin sections. However, 
the matrix and phenocrysts appeared much more densely 
fractured after compression. Note that fractures in the 
matrix of all the densely welded tuff samples most 
frequently passed directly through phenocrysts and not
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around them as was commonly observed in the nonwelded tuff 
samples.
INTERPRETATION OF MECHANICAL DATA
Mechanical Behavior of Tuff 
Curves illustrating the relation between applied axial 
stress and measured axial strain are presented in figure 33. 
Three curves are displayed: (1) nonwelded tuff using
triaxial compression, (2 ) nonwelded tuff using one­
dimensional compression, and (3) densely welded tuff using 
one-dimensional compression. (These three curves were 
constructed from the same data as presented in figures 11, 
18, and 19, respectively.)
Each of the two nonwelded tuff curves can be separated 
into three regions. Over the initial section of each curve 
(segment AB) axial strain increases more rapidly than axial 
stress; this part of the curve may represent the collapse of 
the largest pores. The middle section of each curve 
(segment BC) indicates a roughly linear relation between 
axial stress and axial strain. This section of the curve 
does not, however, represent elastic deformation. The 
amount of permanent strain remaining in the core after
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unloading was measured during 29 of the 32 compression tests 
done on nonwelded tuff cores; an average of 80 percent of 
the total axial strain was not recovered when the core was 
unloaded. (Refer to tables 2 and 4 for data concerning 
permanent, nonrecoverable strain.) The final section of the 
curve (segment CD) indicates creep in the core as the axial 
stress is held constant.
The densely welded tuff curve can also be divided into 
three regions. The initial section of the curve (segment 
AB) is much shorter for the densely welded tuff curve than 
for the nonwelded tuff curve. The middle section of the 
curve (segment BC) displays a long linear region in which 
axial stress and axial strain are proportional. For densely 
welded tuff cores, this section of the curve probably does 
represent elastic deformation. The amount of permanent 
strain remaining in the core after unloading was measured 
during 16 of the 17 welded tuff compression tests? an 
average of 70 percent of the total axial strain was 
recovered when the core was unloaded (see tables 2 and 4). 
Similar to the nonwelded tuff curves, the final section of 
the curve (segment CD) indicates creep as axial strain 
increases at a constant axial stress.
Observations concerning core mineralogy, pore-size 
distribution, and optical characteristics support the
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mechanical behavior of the tuff cores as described above. 
Nonwelded tuff cores exhibited a weak, inelastic 
deformational behavior. This statement is reinforced by the 
following observations: (1) nonwelded tuff cores had large 
values of initial porosity and were composed mainly of 
minerals that have small compressive strengths (zeolites and 
clay minerals), (2) lithologic components in nonwelded tuff 
cores were poorly held together (matrix fractures often 
bypassed phenocrysts and lithic fragments), and (3) 
compression created a noticeable decrease in the average 
pore diameter. Densely welded tuff cores, in contrast, 
displayed a strong, elastic deformational behavior. 
Observations of densely welded tuff cores that support this 
behavior include: (1) densely welded tuff cores had small
values of initial porosity and were composed of minerals 
that have large compressive strengths (sanidine and quartz), 
(2 ) lithologic components in densely welded tuff cores were 
tightly connected by the matrix (fractures in the matrix 
usually passed through phenocrysts and lithic fragments), 
and (3) compression did not produce a noticeable change in 
the pore-size distribution.
Water expulsion from a densely welded or nonwelded tuff 
core may begin at any point along the curve depending on the 
initial moisture content of the core. Cores that had large
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initial moisture contents produced water in segment AB, 
while cores that contained less pore water yielded water in 
segment BC. The driest cores produced water only after gas 
injection while the core was held at a constant axial stress 
in segment CD. For example, nonwelded tuff sample GTO-JJ- 
DB-1A-1-1 had an initial moisture content of about 2 6 
percent and began producing water at an axial stress of 
about 36 MPa— well within segment AB. Water recovery from 
nonwelded tuff sample UZ5-345 (initial moisture content 
about 12 percent) began in segment BC at an axial stress of 
about 410 MPa. Densely welded tuff sample GT-LD-AC2-62 had 
an initial moisture content of about 6.6 percent and 
produced water using gas injection at an axial stress of 552 
MPa— in segment CD. A more detailed discussion of the 
relation between core moisture conditions and axial strain 
is presented below in Volumetric Relations.
Volumetric Relations 
Extraction of pore water from tuff cores using one­
dimensional compression allows accurate volumetric 
calculations to be made as the core is compressed. (Because 
these same calculations are not possible for the triaxial 
compression system used in this study, only results from 
tests using one-dimensional compression will be included in
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the following discussion.) After a core has reached a state 
of 100 percent saturation, each increment of compression 
produces an increment of pore-water expulsion. For a core 
that has a diameter of 61 mm, each 1 mm length reduction 
corresponds to 2.9 ml of pore-volume reduction. After 
enough water has been expelled from a core to completely 
fill the drainage system (up to the syringes), the 
incremental water expulsion can be measured in the 
collection syringes. The direct relation between length 
reduction (axial strain) and pore-water recovery was 
observed during one-dimensional compression of sample GT-EX- 
DH3-3 and is illustrated in figure 34. The same direct 
relation was found for 14 of the 17 nonwelded tuff cores 
tested using one-dimensional compression? the other three 
cores (samples UZ4-338, UZ5-217, and UZ5-230) either did not 
produce water or only produced water when gas injection was 
used. This relation could not be demonstrated for densely 
welded tuff cores because none of the densely welded tuff 
cores produced sufficient water during core compression.
The volumetric changes in a core during one-dimensional 
compression can also be used to monitor the change in the 
moisture content of the core as it is compressed. As pore 
water is expelled from a core, the moisture content of the 
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10 2 0  3 0  4 0
A XIAL STRAIN , IN PERCENT
5 0
Figure 34.— Relation between axial strain and volume of pore
water extracted from sample GT-EX-DH3-3 using one­
dimensional compression.
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nonwelded tuff cores mentioned above indicate this relation 
(fig. 35). The decrease in moisture content ranged from 16 
to 60 percent, and the average decrease was 4 2 percent.
(The decrease in moisture content was calculated as the 
difference between the initial and final moisture contents 
divided by the initial moisture content. The final core 
moisture content was calculated based on the initial 
moisture content and the volume of water extracted.) The 
importance of figure 35 is that all the curves are roughly 
subparallel; the moisture content of this group of nonwelded 
tuff cores does not appear to decrease toward a single 
minimum value over the range of applied axial stress.
Comparison between triaxial and one-dimensional compression 
The one-dimensional compression system was more 
effective in reducing pore space than the triaxial 
compression system used in this study. The one-dimensional 
compression system also was more efficient in extracting 
pore water from nonwelded tuff cores that had small initial 
moisture contents. A list of the average values obtained 
from the tests done for this study is presented in table 17. 
The enhanced effectiveness of the one-dimensional 
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Figure 35.— The effect of increasing axial stress on core
moisture content for cores tested using one-dimensional
compression.
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Table 17 Comparison of triaxial and one-dimensional
compression







Porosity reduction (pet) 37 63
Total axial strain (pet) 24 37
Pore-water extraction 37 41
success1 (pet)
Minimum initial moisture 11 7.6
content2 (pet)
Densely welded tuff
Porosity reduction (pet) — 37




Minimum initial moisture — 6.5
content2 (pet)
All values (except minimum initial moisture content) 
represent average values.
1 Pore-water extraction success is based on the total volume 
of pore water extracted— including water produced using gas 
injection.
2 Minimum initial moisture content that resulted in 
extraction of pore-water? includes use of gas injection.
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system is due primarily to the much larger axial stress that
the one-dimensional compression cell can apply to a core.
Curves relating initial moisture content and volume of 
pore water extracted from nonwelded tuff cores using both 
triaxial and one-dimensional compression are displayed in 
figure 36. The two curves indicate the same general trend—  
both compression methods are effective in removing pore 
water from nonwelded tuff cores. However, as indicated by 
the data for cores that had small initial moisture contents, 
one-dimensional compression is the more effective method for 
pore-water extraction from dry nonwelded tuff cores.
PORE-WATER CHEMICAL DATA
One of the primary purposes of this research was to 
develop a pore-water extraction procedure that produced the 
smallest amount of change in the chemical composition of the 
pore water. Pore-water samples were collected as frequently 
as possible during each compression test to allow detailed 
analysis of changes in pore-water chemical composition. The 
most favorable result from a compression test was a suite of 
eight to 17 water samples that represented the pore-water 


















•  ONE-DIMENSIONAL COMPRESSION 
R2 = 0.88
■  TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION 
R2 = 0.84
■ •
0 10 15 2 0  2 5
INITIAL MOISTURE CONTENT, 
IN PERCENT BY WEIGHT
3 0 3 5
Figure 36.— Total volume of pore water extracted from 
nonwelded tuff cores using triaxial and one-dimensional 
compression. Volume of pore water recovered using gas 
injection is included for both compression methods.
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Graphical comparison of pore-water composition versus the 
applied stress is the most direct method of determining 
variations in pore-water chemistry as a function of applied 
stress. The following section presents the chemical data 
from analyses of pore-water extracted using triaxial and 
one-dimensional compression.
Triaxial Compression
Dissolved ionic chemistry data collected from six pore- 
water-extraction tests using triaxial compression are 
summarized in table 18. The data (10 individual analyses) 
are divided into three sets based on the degree of welding 
of the test cores and the initial moisture state of the 
core. Cores in which the initial moisture contents were 
artificially increased are termed disturbed? cores that were 
not altered from ambient moisture conditions are termed 
undisturbed. Water samples were selected for analysis to 
include all water samples collected from undisturbed cores 
and to incorporate representative samples from the group of 
disturbed cores.
Nearly all of the undisturbed cores tested using 
triaxial compression produced water only at the maximum 
applied axial stress— no suites of pore water were 
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limited sample suites (two to four samples per suite). 
However, the interpretation of the changes in pore-water 
composition in disturbed cores is greatly complicated by the 
reactions that may occur between deionized water and the 
tuff matrix (more detail concerning this problem is included 
below). Consequently, suites of pore-water samples that are 
suitable for examination of the relation between pore-water 
composition and applied stress are not available, and 
graphical comparisons between water composition and applied 
stress are not possible. Limited comparisons between test 
specimens are presented below.
Of the set of five water samples collected from 
undisturbed cores, two (UZ5-246-1 and UZ5-269-1) are from 
the Pah Canyon Member and two (UZ5-334-1 and UZ5-334-2) are 
from the Topopah Spring Member. Comparisons between samples 
are, therefore, of limited value because differences in 
pore-water chemistry may be due only to changes in 
mineralogical composition. However, all four pore-water 
samples from undisturbed cores from borehole UE-25 UZ #5 
display roughly similar dissolved chemical compositions 
(fig. 37). The dominant cations are calcium and sodium; the 
dominant anion is chloride.
The set of analyses collected from disturbed samples is









1. UZ5-246-1 4. UZ5-334-2
2. UZ5-269-1 5. UZN46-33-1
3. UZ5-334-1
Figure 37.— Relative concentrations of cations and anions in
pore water extracted from tuff cores using triaxial
compression.
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water to a core not only dilutes existing pore water, but 
also may encourage chemical reactions between mineral grains 
and the added water as the water-rock system within the core 
moves toward chemical equilibrium. Water samples UZ5-223-1 
and UZ5-223-2, also collected from a disturbed core from the 
Pah Canyon Member, do exhibit lower chemical concentrations 
than water samples collected from undisturbed cores from the 
same lithologic unit. Accounting for dilution, the specific 
conductance values of UZ5-223-1 and UZ5-223-2 would increase 
from 200 and 260 fiS/cm to 640 and 830 fiS/cm, respectively. 
Both the dilution-corrected values of specific conductance 
are much higher than values reported for the two undisturbed 
Pah Canyon Member samples. Changes in mineralogical 
composition or enhanced water-rock reactions, or both, may 
be responsible for this increase in specific conductance. 
Because adding deionized water to a core increases the 
uncertainty in interpreting the changes in the chemistry of 
the extracted pore water, chemical analyses were not 
attempted on the remaining water samples collected from 
disturbed cores.
These difficulties in interpreting the chemical data 
from cores compressed using triaxial compression limit the 
usefulness of the data set for determination of general 
processes that may affect pore-water chemistry. Parts of
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the data set will, however, be used for comparison to water 
samples from cores compressed using one-dimensional 
compression.
One-Dimensional Compression
Dissolved ionic chemistry data collected from 14 pore- 
water-extraction tests using one-dimensional compression are 
summarized in table 19. The data (analyses of 96 of the 153 
pore-water samples) are divided into two sets based on the 
degree of welding of the test cores. Water samples were 
selected for analysis based on three criteria: (1)
compression tests that produced suites of samples of 
extracted water collected over a large range of axial 
stress, (2 ) tests that compressed tuffs with similar 
mineralogical compositions, and (3) water samples extracted 
from a variety of lithologic units. Measurements of 
specific conductance and pH for all pore-water samples 
extracted using one-dimensional compression are listed in 
table 20. Information concerning the measurement precision 
for all dissolved chemical analyses is included in table 2 1 .
All eight of the nonwelded tuff cores included in table 
19 produced suites of pore-water samples; in contrast, none 
of the six densely welded tuff cores contained in table 19 
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Table 2 0 Additional data for pore water extracted
using one-dimensional compression
[SC, specific conductance; MPa, megapascals? rec.; recovered, 
/iS/cm, microsiemens per centimeter; ml? milliliters?










UZ4-115-1 241 5.5 1530 6.8
-2 276 3.5 1440 6.9
-3 351 3 .0 1230 6.5










UZ5—270-1 310 1.8 550 7.0
-2 414 2.0 570 7.1




-X X 0.6 560 —
UZ5-327-1 434 5.0 1070 7.1
UZ5—335-1 69 3.0 540 6.6
-2 103 4.4 490 6.6
-3 138 4.9 470 6.7
-4 172 3.4 440 6.8
-5 207 4 . 0 430 6.7
-6 276 5.3 400 6.6
-7 345 3 . 0 370 6.6
-8 414 2.8 350 6.6




-11 2 . 0 280 6.4
(continued)
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Table 20 Additional data for pore water extracted










UZ5-345-1 448 4.5 1040 7.6
-2 552 2.5 900 7.3
UZ5-347-1 276 3.5 910 6.9
-2 345 3.5 860 6.9
-3 414 4.0 800 7.0
-4 483 2.5 750 6.9
-5 552 3.0 720 7.0
GTO-JJ-DB-1A-1-1—1 44 3.6 760 7.2
-2 61 3.6 730 7.3
-3 68 4.4 810 7.5
-4 69 3.6 720 7.5
-5 169 1.9 710 7.4
-6 103 4.2 710 7.4
-7 138 5.8 700 7.4
-8 1138 1.2 710 7.5
-9 172 3.9 700 7.5
-10 207 2.1 740 7.7
-11 1207 1.8 700 7.6
-12 276 3.2 700 7.6
-13 345 3.6 700 7.7
-14 414 2.5 660 7.9
-15 483 2.6 650 8.0
-16 552 1.8 620 8.2
-17 1552 2.4 610 8.1
GTO-JJ-DB-1A-1-2-1 46 3.7 730 7.2
-2 59 3 . 6 730 7.5
-3 68 2.6 730 7.6
-4 69 4.6 730 7.6
-5 90 2.8 730 7.6
-6 124 4.1 710 7.8
-7 138 3.8 710 7.8
-8 172 3.2 710 8.1
(continued)
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Table 2 0 Additional data for pore water extracted











1-9 207 3.4 700 8.2
-10 276 4.8 680 8.1
-11 345 3.6 660 8.1
-12 414 2.7 640 8.2
-13 483 2.2 640 7.9
-14 552 2.2 620 8.1
-XX 1552 0.2 590 8.1
-1 50 3.7 970 7.5
-2 63 3.4 970 7.5
-3 69 5.2 980 7.5
-4 89 3.6 950 7.5
-5 123 3.8 970 7.6
-6 138 4.7 960 7.6
-7 172 3.7 960 7.8
-8 207 3.6 910 7.7
-9 276 4.6 900 7.7
-10 345 3.7 870 7.8
-11 414 3 . 0 840 7.7
-12 483 2 . 2 820 7.8
-13 552 2.9 800 7.8
-X X 1552 0.5 790 7.6
-1 52 4.0 1040 7.4
-2 65 3.5 1040 7.5
-3 69 5.6 990 7.6
-4 85 3.3 1030 7.6
-5 112 3.1 1030 7.6
-6 130 2.8 1030 7.6
-7 138 3.4 1000 7.6
-8 172 4.1 1010 7.7
-9 207 3.0 1000 7.8
-10 276 4.6 970 8.0
-11 345 3.5 940 7.7
-12 414 3.0 900 7.7
(continued)
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Table 20 Additional data for pore water extracted











-2-2-13 483 2.4 870 7.8
-14 552 2.7 830 7.7
-XX 1552 0.6 840 7.7
i-1-1-1 41 4.0 1310 7.4
-2 57 4.6 1320 7.6
-3 68 4.0 1360 7.5
-4 69 4.8 1290 7.5
-5 90 2.8 1350 7.6
-6 124 5.5 1340 7.6
-7 138 3.0 1340 7.9
-8 172 3.8 1290 7.7
-9 207 3.6 1300 7.7
l-l-1-10 276 4.4 1230 7.9
-11 345 3.5 1190 7.8
-12 414 2.9 1160 7.8
-13 483 2.2 1150 7.8
-14 552 1.8 1080 7.9
-XX 1552 0.1 1090 —
-1 138 3 . 0 550 7.3
-2 172 4.8 420 7.4
-3 207 2.9 370 7.5
-4 241 2.8 360 7.4
-5 276 3.5 340 7.5
-6 345 3.9 340 7.4
-7 414 4.0 320 7.6
-8 483 2.6 310 8.0
-9 552 3.1 290 7.9
-xx 1552 0.4 290 —
1 66 2.5 1220 7.2
2 138 8.0 530 7.5
3 207 6.0 440 7.4
(continued)
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Table 20 Additional data for pore water extracted
using one-dimensional compression (continued)
Volume 
Axial water























GT-LD-AC2-18-1 15 5 2
GT—LD—AC2—2 5-1 1552


























Table 20 Additional data for pore water extracted












GT-LD—AC2—41—1 1552 1.2 610 7.0
GT-LD-AC2-42-1 1552 1.2 550 6.8
GT-LD-AC2-55-1 1552 4.2 380 6.8
-X X 2552 2.0 350 7.2
GT-LD-AC2-62-1 1552 3.4 400 7.0
-2 2552 2.4 300 7.5












-2 2.6 450 7.3
-3 2.2 400 7.6
-4 1.2 380 7.9





-2 2.0 350 8.0
-3 1.6 360 8.4
1 Water sample recovered using nitrogen injection.
2 Water sample recovered after long duration nitrogen 
injection.
-xx indicates that no sample name was assigned because no 
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stress was increased. These samples are representative (in 
terms of initial moisture content) of all the nonwelded and 
densely welded tuff cores tested using one-dimensional 
compression. Nonwelded tuff cores that had sufficient 
initial moisture usually produced suites of pore-water 
samples; only the four driest cores of the 17 nonwelded tuff 
specimens failed to provide a suite of water samples as the 
applied axial stress was increased. None of the 15 densely 
welded tuff cores tested using one-dimensional compression 
contained enough moisture to produce a suite of pore-water 
samples. The additional difficulties presented by the lack 
of suites of water samples from densely welded tuff cores 
will be addressed later in the section titled INTERPRETATION 
OF PORE-WATER CHEMICAL DATA.
Dissolved chemical data collected from tests of 
nonwelded tuff cores are presented as plots that indicate 
the changes in chemical concentration as the applied axial 
stress is increased (figs. 38 through 53). All data for 
dissolved cations are included; concentrations of the 
bromide ion are excluded from the graphs of anion 
concentrations because the bromide ion concentrations were 
always very small relative to the other anions. Values of 
alkalinity (expressed as calcium carbonate, CaC03) were 
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Figure 38.— Relation of dissolved cation concentration to
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Figure 39.— Relation of dissolved anion concentration to
applied axial stress for sample UZ5-335.
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Figure 40.— Relation of dissolved cation concentration to
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Figure 41.— Relation of dissolved anion concentration to
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Figure 42.— Relation of dissolved cation concentration to
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Figure 43.— Relation of dissolved anion concentration to
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Figure 44.— Relation of dissolved cation concentration to
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Figure 45.— Relation of dissolved anion concentration to
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Figure 46.— Relation of dissolved cation concentration to
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Figure 47.— Relation of dissolved anion concentration to
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Figure 48.— Relation of dissolved cation concentration to
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Figure 49.— Relation of dissolved anion concentration to
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Figure 50.— Relation of dissolved cation concentration to
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Figure 51.— Relation of dissolved anion concentration to
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Figure 52.— Relation of dissolved cation concentration to
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Figure 53.— Relation of dissolved anion concentration to
applied axial stress for sample GT-EX-DH3-3.
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based on their approximate molecular weights of 100 and 61, 
respectively. For the pH range found for most of the pore- 
water samples collected from nonwelded tuff cores, the 
bicarbonate ion is the dominant dissolved carbonate species. 
The bicarbonate ion comprises 80 to 98 percent of the total 
dissolved carbonate over the pH range from 7.0 to 8.0 
(Drever, 1982). Values of nitrate ion concentration 
(expressed as nitrogen, N) were converted to concentrations 
of the nitrate ion (N03*) based on molecular weights of 14 
and 62, respectively.
Dissolved chemical data collected from tests of densely 
welded tuff cores are presented on figures 54 (cations) and 
55 (anions). All the water samples recovered from densely 
welded tuff cores were collected at an applied axial stress 
of 552 MPa. The two graphs illustrate the range in 
concentrations that were observed for water samples from 
densely welded tuff cores.
For all the chemical data presented in figures 38 
through 55, the amount of measurement error is smaller than 
the size of the symbol representing the measurement.
Chemical Data Handling 
While plots of ion concentration versus applied axial 
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Figure 54.— Cation concentrations from pore water extracted 
from densely welded tuff cores by one-dimensional 
compression. Applied axial stress was 552 MPa.
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Figure 55.— Anion concentrations from pore water extracted
from densely welded tuff cores by one-dimensional
compression. Applied axial stress was 552 MPa.
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and comparing this many different plots is awkward. To 
simplify the presentation of this large number of analyses, 
the specific conductance of each pore-water sample was 
plotted versus applied axial stress. Specific conductance 
incorporates all the charge-bearing ions dissolved in water; 
consequently, the measured specific conductance includes 
contributions from all the ions listed in table 19 except 
silica (which is neutral). Because the specific conductance 
incorporates all the dissolved ions, one curve can be used 
to represent all the ions in one suite of water samples, and 
several water sample suites can be grouped together on one 
graph. The specific conductance data (listed in tables 19 
and 20) collected from water samples from nonwelded tuff 
cores are displayed for Yucca Mountain tuffs and Rainier 
Mesa tuffs in figures 56 and 57, respectively. These two 
graphs will be used in conjunction with the plots (figs. 38 
through 55) illustrating each individual ion to describe the 
relations observed between ion concentrations and the 
applied axial stress.
A trilinear diagram was constructed for each suite of 
pore-water analyses to investigate changes in the relative 
proportions of cations and anions as the axial stress 
applied to the core was increased. The eight suites of 
pore-water chemical data listed in table 19 are plotted on
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Figure 56.— Relation of specific conductance to applied 
axial stress for pore-water samples collected from Yucca 
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Figure 57.— Relation of specific conductance to applied 
axial stress for pore-water samples collected from G- 




trilinear diagrams (figs. 58 through 65) according to the 
procedure described by Zaporozec (1972). All the pore-water 
chemistry data collected from cores of densely welded tuff 
are displayed on a trilinear diagram in figure 6 6 . Only the 
major cations and anions are plotted on the trilinear 
diagrams (iron and bromide ions are excluded). Sodium and 
potassium ion concentrations are combined for presentation 
of cations on the trilinear diagrams? chloride and nitrate 
ion concentrations are combined for presentation of anions.
Detailed examination of the pore-water chemical data 
illustrated in figures 38 through 66 is separated into two 
parts based on the location of the core samples. Within 
each section, the pore-water chemical data is viewed from 
two perspectives: (1) in terms of changes in the measured
concentration of individual ions, and (2) in terms of 
changes in the pore-water composition or the relative 
proportions of ions. Changes concerning concentration are 
examined using the axial stress versus ion concentration 
graphs? changes in the relative proportions of ions are 
investigated using the trilinear diagrams. The pore-water 
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Figure 58.— Relative concentrations of cations and anions in 
pore water extracted from sample UZ5-335 using one­
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Figure 59.— Relative concentrations of cations and anions 
pore water extracted from sample UZ5-347 using one­
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Figure 60.— Relative concentrations of cations and anions in 
pore water extracted from sample GTO-JJ-DB-1A-1-1 using 
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Figure 61.— Relative concentrations of cations and anions in 
pore water extracted from sample GTO-JJ-DB-1A-2-1 using 
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Figure 62.— Relative concentrations of cations and anions in 
pore water extracted from sample GTO-JJ-DB-1A-2-2 using 
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Figure 63.— Relative concentrations of cations and anions in 
pore water extracted from sample GTO-JJ-DB-1B-1-1 using 
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Figure 64.— Relative concentrations of cations and anions in 
pore water extracted from sample GT-EX-DH3-2 using one­
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Figure 65.— Relative concentrations of cations and anions 
pore water extracted from sample GT-EX-DH3-3 using one­





















Figure 66.— Relative concentrations of cations and anions in
pore water extracted from welded tuff cores using one­
dimensional compression.
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Yucca Mountain Tuffs 
Dissolved ion concentrations in water samples from 
cores UZ5-335 and UZ5-347 generally decrease as the applied 
axial stress increases (figs. 38-41). Dissolved silica and 
bicarbonate ion concentrations in sample UZ5-347 are 
exceptions to this trend.
The dissolved ion concentrations (as approximated by 
the specific conductance) also decrease as axial stress is 
increased for water samples from cores UZ4-115 and UZ5-345 
(fig. 56). The specific conductance of the pore-water 
samples from core UZ5-270 indicate a slight increase as 
applied axial stress increases. For the total range of 
stresses (69 to 552 MPa), the change in specific conductance 
of water samples from the group of five Yucca Mountain 
nonwelded tuff cores ranged from an increase of 2 percent to 
a decrease of 48 percent. The amount of change was 
determined as the change in specific conductance divided by 
the initial specific conductance.
The trilinear diagrams in figures 58 and 59 indicate 
the relations between dissolved cations are similar for 
samples UZ5-335 and UZ5-347. The dominant cations are 
sodium and calcium. At applied axial stresses less than or 
equal to 414 MPa, the ratio calcium : magnesium : sodium 
remains nearly constant for both samples. In sample UZ5-
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3 35, the calcium fraction decreases and the sodium 
proportion increases as the axial stress increases above 414 
MPa. The same observation is not possible for sample UZ5- 
347 because no cation analyses are available from water 
samples recovered at axial stresses above 414 MPa.
The relations between dissolved anions also indicate 
similar characteristics for samples UZ5-335 and UZ5-347.
The dominant anions are chloride and sulfate. As the 
applied axial stress is increased, the bicarbonate ion 
percentage increases and the proportion of chloride 
decreases. The sulfate fraction remains approximately 
constant.
Rainier Mesa Tuffs
Before examining trends in the chemical composition of 
pore-water samples recovered from Rainier Mesa tuffs, one 
inconsistency in the data for sample GT-EX-DH3-2 must be 
discussed. Plots of the change in concentration of the 
major cations and anions as axial stress is increased (figs. 
50 and 51, respectively) indicate high concentrations of 
sodium and chloride ions in the first water sample (GT-EX- 
DH3-2-1). Such high initial concentrations in comparison to 
the remaining water samples collected from this core and the 
water samples recovered from the adjacent core (GT-EX-DH3-3)
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may indicate that water sample GT-EX-DH3-2-1 was 
contaminated during collection. This contamination may have 
occurred as the result of a change made in the test 
procedure for sample GT-EX-DH3-2. Because the diameter of 
core GT-EX-DH3-2 was larger than average, the one­
dimensional compression cell would not accommodate this core 
plus the jacketing Teflon wrap. Sample GT-EX-DH3-2 was 
compressed without the Teflon wrap; the direct contact 
between the core and the inside of the compression cell may 
have contributed to the suspected contamination. Because it 
may be contaminated, water sample GT-EX-DH3-2-1 is 
eliminated from the trilinear diagrams and from discussions 
involving core GT-EX-DH3-2. (Note that this water sample is
not included in figure 57.) Sample GT-EX-DH3-2 was the only 
sample in the set of 49 triaxial and one-dimensional 
compression tests that was compressed without a wrap of 
Teflon surrounding the core.
The specific conductance of pore-water samples 
collected from cores of Rainier Mesa nonwelded tuffs also 
indicate decreasing ion concentrations as axial stress 
increases (fig. 57). The group of cores illustrated on 
figure 57 includes the six G-Tunnel nonwelded tuff cores 
listed on table 19 plus data from samples GT0-JJ-DB-1A-1-2 
and GT-EX-XH2-14. Over the total range of stresses (41 to
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552 MPa), the change in specific conductance of water 
samples from this set of eight cores ranged from no change 
to a decrease of 47 percent. (Change in specific 
conductance was calculated as described previously.) All 
the curves on figure 57, except GT-EX-DH3-2 and GT-EX-XH2- 
14, exhibit little change in the specific conductance of the 
expelled pore water between 50 and 200 MPa. For the axial 
stress range 200 to 552 MPa, the values of specific 
conductance from water samples from the same eight cores 
indicate a consistent amount of decrease. Over this stress 
range, values of specific conductance decreased from 13 to 
22 percent; the average decrease was 16 percent. The 
observed plateau between 50 and 200 MPa and the consistency 
in the decrease in specific conductance at axial stresses 
greater than 200 MPa may indicate that 200 MPa is a 
threshold stress for processes that change pore-water 
chemistry in nonwelded tuff cores compressed using one­
dimensional compression.
Dissolved ion concentrations in water samples from 
cores GTO-JJ-DB-1A-1-1, GT0-JJ-DB-1A-2-1, GTO-JJ-DB-1A-2-2, 
GT0-JJ-DB-1B-1-1, GT-EX-DH3-2, and GT-EX-DH3-3 generally 
decrease as the applied axial stress increases (figs. 42- 
53). Dissolved silica and sulfate ion concentrations are 
frequent exceptions, however. The concentration of
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dissolved silica increases as axial stress increases in four 
of this group of six core samples. The sulfate ion 
concentration increases as axial stress increases in all 
four of the cores obtained by rubble coring (prefix "GTO-"). 
The bicarbonate and nitrate ion concentrations in water 
samples from core GT-EX-DH3-2 also exhibit slight increases 
in relation to increases in applied axial stress.
The trilinear diagrams in figures 60 through 65 
indicate the relations between dissolved cations are similar 
for water samples collected from the six G-Tunnel nonwelded 
tuff cores. The dominant cation in all the water samples 
from these cores is sodium. The relative proportions of 
calcium, magnesium, sodium and potassium ions remains 
approximately constant as applied axial stress is increased.
The relations between dissolved anions in water samples 
recovered from the six G-Tunnel nonwelded tuff cores are 
more complex. The bicarbonate ion is the dominant anion in 
water samples from this set of cores. For the four rubble 
cores (prefix "GTO-”) the sulfate ion percentage increases 
as the applied axial stress increases. The proportions of 
bicarbonate, chloride, and nitrate ions decrease as the 
axial stress is increased. (However, exclusive of sulfate, 
the ratio bicarbonate : chloride : nitrate remains 
approximately constant as axial stress increases.) In the
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water samples from core GT-EX-DH3-2, the fraction of 
bicarbonate ions increases, the proportions of chloride and 
nitrate ions decrease, and the percentage of sulfate ions 
stays nearly constant as the applied axial stress is 
increased. For core GT-EX-DH3-3, the ratio bicarbonate : 
sulfate : chloride remains approximately constant as axial 
stress increases; the fraction of nitrate ions decreases 
slightly.
The trilinear diagram in figure 66 indicates the 
relations between dissolved cations and anions for the six 
densely welded tuff cores from G-Tunnel. The dominant 
cation is sodium; the dominant anions are bicarbonate and 
chloride. Because no suites of water samples were collected 
as axial stress was increased, analysis of the changes in 
chemical composition are not possible.
Chemical Data Summary
Only five pore-water samples for chemical analysis were 
recovered from undisturbed cores using triaxial compression. 
Because no suites of water samples were collected, no 
observations can be made concerning changes in ion 
concentrations as axial stress is increased. The group of 
four water samples from borehole UE-25 UZ #5 indicate 
similar relative proportions of dissolved ions. Calcium and
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sodium are the dominant cations; chloride is the most 
abundant anion.
Specific conductance data were collected from all pore- 
water samples extracted using one-dimensional compression 
including suites of pore-water samples from 13 nonwelded 
tuff cores. Plots of specific conductance versus applied 
axial stress indicate that dissolved ion concentration 
decreases as axial stress is increased. However, six suites 
of samples collected from Rainier Mesa nonwelded tuff cores 
displayed little change in concentration between applied 
axial stresses of about 50 and 200 MPa. A summary of the 
observed changes in specific conductance in relation to the 
applied axial stress is presented in table 22. The observed 
plateau between 50 and 200 MPa and the consistency in the 
decrease in specific conductance at axial stresses greater 
than 200 MPa may indicate that 200 MPa is a threshold stress 
for processes that change pore-water chemistry in nonwelded 
tuff cores compressed using one-dimensional compression.
Dissolved ionic chemistry data were collected from 14 
pore-water-extraction tests using one-dimensional 
compression. Eight suites of pore-water samples were 
recovered from nonwelded tuff cores over a range of applied 
axial stress; single water samples were collected from six 
welded tuff cores at an axial stress of 552 MPa. In
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Table 22 Summary of changes in specific conductance












stress Stress range 
range 200 to 552 MPa
Yucca Mountain nonwelded tuff
UZ4-115 241-411 -22 2-13
UZ5-270 310-552 +2 2+2
UZ5-335 69-552 -48 -35
UZ5-345 448-552 -13 2-13
UZ5-347 276-552 -21 2-21
Rainier Mesa nonwelded tuff 
GTO-JJ-DB-1A-1-1 44-552 -20 -15
GTO-JJ-DB-1A-1-2 46-552 -19 -16
GTO-JJ-DB-1A-2-1 50-552 -19 -13
GTO-JJ-DB-1A-2-2 52-552 -19 -16
GTO-JJ-DB-1B-1-1 41-552 -17 -16
GT-EX-XH2-14 138-552 -47 -22
GT-EX-DH3-2 66-552 -30 -16
GT-EX-DH3-3 54-552 0 -13
1 Change in specific conductance calculated as the specific 
conductance at low stress minus the specific conductance at 
high stress divided by the specific conductance at low 
stress.
2 Change is for total stress range, as listed.
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general, the measured concentrations of all the dissolved 
ions in pore-water samples from nonwelded tuff cores 
decrease as the applied axial stress is increased. There 
are two major exceptions to this statement: (1)
concentrations of dissolved silica display no consistent 
trend, and (2 ) sulfate ion concentrations in pore-water 
extracted from the four rubble cores increase as axial 
stress increases.
Sodium and calcium are the most abundant cations in the 
water samples recovered from Yucca Mountain nonwelded tuff 
cores using one-dimensional compression. For all the pore- 
water samples collected from Rainier Mesa tuff cores, sodium 
is the dominant cation. Chloride and sulfate are the most 
frequently occurring anions in water samples from Yucca 
Mountain nonwelded tuff cores. Bicarbonate is the dominant 
anion in pore-water samples collected from Rainier Mesa 
nonwelded tuff cores? chloride and bicarbonate compose the 
majority of the anions in water samples from Rainier Mesa 
densely welded tuff cores.
The types of changes in the relative proportions of 
ions in relation to increasing axial stress can be separated 
into several groups:
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1. The relative proportions of cations in the extracted 
water remained approximately constant as axial stress was 
increased. One suite of water sample analyses (UZ5-3 35) 
indicated the calcium fraction decreased while the sodium 
percentage increased as axial stress increased above 414 
MPa.
2. The relative proportions of anions in the expelled water 
displayed three different types of variations:
a. Relative percentages of anions in the extracted 
water remained approximately constant as axial stress 
was increased (GT-EX-DH3-3).
b. The fraction of bicarbonate ions increased, the 
proportion of chloride ions decreased, and the 
proportions of sulfate and nitrate ions remained about 
the same as axial stress was increased (UZ5-33 5, UZ5- 
347, and GT-EX-DH3-2).
c. The proportion of sulfate ions increased while the 
percentages of bicarbonate, chloride, and nitrate 
decreased as axial stress increased. However, the 
ratio bicarbonate : chloride : nitrate remained
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approximately constant in relation to increasing axial 
stress (four rubble cores, prefix "GTO-").
A summary of the changes in the relative proportions of ions 
in relation to increasing axial stress is presented in table 
23.
Examination of the pore-water chemical data leads to 
three questions: (1) How do the trends in ion
concentrations compare to trends observed in other pore- 
water samples extracted using compression methods? (2) How 
do the relative proportions of ions compare to the other 
chemical data collected from similar unsaturated tuffs from 
the same lithologic units? and (3) What mechanism(s) causes 
the observed changes in the relative proportions of ions as 
applied axial stress is increased? These three concerns are 
addressed in the following sections.
PORE-WATER CHEMICAL DATA COMPARISONS
Yucca Mountain Tuffs 
Three sources of data are available concerning the 
chemistry of the pore water in unsaturated, nonwelded tuffs 
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others, 1988, and (3) this report. The first reference 
describes pore water extracted using high-speed 
centifugation; the second reference lists data collected 
using triaxial compression for pore-water extraction. Water 
analysis data were selected for comparison from these three 
sources as close together as possible in the same borehole 
to minimize lithologic variability? the water samples chosen 
for comparison are listed in table 24.
The data in table 24 are plotted on a trilinear diagram 
in figure 67. Two additional values are also included on 
figure 67. The point labelled "UZ4" represents an average 
of 14 pore-water chemistry analyses presented in Yang and 
others (1988). The core samples from which the water was 
recovered ranged in depth from 300 to 314 feet in borehole 
UE-25 UZ #4. (Note that borehole UE-25 UZ #4 is located 
about 20 m from borehole UE-25 UZ #5.) The second 
additional point, labelled "J-13", represents the 
composition of saturated-zone water pumped from well J-13 as 
reported in Daniels and others (1982). Water from well J-13 
is used only as a representative example of the water 
composition in the saturated zone at Yucca Mountain; water 
samples from the saturated zone in other boreholes indicate 
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Calcium—  — Chloride + Nitrate
Cations Anions
Percentage Reacting Values
UZ5-335, one-dimensional o Yang and others, 1988
■ UZ5-334, triaxial UZ5, triaxial
▲ Yang and others, 1990 a Yang and others, 1988
UZ5, centrifuge UZ4, triaxial
■+■ Daniels and others, 1982, J-13
Figure 67. Relative concentrations of cations and anions in 
Yucca Mountain pore-water samples collected using 
centrifugation, triaxial compression, and one-dimensional compression.
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The following observations may be made concerning 
figure 67: (1) all the pore water samples recovered using
centrifugation, triaxial compression, and one-dimensional 
compression have approximately the same composition, and (2) 
the pore-water samples recovered from unsaturated, nonwelded 
tuff cores have much different compositions from saturated- 
zone water recovered from well J-13. The first observation- 
-that different extraction methods produce similar results—  
will be part of the method validation discussed later. The 
second statement— that unsaturated-zone and saturated-zone 
water chemistries are different— is not entirely unexpected 
because the lithologies of the two zones are different (see 
Bish and Chipera, 1986, for mineralogy of well J-13).
Rainier Mesa Tuffs 
Only one reference lists analyses of pore-water samples 
extracted from Rainier Mesa nonwelded tuffs— White and 
others (1980). Pore water was extracted from cores from 
borehole U12T #3 using centrifugation and triaxial 
compression. This same publication and two additional 
papers (Schoff and Moore, 1964? Jacobson and others, 1986) 
list analyses of fracture-water samples collected from seeps 
within the nonwelded tuff beds penetrated by tunnels U12e, 
U12n, and U12t beneath Rainier Mesa. Data collected from G-
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Tunnel nonwelded and densely welded tuff cores for this 
report are compared to data listed in Schoff and Moore 
(1964), White and others (1980), and Jacobsen and others 
(1986) on the trilinear diagram in figure 6 8.
The following observations may be made concerning 
figure 6 8 :
1. All the pore-water samples collected from nonwelded 
tuff cores for this report have approximately the same 
chemical composition. The consistency between chemical 
compositions determined for pore-water samples collected 
from nonwelded tuff cores is an item that will be included 
in the subsequent discussion concerning method validation.
2. The chemical compositions of pore-water samples 
recovered from densely welded tuff cores for this report 
exhibit a wider range and are not similar to the nonwelded 
tuff pore-water compositions. The difference in mineralogy 
between nonwelded and densely welded tuffs may be the reason 
for the observed difference in the chemical compositions of 
pore-water samples recovered from these two rock types.
3. The chemical compositions of the pore-water samples 
collected from nonwelded tuff (Tunnel Bed 5) cores for this
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KEY: Percentage Reacting Values
This report:
(2) Four rubble cores ("GTO-")
A— A  GT-EX-DH3-2 
-f GT—EX-DH3-3 
o Densely welded tuff
other reports:
Seeps:▲ schoff and Moore, 1964 
■ White and others, 1980 
• Jacobsen and others, 
1986 
Pore water:□ White and others, 1980 
Tunnel Bed 5 
s white and others, 1980 
Average of 10 
zeolitic samples
Figure 6 8 .— Relative concentrations of cations and anions in 
Rainier Mesa pore-water samples collected using 
centrifugation, triaxial compression, and one-dimensional 
compression.
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study are not similar to compositions determined by White 
and others (1980) for nonwelded tuff cores from the same 
lithologic unit. The differences in chemical composition 
between pore-water samples from the same lithologic unit may 
be due, at least in part, to differences in mineralogy. The 
core samples used by White and others (1980) were taken from 
borehole U12T #3 which is located about 5 km northeast of G- 
Tunnel. The tuff samples from Tunnel Bed 5 from borehole 
U12T #3 were noted to contain little or no clinoptilolite; 
in contrast, the Tunnel Bed 5 samples from this report 
contained 59 to 76 percent clinoptilolite.
Ten other cores for which White and others (1980) list 
water analyses were described as containing relatively large 
amounts of clinoptilolite? these cores were recovered from 
Tunnel Beds 2, 3, and 4 in borehole UI2T #3. The average 
pore-water composition for this group of 10 water samples is 
illustrated on figure 6 8. While the direct comparison of 
water compositions from Tunnel Bed 5 samples, without regard 
to mineralogy, produces a poor correlation? the comparison 
of the water compositions of two groups of clinoptilolite- 
bearing nonwelded tuffs indicates a much closer agreement.
4. The chemical compositions of the pore-water samples 
recovered from nonwelded tuff cores for this study are most
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similar to the compositions of samples of fracture water 
reported by Jacobson and others (1986). Analyses of 
fracture water reported by Schoff and Moore (19 64) and White 
and others (1980) also indicate similar water compositions. 
The extensive fracture system in G-Tunnel (reported by 
Thordarson (1964) and Langkopf and Eshom (1982)) may allow 
rapid percolation of water from the surface of Rainier Mesa 
to Tunnel Bed 5. The similarity between water compositions 
of samples collected from Tunnel Bed 5 cores for this study 
and compositions of fracture water reported by other 
investigators may be due to the rapid transmission of water 
from the surface through fractures to the nonwelded tuffs in 
Tunnel Bed 5.
MECHANISMS FOR CHANGING PORE-WATER IONIC COMPOSITION
Before beginning a discussion of the potential 
mechanisms that may change the dissolved ionic chemistry of 
pore water, a description of the initial conditions of the 




Knowledge of the relations between the water, dissolved 
ions, and mineral grains within a core will provide a basis 
for the analysis of changes in pore-water chemistry.
Mineral Grains 
The mineralogical composition of any tuff core 
compressed in this study determines the ion exchange 
capacity of the core. Two mineral groups that have large 
capacities for cation exchange are present in all the cores 
for which dissolved ionic chemistry data was collected: 
clay minerals and zeolites. The clay minerals include 
montmorillonite and illite? the dominant zeolite mineral is 
clinoptilolite. Most of the cation exchange capacity of 
clay minerals is created by the isomorphous replacement of 
higher valence cations by lower valence cations in the clay 
mineral structure. Examples include the substitution of 
Al3+ for Si4+ in tetrahedral clay layers and substitution of 
Mg2+ for Al3+ in octahedral layers (Grim, 1968) . Isomorphous 
replacement (primarily of Al3+ for Si4+) also generates most 
of the cation exchange capacity of zeolite minerals 
(Flanigen and Mumpton, 1977). Broken silicon-oxygen bonds 
also create sites for cation exchange in both clay minerals 
and zeolites; however, broken bonds account for a relatively
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small portion of the total cation exchange capacity (about 
20% of the total for montmorillonite according to Grim 
(1968)).
Isomorphous replacement and broken bonds result in the 
negative charge distribution found on the surfaces of clay 
and zeolite particles. These negatively charged sites are, 
in turn, responsible for the cation exchange abilities of 
clay minerals and zeolites. Approximate cation exchange 
capacities (CEC) for the clay minerals and zeolites found in 
tuff cores used in this study are listed below:
CEC, milliequivalents 
Mineral per 100 g Reference
Montmorillonite 80-150 Grim, 1968
Illite 10-40 Grim, 1968
Clinoptilolite 230 Flanigen and
Mumpton, 1977
Water
Water is present in tuff cores in a variety of 
locations and states. The dipole properties of water cause 
water molecules to be attracted to the negatively charged 
surfaces of clay particles. Water that is held near charged 
clay mineral surfaces is described in published reports by 
many different names including "adsorbed”, "bound", 
"micellar", and "oriented". Because clay minerals such as
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montmorillonite have large surface areas per unit mass (600- 
800 square meters per gram for montmorillonite, Meade 
(1964)), the total volume of water attracted to clay mineral 
surfaces can be large. In this report water held around 
clay particles will be termed "clay-adsorbed water".
The negatively charged surfaces in zeolite minerals 
also attract water molecules. However, because most of the 
surface area of zeolites is associated with structural 
channels (Flanigen and Mumpton, 1977), most of the attracted 
water molecules occupy the tubes and channels within the 
zeolite structure. Published reports also apply various 
names to this type of water such as "loosely bound", 
"zeolitic", and "structural". In this report water held 
within the channels of the zeolite structure will be termed 
"zeolite-adsorbed water".
Water molecules that are not attracted to charged 
mineral surfaces are randomly oriented. These water 
molecules are found in the pores of the tuff cores— outside 
of zeolite channels and away from clay particles. This type 
of water is termed "nonadsorbed water" in this report. (The 
use of the expression "pore water" in the other sections of 
this report generally refers to nonadsorbed water.)
Having defined these types of water, the next task 
involves determining the relative proportions of each type
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of water in the core samples used for compression testing in 
this report. Unfortunately, there is considerable 
disagreement among investigators concerning the 
differentiation between types of water— especially zeolite- 
adsorbed water and nonadsorbed water (Bregar and others,
197 0? Boles, 1972? Knowlton and McKague, 1976? Knowlton and 
others, 1981? Bish, 1984, 1988). Similar concerns exist in 
separating clay-adsorbed water and nonadsorbed water 
(Hillel, 1982? American Society for Testing and Materials, 
1988a? Gardner, 1988). However, it is generally accepted 
that water that is removed by evaporation from clay or 
zeolite minerals at temperatures between 25 and 40 °C is 
nonadsorbed water.
A simple drying experiment was done to separate 
zeolite-adsorbed water and nonadsorbed water for the 
zeolitic tuffs used for compression testing in this report 
(Appendix D). The results of this experiment indicated that 
about 22 percent of the water removed from samples of 
zeolitic nonwelded tuff (pieces of rubble block GTO-JJ-DB- 
1C, dried to a constant weight at 100 °C) was actually 




Dissolved cations are present in three locations in the 
water contained in the tuff cores: (1) as individual ions
in the nonadsorbed water in the pore spaces, (2) as ions 
held as part of the electrical double-layers around clay 
particles and in zeolite channels (in the clay-adsorbed and 
zeolite-adsorbed water), and (3) as ions held in direct 
contact by the negatively charged surfaces of clay and 
zeolite minerals. Cations in the nonadsorbed water are free 
to move with the water as it is extracted. Cations in the 
adsorbed water or in contact with negatively charged 
surfaces are not mobile; these cations are held in place by 
the electrical fields of the clay or zeolite minerals.
Dissolved anions are located in two positions in the 
water present in the tuff cores: (1) as individual ions in
the nonadsorbed water in the pore spaces, and (2 ) as ions 
that compose the electrical double-layers around clay 
particles. Although the anions are small enough to 
penetrate the channels of clinoptilolite, the strong 
negative electrical field generated by the oxygen atoms that 
line the channels repels these negatively charged ions.
(The hydrated radii of the anions found in water extracted 
from tuff cores range from 3 to 4.5 A (Kielland, 1937); the
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dimensions of the channels in clinoptilolite are: 4.0 x 5.5
A ,  4.1 x 4.7 A,  and 4.4 x 7.2 A (Meier and Olson, 1978).)
In the nonadsorbed water in the pore spaces, cations 
and anions may exist as individual free ions and as ion 
pairs. Ion pairs are cation-anion pairs held together by 
electrical attraction (Garrels and Christ, 1965). Examples 
of common ion pairs include NaS04', CaS04°, NaHC03°, and 
CaHC03+. The concentration of ion pairs increases as the 
total concentration of the solution increases. According to 
Garrels and Christ (1965), in very dilute solutions (ionic 
strength less than about 0 .01), the proportion of major 
cations that are present as ion pairs is insignificant.
Based on the ionic compositions of extracted water, the 
ionic strength of the nonadsorbed water in the tuff pores 
ranges from 0.013 to 0.003? most of the extracted water 
samples indicate ionic strengths in the nonadsorbed water 
fall between 0.06 and 0.09. Consequently, most of the 
dissolved ions probably exist in the nonadsorbed water as 
individual free ions.
Mineral-Water-Dissolved Ion Relations
There are three primary mineral-water-dissolved ion 
relations that describe the initial conditions within a tuff 
pore: (1) the water-dissolved ion relations in the
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nonadsorbed water in the pore spaces, discussed above, (2 ) 
the relations between clay particles and the water and 
dissolved ions that form the electrical double-layers around 
the particles, and (3) the relations between the water and 
dissolved ions and the surfaces of the zeolite channels.
The relations between clay particles, water, and 
dissolved ions are described by Gouy-Chapman double-layer 
theory (Grim, 1968? Devine and others, 1973? Kharaka and 
Berry, 1973? others). The negative electrostatic force on 
the clay particle attracts cations toward the particle 
surface? at the same time, diffusion tends to move cations 
away from the particle toward the nonadsorbed water in the 
pore space where the cation concentration is smaller.
Anions are repelled by the clay particle, but diffusion from 
the nonadsorbed water moves anions toward the clay particle 
because the anion concentration is smaller near the 
particle. These two processes— electrostatic 
attraction/repulsion and diffusion-— create a "diffuse layer" 
of ions around the clay particle. In this layer, the 
concentration of cations decreases away from the particle 
surface and the concentration of anions increases away from 
the surface. The diffuse layer and the negatively charged 
surface of the clay particle together form the Gouy-Chapman 
double-layer. Together with the cations and anions, polar
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water molecules are held in the double-layer by 
electrostatic attraction and as hydration spheres around the 
dissolved ions.
The electrostatic forces and diffusion are continuously 
at work to maintain equilibrium between the double-layer 
(the clay-adsorbed water) and the nonadsorbed water in the 
pore space. This equilibrium can be described by the Donnan 
equilibrium theory (Wiklander, 1964). While individual ions 
and water molecules may move between the clay-adsorbed water 
and the nonadsorbed water in the pore space, the net 
concentration of positive charge in the clay-adsorbed water 
must remain constant to maintain electrical neutrality in 
the vicinity of the clay particle. The thickness of the 
double-layer may vary depending on the concentration of ions 
in the nonadsorbed water and the valence of the cations in 
the double-layer.
The relations between zeolite channels, water, and 
dissolved ions are different than the relations just 
described for electrical double-layers around clay 
particles. Anions are excluded from the channels in zeolite 
minerals. Water molecules and cations may move within the 
zeolite channels? however, the cations are not free to move 
out of the channels unless they are replaced by other 
cations so that an electrical balance is maintained between
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the negatively charged zeolite structure and the cations. 
Replacement of cations in zeolite channels is further 
restricted by the dimensions of the channels. Ions that are 
too large cannot penetrate some parts of the zeolite 
framework; the dimensions of the structural channels may be 
such that ions of a particular size are favored by different 
zeolite minerals. This attribute creates the "molecular 
sieve" properties for which zeolite minerals are exploited 
for hydrocarbon refining, wastewater treatment, and 
selective gas adsorption.
Ionic Composition Changes Due to Compression 
Compression of tuff cores causes changes in the 
mineral-water-dissolved ion relations. Mechanisms that may 
contribute to these changes are discussed below.
Dilution
As clay minerals are compressed, water molecules are 
forced from the electrical double-layers surrounding clay 
particles (van Olphen, 1962; von Englehardt and Gaida,
1963). The cations, however, remain in the double-layers to 
preserve electrical neutrality. Similar processes also may 
occur in the channels in zeolite minerals as the channels 
are compressed? the cations in the channels remain held by
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the electrical field of the zeolite framework. The 
expulsion of ion-deficient water from clay and zeolite 
minerals acts to dilute the nonadsorbed water already 
present in the pore space. Continued compression results in 
the expulsion of additional water molecules from the clay- 
adsorbed and zeolite-adsorbed water and the progressive 
dilution of the nonadsorbed water originally in the pore 
space. While dilution of the nonadsorbed water in the pores 
would result in progressively decreasing ion concentrations 
as compression continued, the relative proportions of the 
ions would remain constant.
Ion Exchange
Although the total amount of positive charge in the 
double-layers of clay particles or in the channnels of 
zeolite minerals must remain constant to maintain an 
electrical balance, individual cations may be exchanged 
between clay- and zeolite-adsorbed water and nonadsorbed 
water. Ion exchange reactions that result in a net volume 
reduction are probably increasingly favored as clay and 
zeolite minerals are compressed. For example, even though 
the hydrated radius of a calcium ion is larger than that of 
a sodium ion (6 A versus about 4.2 A; Kielland, 1937), the
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replacement of two sodium ions by one calcium ion produces a 
net decrease in volume.
Exchanges between anions may also create a volume 
reduction. Chloride and nitrate ions have the smallest 
hydrated radii of the anions present in the extracted water 
(3 A; Kielland, 1937). Sulfate and bicarbonate ions are 
larger (4 A and about 4.2 A, respectively; Kielland, 1937). 
Smaller anions may be retained and larger anions expelled in 
response to applied stress. In addition, Kharaka and Berry 
(1973) found a similar relation between anions in solutions 
forced through clays. Anions were retained by the clays in 
the following order: bicarbonate < sulfate < chloride. Ion
exchanges would cause changes in both the total ion 
concentration and the relative proportions of the ions in 
the nonadsorbed water.
Other Mechanisms
Additional mechanisms that may contribute to changes in 
the total ion concentration or the relative proportions of 
the ions in the nonadsorbed water include: membrane
filtration, hydraulic drag, and relative concentration 
effects. These mechanisms are combined into a group in this 
section because the effects of these mechanisms on the pore-
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water chemistry are less quantifiable than the effects of 
dilution or ion exchange.
Membrane filtration concerns the relative retardation 
of ions as they flow through a semipermeable membrane 
(Bredehoeft and others, 1963; Hanshaw, 1972; Kharaka and 
Berry, 1973). Compressed clay and zeolite minerals may act 
as a semipermeable membrane and retard the flow of ions out 
of a core during compression. During compression, the pores 
separating the charged surfaces of clay and zeolite minerals 
become smaller and the double-layers surrounding the 
exterior surfaces of these minerals overlap. As the double­
layers converge, cations in the nonadsorbed water are 
repelled from the positively charged pore. The increasing 
concentration of cations on the upstream side of the 
membrane also attracts anions and inhibits the movement of 
anions through the membrane.
Another aspect of membrane filtration involves the 
dynamic electrical potential created by water flowing 
through a pore. As water flows through a pore between two 
double-layers, the double-layers are displaced slightly.
The outflow side of the pore becomes positively charged and 
the inflow side develops an equal negative charge; this 
electrical potential is termed the "streaming potential" 
(Hanshaw and Coplen, 1973). The streaming potential also
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acts to retard the passage of cations and anions through a 
pore. The net result of membrane filtration effects would 
be a relative decrease in the concentration of ions and a 
change in the relative proportions of ions in the expelled 
water.
Hydraulic drag (Kharaka and Berry, 1973) concerns the 
interaction between a rigid boundary and ions flowing past. 
In this case the rigid (approximately) boundaries are the 
electrical double-layers surrounding charged surfaces of 
clay or zeolite minerals. The hydraulic drag exerted on a 
hydrated ion is directly proportional to the hydrated radius 
of the ion, and the viscosity and velocity of the fluid.
This relation, known as the Stokes equation, predicts that 
larger, divalent ions are generally retarded in relation to 
smaller, univalent ions (Kharaka and Berry, 1973).
Hydraulic drag effects would also tend to decrease the total 
concentration of ions and would change the relative 
proportions of ions in the expelled water.
The equilibrium between the clay-adsorbed and zeolite- 
adsorbed water and the nonadsorbed water (Donnan 
equilibrium, Devine and others, 1973) may also affect the 
concentration of expelled water. If ion-deficient water is 
expelled from compressed clay and zeolite minerals, the 
composition of the adsorbed and nonadsorbed water will be
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continuously changing; Donnan equilibrium between the 
adsorbed and nonadsorbed water will be constantly modifying 
these changes in concentration.
Any combination of the mechanisms described in this 
section (or other mechanisms) may be responsible for the 
observed changes in concentration and relative proportions 
of ions in the expelled water. The following section 
discusses how some of these mechanisms may contribute to the 
observed trends in the dissolved ionic chemistry data 
collected for this report.
INTERPRETATION OF PORE-WATER CHEMICAL DATA
As discussed previously, the primary observations 
concerning changes in the concentrations and relative 
proportions of dissolved ions in water extracted from tuffs 
for this report include;
1. The concentrations of dissolved ions generally decreased 
as the axial stress applied to a tuff core was increased.
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2. The relative proportions of cations in the extracted 
water remained approximately constant as axial stress was 
increased.
3. The relative proportions of anions in the expelled water 
displayed more variation.
How do the potential mechanisms that could change pore-water 
chemistry actually produce these observed changes in the 
concentration and relative proportions of dissolved ions? 
This question is addressed below.
Dilution
The simplest mechanism that could account for the 
largest amount of the observed variations in pore-water 
chemistry is dilution. All the cores that produced the 
suites of water samples described above contained large 
percentages of clay and zeolite minerals (especially the 
zeolite clinoptilolite). Expulsion of ion-deficient water 
from the clay- and zeolite-adsorbed water may be responsible 
for the observed decreases in ion concentration as axial 
stress is increased (item 1 in the list above). Dilution of 
the existing nonadsorbed water would cause the relative 
proportions of ions to remain approximately constant as the
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dilution process continued. Nearly constant cation and 
anion compositions were observed in the water analyses 
collected for this report (items 2 and 3, respectively, 
above).
The volume of ion-deficient water needed to produce the 
change in specific conductance observed in a suite of water 
samples can be calculated. The following example 
calculations are made on analyses of water extracted from 
core GT0-JJ-DB-1A-2-1 and assume that, because only water 
molecules are removed from clay- and zeolite-adsorbed water 
during compression, the specific conductance of this water 
(termed "dilution water" below) is near 0.
Example 1
Assumptions; Dilution water SC = 0.
Dilution begins at about axial stress = 200 
MPa (after 31.7 ml nonadsorbed water already 
extracted)
Average SC for 0 to 200 MPa water samples = 
960 /iS/cm 
Total water extracted = 48.6 ml 
Final SC = 790 fiS/cm 
(example 1 continued on next page)
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1. Volume water extracted at axial stress >2 00 MPa:
48.6 - 31.7 = 16.9 ml
2. If x equals the volume of nonadsorbed water, then 




x = 13.9 ml nonadsorbed water
(total 31.7 + 13.9 = 45.6 ml) 
(16.9-x) = 3.0 ml dilution water
Example 2
Assumptions: Dilution water SC = 0.
Dilution begins immediately.
Total water extracted = 48.6 ml 
Initial SC = 970 /iS/cm 
Final SC = 790 fJ,S/cm
(example 2 continued on next page)
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1. If x equals the volume of nonadsorbed water, then 
(48.6-x) equals the volume of the dilution water.
(x) (970) + (48.6-x) (0)
------------------------ = 790
48.6
x = 39.6 ml nonadsorbed water 
(48.6-x) = 9.0 ml dilution water
Depending on when ion-deficient water from clay and 
zeolite minerals begins to dilute the nonadsorbed water 
already in the pores, between 3 and 9 ml of the total 48.6 
ml extracted must be ion-deficient water to produce the 
observed decrease in specific conductance. Similar ranges 
of volumes of ion-deficient water can be calculated for all 
the remaining nonwelded tuff cores. (A maximum 17.5 ml of 
ion-deficient water was required for dilution in sample UZ5- 
335.)
Given that the above volumes of ion-deficient water 
could produce the observed changes in specific conductance, 
are these volumes present in the clay and zeolite minerals 
in the cores? According to Barrer (1982), clinoptilolite 
contains 0.34 cm3 of adsorbed water per cm3 of mineral. The
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following example based on core GT0-JJ-DB-1A-2-1 illustrates 
the determination of the volume of zeolite-adsorbed water 
available in the core.
Example 3
Core bulk volume = 2 5 0  cm3
79 percent by volume clinoptilolite
volume of clinoptilolite = (250)(0.79) = 198 cm3
Barrer (1982):
0.34 cm3 adsorbed water per cm3 clinoptilolite 
volume of adsorbed water = (198)(0.34) = 67 cm3
As example 3 illustrates, there is much more zeolite- 
adsorbed water (67 ml) available in the test core than needs 
to be extracted to explain the observed decrease in specific 
conductance using the dilution hypothesis (3 to 9 ml). 
Similar calculations for the other nonwelded tuff cores 
indicate that between 3 and 21 times the volume of water 
necessary for dilution is present in the nonwelded tuff 
cores as zeolite-adsorbed water. (These multiples are based 
on volumes of dilution water calculated assuming dilution 
begins immediately? if dilution begins later, the multiples
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of available zeolite-adsorbed water to dilution water become 
even larger.)
Based on the preceding analysis, expulsion of ion- 
deficient, zeolite-adsorbed water could cause the 
progressive dilution of existing nonadsorbed water. This 
dilution, in turn, may cause the decrease in total dissolved 
ion concentration observed in the extracted water as applied 
axial stress was increased. Dilution also could explain the 
observation that the relative proportions of ions in the 
extracted water remained approximately constant as axial 
stress was increased. However, dilution alone cannot 
account for all the changes observed in the extracted water.
Ion Exchange
In addition to dilution, ion exchange probably causes 
some of the changes observed in the chemistry of the 
extracted water. Ion exchanges (both cation and anion) that 
result in a net volume decrease are probably favored as 
axial stress is increased during the compression process.
The replacement of two sodium ions by one calcium ion 
creates a net volume decrease. This exchange may cause the 
decrease in the proportion of calcium ions and the increase 
in the fraction of sodium ions observed in sample UZ5-3 35 
when the axial stress was increased over 414 MPa.
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The replacement of bicarbonate ions by chloride ions 
also produces a decrease in volume. An increase in the 
proportion of bicarbonate ions and a decrease in the 
percentage of chloride ions was observed in water extracted 
from samples UZ5-335, UZ5-347, and GT-EX-DH3-2. Anion 
exchange may be responsible for these observed changes in 
the chemistry of the water extracted from these three cores.
Exceptions/Other Potential Mechanisms 
Although dilution and ion exchange may explain the 
majority of the changes in ion concentration and relative 
proportions of ions observed in samples of extracted water, 
other changes in the chemistry of extracted water cannot be 
resolved using dilution and/or ion exchange. Water samples 
expelled from the four rubble cores (prefix "GTO-n) all 
indicate similar patterns in ion chemistry. In water 
samples from all four cores, the proportion of sulfate ions 
and the net concentration of sulfate ions increase as axial 
stress is increased. Dilution, which produces a decrease in 
concentration, is not a possible mechanism. If ion exchange 
contributed to the increase in the percentage of sulfate 
ions, a similar decrease would be observed in the fraction 
of another anion. However, the ratio bicarbonate : chloride 
: nitrate remains approximately constant as axial stress is
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increased. Consequently, unless the other three anions act 
equally to replace the sulfate ion, ion exchange is probably 
not the cause of the observed increase in the sulfate ion 
concentration.
Other mechanisms that could create changes in water 
chemistry (membrane filtration, for example) could 
contribute to the observed increase in the concentration of 
sulfate ions. However, any mechanism that produced changes 
in the water samples from the rubble cores also would be 
expected to create changes in water samples from cores with 
similar mineralogical compositions. Cores GT-EX-DH3-2 and 
GT-EX-DH3-3, both from Tunnel Bed 5, have very similar 
mineralogical compositions to the rubble cores, but do not 
display the same changes in extracted water chemistry. The 
mineralogical compositions of cores from Tunnel Bed 5 do not 
indicate obvious sources of sulfate ions. Mineralogical 
analysis of samples GT0-JJ-DB-1A-2-1, GT-EX-DH3-2, and GT- 
EX-DH3-3 indicated virtually no sulfur-bearing minerals were 
present in the core.
Comparison of the water chemistry data from the four 
rubble cores to the data from the two borehole cores from 
the same formation (Tunnel Bed 5) indicates possible sources 
of the large sulfate concentrations. Water extracted from 
cores GT-EX-DH3-2 and GT-EX-DH3-3 had sulfate concentrations
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that were as much as ten times smaller than water samples 
from the rubble cores. This large difference in 
concentrations may indicate that sulfate ions were 
introduced into the pore water at some point during the 
collection and/or handling of the rubble samples. Effects 
produced by blasting or by laboratory coring may be 
responsible. Additional investigation will be required to 
determine the cause(s) of the observed increases in the 
concentration of sulfate ions as axial stress is increased.
Densely Welded Tuffs 
The preceding statements concerning potential 
mechanisms to change pore-water chemistry are valid only for 
nonwelded tuff cores. Because densely welded tuff cores did 
not produce suites of water samples, similar conclusions 
cannot be made for densely welded tuffs. However, 
mineralogical analyses of densely welded tuff cores indicate 
that these tuffs do not contain large quantities of the 
zeolite and clay minerals that are, in turn, responsible for 
the dilution and ion exchange mechanisms described above. 
Water extracted from densely welded tuff cores may not be 
subject to the large changes in composition observed for 
water extracted from nonwelded tuff cores. Additional
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investigation into the pore-water chemistry of densely 
welded tuffs will be needed to substantiate this statement.
Working Hypothesis for Pore-Water Chemistry 
The preceding discussion of the mechanisms that may 
cause the observed changes in pore-water chemistry may be 
summarized into a working hypothesis to explain why changes 
occur in pore-water chemistry in relation to applied stress. 
This working model is described below:
1. The nonwelded tuff cores compressed for this study 
contain large amounts of zeolite and clay minerals 
(especially zeolites).
2. Zeolites and clay minerals are known to contain large 
volumes of adsorbed water and to have large capacities for 
ion exchange.
3. When subjected to stress, clay minerals release ion- 
deficient adsorbed water into the tuff pores. Zeolite 
minerals also may release ion-deficient water in response to 
stress. This ion-deficient water dilutes the existing pore 
water? this dilution causes the observed decrease in the 
total dissolved ion concentration. Expulsion of ion-
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deficient water may not occur until the axial stress on the 
core is increased above 200 MPa.
4. Dilution and ion exchange on zeolite and clay minerals 
may be responsible for the majority of the observed changes 
in the relative proportions of ions in the extracted water.
In terms of one of the two initial purposes of this 
study— to investigate the effects of the extraction method 
on the original pore-water composition— the foregoing 
statements lead to this conclusion:
The concentrations measured in the first water sample 
extracted from a tuff core are the most representative 
of the dissolved ionic concentrations initially present 
in the nonadsorbed water in the tuff pores.
COMPRESSION METHOD VALIDATION
Support for Method Validation 
Four main lines of evidence support the use of 
compression methods to produce samples of unaltered pore 
water from unsaturated tuffs. These items are listed below,
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in order of decreasing significance, and described in more 
detail in the following explanation:
1. Internal consistency of chemical results for pore water 
extracted from adjacent cores.
2. Repeatability between different extraction methods. 
Compression methods and centrifugation produce samples of 
pore water that have similar chemical compositions.
3. Support by published literature. Reports concerning 
compression of other sediments and rocks indicate similar 
trends in the composition of extracted water as stress is 
increased.
4. Explanation of the majority of observed changes in pore- 
water chemistry by a working hypothesis based on tuff 
mineralogical composition.
Consistency of Chemical Results 
Adjacent cores compressed using one-dimensional 
compression produced similar mechanical and chemical 
results. Pairs of adjacent cores that may be compared on 
the basis of mechanical data are listed below (pairs for
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which chemical data may be also compared are marked with an 
asterisk (*)):
Nonwelded tuff Densely welded tuff
GTO-JJ-DB-1A-1-1 GT-LD-AC2-17
GT0-JJ-DB-1A-1-2 GT-LD-AC2-18






Of this group of adjacent cores, only the GT-EX-DH3- 
2/GT-EX-DH3-3 pair does not exhibit very similar mechanical 
and chemical results. The differences— both mechanically 
and chemically— between the two cores from Drill Hole #3 are 
probably due to the variation in the test procedure between 
the tests of the two cores. Sample GT-EX-DH3-2 was 
compressed without a Teflon jacket surrounding the core.
The lack of the Teflon wrap caused this sample to shorten 
less (because the sample was able to adhere to the sample 
sleeve) and, so, produced less water; the missing Teflon 
wrap also allowed contamination of the first water sample 
recovered. Allowing for this exception, the agreement of 
mechanical and chemical data from similar cores indicate 
that one-dimensional compression is a repeatable method.
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Repeatability between Different Methods 
Pore water extracted from similar cores using different 
extraction methods indicated similar pore-water chemical 
compositions. Pore water was extracted using triaxial and 
one-dimensional compression from cores taken from about the 
same depth in borehole UE-25 UZ #5. Pore water also had 
been extracted by other investigators (Yang and others,
1988; Yang and others, 1990) using triaxial compression and 
centrifugation from cores from near the same depth in 
borehole UE-25 UZ #5. The pore-water chemical compositions 
of all these water samples are similar (refer to table 24 
and figure 67). Cores from a slightly shallower depth in 
borehole UE-25 UZ #4 were compressed using triaxial 
compression by Yang and others (1988). The chemical 
compositions of pore water extracted from these cores also 
was similar to the group of chemical analyses of pore water 
from cores from UE-25 UZ #5. The similarity in pore-water 
chemical compositions determined using different methods 
supports the ability of each method to produce repeatable 
pore-water chemistry results.
Literature Support 
Compression methods have been widely used for the 
extraction and study of pore water in sediments. Two
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general areas of research have used compression methods 
extensively: (1) studies of water-sediment interaction in 
sea-floor sediments, especially near the ocean-sediment 
interface, and (2) investigations into the diagenesis of 
clay-rich sediments in sedimentary basins. The following 
lists present publications that include pore-water chemistry 
data as a function of applied stress:
sea-floor sediment related publications:
Siever and others, 1965 
Manheim, 1966
Manheim and Bischoff, 1969 
Manheim, 1974
sediment diagenesis publications:
Kryukov and others, 1962 
von Engelhardt and Gaida, 1963 
Rieke and others, 1964 
Chilingarian and Rieke, 1968 and 1969 
Chilingarian and others, 1973 
Rieke and Chilingarian, 1974 
Rosenbaum, 1976 
Singer and Muller, 1983
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Two additional publications concerning pore-water 
extraction using compression contain pore-water chemistry 
data in relation to applied stress. Yang and others (1988) 
includes chemical data from pore water extracted from Yucca 
Mountain nonwelded tuffs using triaxial compression.
Higgins and others (1990) also includes chemical data from 
pore water recovered from Yucca Mountain nonwelded tuffs, 
but these data are also included in this report.
All of the above cited publications, except Yang and 
others (1988), indicate that the dissolved ion concentration 
in the expelled pore water decreases as the applied stress 
is increased. This trend included both dissolved cations 
and anions. Some publications indicate the decrease in 
concentration occurred continuously over the range of 
applied stress? others state that ion concentration changes 
began after a period during which concentrations remained 
approximately constant as stress was increased. The 
experimental conditions presented in these publications 
varied widely— from sea-floor sediment saturated with sea 
water to prepared montmorillonite-distilled water pastes. 
While the specific relation between applied stress and the 
dissolved ion concentration may be dependent on the 
conditions imposed by an individual experiment, all these 
publications indicate that the dissolved ion concentration
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in pore water decreases as the applied stress increases.
The similarity between the chemical composition of pore 
water extracted from sea-floor sediments collected near the 
sediment-water interface and the chemical composition of 
ocean water just above the interface is cited in sea-floor 
sediment studies as evidence that compression of sea-floor 
sediments produces unaltered pore water (Manheim, 1974).
The publication by Yang and others (1988) presents 
preliminary data that indicate dissolved ion concentrations 
increase slightly as applied stress is increased. However, 
the two suites of curves that support this statement were 
both generated using composite pore-water samples. Two or 
more cores, located from 0.5 to 6 m apart, were compressed 
to provide data for each curve illustrating concentration- 
stress relations. Variations in core mineralogy may 
contribute to the observed changes in dissolved ion 
concentration.
In addition to publications concerning compression 
methods, two other related works describe changes in 
dissolved ion concentration during pore-water extraction. 
Edmunds and Bath (1976) list chemical data from pore water 
extracted from chalks using centrifugation. The data in 
this report indicate that the concentration of all the 
dissolved cations progressively decreased as increasing
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volumes of pore water were expelled at a constant 
centrifugation speed. A report by Appelo (1977) presents a 
theoretical approach to explain decreasing dissolved ion 
concentrations in relation to increasing compaction in clays 
based on Donnan equilibrium and electrical double-layer
theories. This report concerns the interaction between the
water layers surrounding negatively charged clay particles 
as the particles are forced together during compaction; 
decreasing ion concentrations in relation to increasing 
stress is predicted by the theory presented by Appelo 
(1977) .
Data presented in the preceding section of this report 
indicate that dissolved ion concentrations in samples 
collected for this study generally decrease as the applied 
axial stress is increased. Some suites of pore-water
samples exhibit approximately constant ion concentrations up
to axial stresses of about 200 MPa? at larger stresses, 
these samples display decreasing ion concentrations as 
stress increases. Other suites of pore-water samples 
indicate decreasing dissolved ion concentrations over the 
entire range of applied axial stress. These observed 
patterns of concentration change are similar to trends 
determined by other investigators.
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Working Hypothesis 
A hypothesis that explains the causes of the observed 
changes in dissolved ionic chemistry supports the validity 
of compression as an extraction method. The working 
hypothesis is based on the mineralogical composition of tuff 
cores and mineral-water-dissolved water interactions that 
may occur during compression. While this working model is 
valid only for nonwelded tuffs that have mineralogical 
compositions similar to the tuffs tested in this study, this 
hypothesis does explain the majority of the changes observed 
in pore-water chemistry as a function of increasing axial 
stress.
Remaining Validation Concerns 
A summary of the validation arguments concerning the 
ability of compression methods to produce unaltered water 
samples would not be complete without discussion of items 
that do not support the case for validation described above. 
The main unresolved question involves concentrations of 
sulfate ions in four tuff cores obtained from G-Tunnel blast 
rubble. The sulfate ion concentration was observed to 
increase as axial stress was increased in cores from samples 
GT0-JJ-DB-1A-1-1, GTO-JJ—DB-1A-2-1, GTO-JJ-DB-1A-2-2, and 
GTO—JJ—DB-1B-1—1. The working hypothesis cannot explain
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increases in ion concentrations as stress is increased.
Other mechanisms may be at work to alter the dissolved ionic 
chemistry of tuff pore water, or the pore water in the group 
of rubble cores may have been altered during blasting, 
rubble handling, or laboratory coring of the rubble blocks.
The evidence in support of the ability of compression 
methods to produce unaltered water samples is valid only for 
nonwelded tuff cores. The same arguments made for nonwelded 
tuff cores can be applied, to a more limited extent, to 
cores of densely welded tuffs. Internal consistency is 
demonstrated in water chemistry data collected from cores 
GT-LD-AC2-62 and GT-LD-AC2-63. However, the small size of 
the water chemistry data set prevents generalizations to 
include all densely welded tuff cores. Repeatability 
between methods cannot be used as support because no other 
pore-water chemical data have been obtained from densely 
welded tuffs using other extraction methods. Support by 
published literature is limited to the extent that published 
reports reinforce the working hypothesis concerning changes 
in pore-water chemistry as stress increases.
The working hypothesis to explain changes in pore-water 
chemistry is based on the removal of adsorbed water and ion 
exchange on zeolites and clay minerals. Because 
mineralogical analyses of densely welded tuff cores indicate
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that these tuffs do not contain large amounts of zeolite and 
clay minerals, the working hypothesis may be applicable only 
in proportion to the percentage of zeolites and clay 
minerals present in the cores.
Additional compression testing will be required to 
determine: (1) the cause(s) of the unexplained changes in
pore-water chemistry observed in water samples extracted 
from rubble cores, and (2) whether compression methods can 
produce samples of unaltered pore water from cores of 
densely welded tuffs.
DISCUSSION
Advantages of One-Dimensional Compression 
For the extraction of pore water from unsaturated tuff 
cores, one-dimensional compression has many advantages over 
other pore-water extraction methods. A list of these 
advantages, in comparison to triaxial compression, is 
presented below. Comparisons to centrifugation are included 
where adequate published information exists to support the 
comparison. Other extraction methods including: vacuum
distillation, dilution, and immiscible displacement are not 
discussed because these methods, in general, are not
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suitable for pore-water extraction when accurate 
determination of the dissolved ionic chemistry of the pore 
water is necessary.
1. Larger applied axial stress. The one-dimensional 
compression cell used in this study can apply more than 2.5 
times the axial stress to a core than previously used 
triaxial compression cells. Larger axial stress causes more 
pore space to be eliminated during compression, which, in 
turn, results in increased water expulsion in nonwelded tuff 
cores. High levels of axial stress are required to cause 
water expulsion from cores of nonwelded tuffs that have 
initial moisture contents less than about 11 percent and 
from cores of densely welded tuffs that have initial 
moisture contents ranging from 6.5 to 8.8 percent.
2. Quantitative volumetric measurements. Because the core 
diameter is rigidly constrained during one-dimensional 
compression, accurate volumetric measurements are possible. 
Lateral strain can occur during triaxial compression, and, 
therefore, accurate volume change measurements cannot be 
made. (Measurements of lateral strain— not possible with 
the triaxial compression equipment used in this study— would 
allow approximate volumetric measurements during
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compression.) Volumetric measurements during centrifugation 
also are not possible due to the construction of most 
centrifuge rotors. Measurements of changes in core volume 
during compression are useful in predicting the approximate 
timing and volume of water expulsion.
3. Variable core length. The one-dimensional compression 
cell can accommodate a large range of core lengths.
Standard triaxial compression cells and centrifuge rotors 
require closely constrained core sizes. (Modifications to 
standard triaxial compression and centrifugation equipment 
could reduce or eliminate this advantage.)
4. Smaller system volume. About 1 ml of water must be 
expelled into the collection system of the one-dimensional 
compression cell before water recovery is observed in the 
collection syringes. The triaxial compression cell used in 
this study required about 8 ml to fill the collection system 
up to the syringes. (Again, modifications to the triaxial 
cell could reduce the required system volume.) Observation 
of water expulsion and direct measurement of water volume 
are not possible during centrifugation. A small system 
volume allows rapid recognition of water expulsion and
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minimizes the loss of water that adheres to the inside of 
the water drainage pathways.
5. Lower contamination risk. Because steel applies the 
confining force in the one-dimensional compression cell, 
there is no risk of contamination caused by leakage of the 
confining fluid as can occur in the triaxial compression 
cell.
Of all the listed advantages, the larger stress 
capacity of the one-dimensional compression cell is the most 
important. Larger axial stresses produce larger volumes of 
expelled pore water in nonwelded tuff cores that have 
similar initial moisture contents. Large axial stresses 
also enable extraction of pore water from nonwelded tuff 
cores that have small initial moisture contents and from 
densely welded tuff cores; neither of these two groups of 
tuff samples would produce water using triaxial compression 
or centrifugation.
Appropriate Pore-Water Extraction Method for 
Yucca Mountain Tuffs
The most appropriate method for pore-water extraction 
from Yucca Mountain tuffs can be selected based on two 
criteria: (1) the minimum initial moisture content required
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for successful pore-water extraction, and (2 ) the impact the 
method has on the original, in-situ pore-water chemistry.
The two methods investigated in this study— triaxial 
compression and one-dimensional compression— are considered 
below in relation to the two selection criteria.
Minimum Initial Moisture Content 
The minimum initial moisture content for successful 
pore-water extraction from nonwelded tuff cores using 
triaxial compression was 11 percent? for one-dimensional 
compression, this value was 7.6 percent. Montazer and 
Wilson (1984) listed the average initial moisture content of 
nine nonwelded tuff samples from Yucca Mountain as 19 
percent. The average initial moisture content of 11 
nonwelded tuff cores from Yucca Mountain boreholes UE-25 UZ 
#4 and UE-25 UZ #5 tested in this study was 13 percent.
(Note that this group of 11 cores excludes cores that had 
been sealed in PVC liner because moisture may have escaped 
from the PVC liner during storage.) Therefore, both 
extraction methods probably would be successful in removing 
pore water from Yucca Mountain nonwelded tuff cores that had 
average (13 to 19 percent) initial moisture contents. One­
dimensional compression may be a more useful method for
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extracting pore water from cores that have initial moisture 
contents that are below average.
The minimum initial moisture content for extraction of 
pore water from densely welded tuff cores using one­
dimensional compression was 6.5 percent. Calculations 
indicated that the triaxial compression cell used in this 
study could not apply enough axial stress to remove pore 
water from densely welded tuff cores. Montazer and Wilson 
(1984) also presented moisture content data for Yucca 
Mountain welded tuff samples. This report listed the 
average moisture content of 35 moderately to densely welded 
tuff samples as 5.5 percent? the reported standard deviation 
was 2.8 percent. While Yucca Mountain welded tuff cores 
that have an average (5.5 percent) initial moisture content 
may be too dry to yield water using one-dimensional 
compression, many of the cores that have initial moisture 
contents that are above average may produce water using one­
dimensional compression. One-dimensional compression may be 
capable of removing water from some Yucca Mountain welded 
tuff cores? the triaxial compression cell used in this study 
probably cannot be used to extract pore water from any Yucca 
Mountain welded tuff cores.
The stratigraphic section above the water table at 
Yucca Mountain contains a much thicker sequence of
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moderately to densely welded tuffs than nonwelded tuffs. 
Based on thicknesses reported in Montazer and Wilson (1984), 
the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain is about 90 percent 
moderately to densely welded tuffs and only about 10 percent 
nonwelded tuffs. The most appropriate pore-water extraction 
method must, consequently, be based mainly on the ability of 
the method to remove pore water from welded tuff cores. 
One-dimensional compression can expel pore water from 
densely welded tuff cores. In addition, one-dimensional 
compression has a smaller required initial moisture content 
for pore-water extraction from nonwelded tuff cores than 
triaxial compression. Therefore, based on the mechanical 
capabilities of these extraction methods, one-dimensional 
compression is more appropriate for pore-water extraction 
from Yucca Mountain tuff cores than triaxial compression.
Impacts on Pore-Water Chemistry 
The effects that a pore-water extraction method has on 
the original, in-situ pore-water composition also must be 
considered in determining whether the method is appropriate. 
The triaxial compression tests done on nonwelded tuff cores 
for this study did not produce suites of extracted water 
samples over a range of axial stress. The limited number of 
pore-water samples recovered using triaxial compression
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prevented direct analysis of the impacts of triaxial 
compression on pore-water chemistry.
The large number of pore-water samples from nonwelded 
tuff cores recovered over the entire range of applied axial 
stress using one-dimensional compression allowed detailed 
analysis of the effects of one-dimensional compression on 
pore-water chemistry. A working hypothesis based on the 
mineralogical composition of the tuff cores was developed 
from the analysis of pore-water chemical composition in 
relation to applied axial stress. This model explained most 
of the changes in pore-water chemistry observed during one­
dimensional compression testing of nonwelded tuff cores. 
However, some observed changes were not accounted for by the 
working hypothesis.
Recommended Method
Based on the mechanical ability of a pore-water- 
extraction method to remove water from welded and nonwelded 
Yucca Mountain tuff cores that have small initial moisture 
contents, one-dimensional compression is a more appropriate 
extraction method than triaxial compression. However, the 
effects that one-dimensional compression has on pore-water 
chemistry— especially in welded tuff cores— are not 
completely understood. Although one-dimensional compression
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may be the leading choice for pore-water extraction from 
Yucca Mountain tuff cores, this extraction method will not 
be truly appropriate until the impacts of one-dimensional 
compression on pore-water chemistry are more closely 
defined.
Experience gained from compression tests done for this 
study can provide guidelines for future pore-water 
extraction tests using one-dimensional compression. The 
recommended stress paths for pore-water extraction from 
densely welded and nonwelded tuff cores using one­
dimensional compression are illustrated on figure 69. In 
addition to the suggested stress paths, the following 
procedural steps are recommended to maximize water recovery:
1. Axial stress should be maintained at each stress level 
until the rate of water expulsion into the collection system 
is less than 0.1 ml in 10 minutes.
2. Axial stress should be maintained at each stress level 
for at least 10 minutes (even if no water is expelled) to 
allow pore water time to move out of the core. This is 
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3. For one-dimensional compression of densely welded tuff 
cores, after the maximum axial stress has been reached and 
water expulsion from the core has ceased, pressure from an 
inert gas should be applied to force out additional pore 
water. Injection of nitrogen gas at a pressure of at least 
1.4 MPa for at least 180 minutes is recommended to maximize 
pore-water recovery; however, the total volume of injected 
gas should not exceed 2 0 liters to reduce the potential for 
evaporation of pore water. Experience from testing during 
this study indicated that if no pore water had been 
recovered after about 60 minutes, continued gas injection 
was unlikely to produce any pore water.
4. For nonwelded tuff cores, one-dimensional compression to 
the maximum axial stress (552 MPa) probably eliminates the 
usefulness of gas injection.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Study of the hydrologic system at Yucca Mountain 
requires the extraction of pore-water samples from welded 
and nonwelded, unsaturated tuffs. Two compression methods—  
triaxial compression and one-dimensional compression— were
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examined for pore-water extraction from unsaturated tuff 
cores. The two purposes of this study were: (1) to develop
a repeatable technique for extracting pore water and gas 
from cores of unsaturated, nonwelded and densely welded 
tuffs, and (2 ) to investigate the effects of the extraction 
method on the original pore-fluid composition. A total of 
17 triaxial and 32 one-dimensional compression tests were 
done to develop extraction methods and to examine the causes 
of changes in pore-water chemistry due to the extraction 
process.
Triaxial Compression 
Work done by other investigators using triaxial 
compression provided the starting point for the research 
undertaken in this study. A standard, commercially 
available triaxial cell was modified slightly and used to 
compress cores of nonwelded tuff. A maximum 193 MPa axial 
stress was applied to the test core in a series of four 
steps (76, 117, 152, and 193 MPa) while a constant confining 
stress of 68 MPa was maintained. For an average nonwelded 
tuff core (102 mm long, 61 mm in diameter), the application 
of stress for a total of about 300 minutes caused the 
expulsion of pore water provided that the initial moisture 
content of the core was at least 13 percent by weight.
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The triaxial compression procedure was improved further 
by injecting nitrogen gas into the core while the core was 
compressed at the maximum axial stress to force out 
additional pore water. The addition of gas injection to the 
method reduced the minimum initial moisture content for 
successful pore-water extraction from 13 to 11 percent. 
Experimental calculations plus experience gained from tests 
of two moderately welded tuff cores indicated that the 
triaxial compression cell used in this study could not apply 
adequate axial stress to expel pore water from cores of 
densely welded tuffs. This concern led to the design and 
fabrication of the one-dimensional compression system used 
in this research.
One-Dimensional Compression 
The one-dimensional compression cell used in this study 
was constructed from hardened 4340-alloy and nickel-alloy 
steels. This device was designed to compress cores that 
were 61 mm in diameter and as long as 110 mm to a maximum 
axial stress of 552 MPa. Axial stress was applied to a core 
in eight equal steps from zero to the maximum axial stress 
of 552 MPa. The average total test duration for nonwelded 
tuff cores was about 480 minutes? for welded tuff cores, the 
average total test duration was approximately 540 minutes.
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One-dimensional compression extracted pore water from 
nonwelded tuff cores that had initial moisture contents 
greater than about 7.6 percent. Injection of nitrogen gas 
did not produce additional pore water when the axial stress 
applied to a core was greater than 276 MPa. Subsequent 
analysis of the pore-size distribution and pore structure of 
nonwelded tuff cores subjected to 552 MPa axial stress 
indicated that the reduction in pore diameter caused by 
compression may have prevented the penetration of gas into 
the pore system.
One-dimensional compression caused expulsion of pore 
water from densely welded tuff cores that had initial 
moisture contents greater than about 7.7 percent. Injection 
of nitrogen gas was responsible for most of the pore water 
recovered from densely welded tuff cores? gas injection 
reduced the minimum initial moisture content required for 
water extraction to about 6.5 percent.
Gas Injection 
The injection of nitrogen gas into a core recovered 
additional pore water provided that the core had been 
compressed adequately to fully saturate the pore system.
Gas injection in conjunction with the compression of 
nonwelded tuff cores was effective only when the axial
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stress applied to the core was less than 276 MPa; injection 
of gas into densely welded tuff cores produced additional 
pore water even at an axial stress of 552 MPa. An applied 
gas injection pressure of at least 1.4 MPa was necessary to 
initiate pore-water expulsion.
Increasing the duration of gas injection generally 
increased the volume of pore water expelled. Water 
expulsion rates declined after 60 minutes of injection into 
nonwelded tuff cores and after injection had continued for 
180 minutes into densely welded tuff cores. However, gas 
injection for extended periods may cause evaporation of pore 
water from the core and the collection system. Evaporation 
of pore water was determined to be a significant concern 
when the volume of gas passed through a core exceeded about 
2 0 liters.
Mineralogy and Pore Structure
Quantitative mineralogical analysis of seven tuff 
samples was done to aid in the interpretation of pore-water 
chemical data. Samples of nonwelded tuff cores from the 
Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush Tuff at Yucca 
Mountain and Tunnel Bed 5 from G-Tunnel at Rainier Mesa 
contained between 53 and 76 percent zeolite (clinoptilolite) 
and lesser amounts of clay minerals. Samples of densely
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welded tuff cores from the Grouse Canyon Member of the 
Belted Range Tuff from G-Tunnel at Rainier Mesa contained 
mainly feldspars (sanidine and albite) and quartz, and 
included only small amounts of zeolites and clay minerals.
Analysis of the pore-size distribution and pore 
structure of samples of densely welded and nonwelded tuff 
cores was done to investigate the physical changes in the 
pore system of a tuff core caused by compression. Pore-size 
distributions— before and after compression to an axial 
stress of 552 MPa— were determined using mercury injection 
porosimetry. The diameter of most of the pore throats in 
nonwelded tuff cores decreased approximately ten-fold as a 
result of compression; the pore-size distributions for the 
samples of densely welded tuff cores were unchanged after 
compression.
Examination of thin sections using optical microscopy 
produced results in agreement with those of mercury 
injection porosimetry. Thin sections were cut from samples 
of tuff cores before and after compression to various levels 
of axial stress. Thin sections of nonwelded tuff cores 
compressed to 552 MPa axial stress exhibited significantly 
fewer open pores than thin sections of uncompressed cores. 
Thin sections taken from densely welded tuff cores displayed 
little change in pore structure due to compression. The
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relative degree of fracturing was observed to increase as 
applied axial stress was increased in thin sections of both 
nonwelded and densely welded tuff cores.
Mechanical Relations
The deformational behavior observed in nonwelded and 
densely welded tuff cores was supported by the mineralogical 
composition and pore structure of each type of tuff. 
Nonwelded tuff cores exhibited large amounts of axial strain 
when subjected to relatively small (< 200 MPa) axial 
stresses. The large initial porosities and large 
percentages of weak minerals probably are responsible for 
the inelastic behavior observed during the compression of 
nonwelded tuff cores. Densely welded tuff cores, in 
contrast, displayed much smaller amounts of axial strain 
even when compressed to 552 MPa. Small initial porosities 
and large proportions of strong minerals may cause the 
elastic response observed in densely welded tuff cores 
during compression.
Accurate volumetric measurements recorded during one­
dimensional compression indicated that, after a core had 
been compressed adequately to reach a state of 100 percent 
saturation, the volume of water expelled was directly 
related to the axial strain. Each 1 mm of length reduction
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expelled 2.9 ml of pore water— just as predicted by the 
simple decrease in volume. While this is not an unexpected 
result, the direct correlation does confirm that accurate 
volumetric measurements can be made during one-dimensional 
compression.
Pore-Water Chemistry 
Dissolved ionic chemistry data were collected from pore 
water samples provided by six triaxial compression pore- 
water-extraction tests. Pore-water samples produced during 
14 one-dimensional compression tests also were analyzed for 
dissolved ionic chemistry. Measurements of specific 
conductance and pH were made for all pore-water samples 
extracted using one-dimensional compression.
Chemical Data
Only five pore-water samples for chemical analysis were 
recovered from undisturbed cores using triaxial compression. 
Because no suites of water samples were collected, no 
observations can be made concerning changes in ion 
concentrations as axial stress is increased. The group of 
four water samples from borehole UE-25 UZ #5 indicated 
similar relative proportions of dissolved ions.
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Specific conductance data were collected from all pore- 
water samples extracted using one-dimensional compression 
including suites of pore-water samples from 13 nonwelded 
tuff cores. Plots of specific conductance versus applied 
axial stress indicated that dissolved ion concentration 
decreased as axial stress was increased. Six suites of 
samples collected from Rainier Mesa nonwelded tuff cores 
displayed little change in concentration between applied 
axial stresses of about 50 and 200 MPa. The specific 
conductance of pore-water samples collected between axial 
stresses of 200 and 552 MPa decreased about 16 percent for 
most nonwelded tuff cores. The observed plateau between 50 
and 200 MPa and the consistency in the decrease in specific 
conductance at axial stresses greater than 200 MPa may 
indicate that 200 MPa is a threshold stress for processes 
that change pore-water chemistry in nonwelded tuff cores 
compressed using one-dimensional compression.
Dissolved ionic chemistry data were collected from 14 
pore-water-extraction tests using one-dimensional 
compression. Eight suites of pore-water samples were 
recovered from nonwelded tuff cores over a range of applied 
axial stress; single water samples were collected from six 
densely welded tuff cores at an axial stress of 552 MPa.
In general, the measured concentrations of all the dissolved
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ions in pore-water samples from nonwelded tuff cores 
decreased as the applied axial stress was increased. There 
are two major exceptions to this statement: (l)
concentrations of dissolved silica displayed no consistent 
trend, and (2 ) sulfate ion concentrations in pore-water 
extracted from the four rubble cores (prefix "GTO-") 
increased as axial stress was increased.
Sodium and calcium were the dominant cations in the 
water samples recovered from Yucca Mountain nonwelded tuff 
cores; chloride and sulfate were the most abundant anions in 
these water samples. For all the pore-water samples 
collected from Rainier Mesa tuff cores, sodium was the 
dominant cation. Bicarbonate was the most abundant anion in 
pore-water samples collected from Rainier Mesa nonwelded 
tuff cores; chloride and bicarbonate composed the majority 
of the anions in water samples from Rainier Mesa densely 
welded tuff cores.
The primary observations concerning changes in the 
relative proportions of dissolved ions in water extracted 
from tuffs included:
1. The relative proportions of cations in the extracted 
water remained approximately constant as axial stress was 
increased. One suite of water sample analyses indicated the
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calcium fraction decreased while the sodium percentage 
increased as axial stress increased above 414 MPa.
2. The relative proportions of anions in the expelled water 
displayed three different types of variations:
a. In one suite of water samples the relative 
percentages of anions in the extracted water remained 
approximately constant as axial stress was increased.
b. In three suites of water samples, the fraction of 
bicarbonate ions increased, the proportion of chloride 
ions decreased, and the proportions of sulfate and 
nitrate ions remained about the same as axial stress 
was increased.
c. In suites of water samples collected from the four 
rubble cores (prefix "GTO-"), the proportion of sulfate 
ions increased while the percentages of bicarbonate, 
chloride, and nitrate decreased as axial stress 
increased. However, the ratio bicarbonate : chloride : 




Pore water has been recovered from the unsaturated, 
nonwelded tuffs at Yucca Mountain using three different 
extraction methods: (1) high-speed centrifugation, (2 ) 
triaxial compression, and (3) one-dimensional compression. 
Previous studies by other investigators reported dissolved 
ionic chemistry data for pore-water samples extracted using 
centrifugation and triaxial compression. This report 
contains pore-water chemistry data collected using the two 
compression methods. Chemical data acquired using all three 
extraction methods were compared on a trilinear diagram.
This comparison indicated that pore-water samples extracted 
using different methods from cores taken from approximately 
equal depths in a single borehole (UE-25 UZ #5) all had 
about the same chemical composition. The compositions of 
all the pore-water samples extracted from unsaturated, 
nonwelded tuff cores were found to be much different from 
the chemical composition of saturated-zone water recovered 
from well J-13. The variation in pore-water compositions 
may be due the difference in lithologies between the 
unsaturated zone at UE-25 UZ #5 and the saturated zone at J- 
13.
All the pore-water samples collected from Rainier Mesa 
nonwelded tuff cores for this report had approximately the
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same chemical composition. The analyses of pore-water 
samples recovered from densely welded tuff cores for this 
study exhibited a wider range of compositions and were not 
similar to the compositions of pore water extracted from 
nonwelded tuff cores. The difference in mineralogy between 
Rainier Mesa nonwelded and densely welded tuffs may be 
responsible for the observed variations in pore-water 
chemical composition.
In addition to dissolved ionic chemistry data presented 
in this report, chemical data for pore water from Rainier 
Mesa nonwelded tuffs has been reported by one previous 
investigator. Dissolved ionic chemistry data from water 
collected from seeps in tunnels beneath Rainier Mesa also 
has been published. The chemical compositions of the pore- 
water samples collected from the nonwelded tuff cores for 
this study were not similar to compositions determined 
previously from water extracted from cores of the same 
lithologic unit. The distance between sample locations 
(about 5 Ion) and the difference in mineralogy (especially 
zeolite content) may be causes for the observed disagreement 
in pore-water chemical compositions. The chemical 
compositions of the pore-water samples recovered from 
nonwelded tuff cores for this study were most similar to the 
compositions of samples of fracture/seep water reported by
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previous workers. The extensive fracture system in G-Tunnel 
may allow rapid percolation of water from the surface of 
Rainier Mesa and may be the reason the pore-water extracted 
for this study and the previously reported fracture water 
have similar compositions.
Pore-Water Chemistry Interpretation 
Many processes including: dilution, ion exchange,
membrane filtration, and relative concentration effects may 
alter the pore-water chemistry of a tuff core during 
compression. The mechanisms that may cause the observed 
changes in pore-water chemistry may be summarized into a 
working hypothesis to explain why changes occur in pore- 
water chemistry in relation to applied stress. This working 
model has the following major points;
1. The nonwelded tuff cores compressed for this study 
contain large amounts of zeolite and clay minerals 
(especially zeolites).
2 . Zeolites and clay minerals are known to contain large 
volumes of adsorbed water and to have large capacities for 
ion exchange.
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3. When subjected to stress, clay minerals release ion- 
deficient adsorbed water into the tuff pores. Zeolite 
minerals also may release ion-deficient water in response to 
stress. This ion-deficient water dilutes the existing pore 
water; this dilution causes the observed decrease in the 
total dissolved ion concentration. Expulsion of ion- 
deficient water may not occur until the axial stress on the 
core is increased above 200 MPa.
4. Dilution and ion exchange on zeolite and clay minerals 
may be responsible for the majority of the observed changes 
in the relative proportions of ions in the extracted water. 
Ion exchanges (especially anion exchanges) that produce a 
volume reduction as stress is increased may be responsible 
for the observed changes in the relative proportions of ions 
in water expelled as stress is increased.
The working hypothesis is valid only for nonwelded tuff 
cores. Because densely welded tuff cores did not produce 
suites of water samples, similar conclusions cannot be made 
for densely welded tuffs. However, mineralogical analyses 
of densely welded tuff cores indicate that these tuffs do 
not contain large quantities of the zeolite and clay 
minerals that are, in turn, presumed to be responsible for
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the dilution and ion exchange mechanisms described above. 
Water extracted from densely welded tuff cores may not be 
subject to the large changes in composition observed for 
water extracted from nonwelded tuff cores.
Based on the working hypothesis, the concentrations 
measured in the first water sample extracted from a tuff 
core are the most representative of the dissolved ionic 
concentrations initially present in the nonadsorbed water in 
the tuff pores.
Compression Method Validation
Four main lines of evidence support the use of 
compression methods to produce samples of unaltered pore 
water from unsaturated tuffs. These items are listed below 
in order of decreasing significance:
1. Internal consistency of chemical results for pore water 
extracted from adjacent cores supports the reproducibility 
of the procedure.
2 . Different extraction methods produce similar chemical 
results. Compression methods and centrifugation produce 
samples of pore water that have similar chemical 
compositions.
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3. Published literature confirms trends in water chemistry 
observed in this research. Reports concerning compression 
of other sediments and rocks indicate similar trends in the 
composition of extracted water as stress is increased.
4. A working hypothesis based on tuff mineralogical 
composition explains the majority of observed changes in 
pore-water chemistry.
However, there are exceptions to the supporting 
evidence listed above. The sulfate ion concentration was 
observed to increase as axial stress was increased in four 
tuff cores obtained from G-Tunnel blast rubble. The working 
hypothesis cannot explain increases in ion concentrations as 
stress is increased. Other mechanisms may be at work to 
alter the dissolved ionic chemistry of tuff pore water or 
the pore water in the group of rubble cores may have been 
altered during blasting, rubble handling, or laboratory 
coring of the rubble blocks.
Conclusion
Based on data in this report and published values, the 
average moisture content of nonwelded tuffs from Yucca 
Mountain ranges from 13 to 19 percent. The minimum initial
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moisture content for successful pore-water extraction from 
nonwelded tuff cores using triaxial compression was 11 
percent; for one-dimensional compression, this value was 7.6 
percent. Both extraction methods probably would be 
successful in removing pore water from most Yucca Mountain 
nonwelded tuff cores.
Welded tuffs from Yucca Mountain, however, have much 
smaller initial moisture contents than nonwelded tuffs.
Data reported by other investigators indicated the average 
moisture content of Yucca Mountain welded tuffs is about 5.5 
percent. Experimental calculations plus experience gained 
from tests of two moderately welded tuff cores indicated 
that the triaxial compression cell used in this study could 
not apply adequate axial stress to expel pore water from 
cores of densely welded tuffs. The minimum initial moisture 
content for extraction of pore water from densely welded 
tuff cores using one-dimensional compression was 6.5 
percent. One-dimensional compression may be capable of 
removing water from some Yucca Mountain welded tuff cores; 
the triaxial compression cell used in this study probably 
cannot be used to extract pore water from Yucca Mountain 
welded tuff cores.
The effects that a pore-water extraction method has on 
the original, in-situ pore-water composition also was
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investigated. The triaxial compression tests done on 
nonwelded tuff cores for this study did not produce suites 
of extracted water samples over a range of axial stress.
The limited number of pore-water samples recovered using 
triaxial compression prevented direct analysis of the 
impacts of triaxial compression on pore-water chemistry.
The large number of pore-water samples from nonwelded 
tuff cores recovered over the entire range of applied axial 
stress using one-dimensional compression allowed detailed 
analysis of the effects of one-dimensional compression on 
pore-water chemistry. A working hypothesis based on the 
mineralogical composition of the tuff cores was developed 
from the analysis of pore-water chemical composition in 
relation to applied axial stress. This model explained most 
of the changes in pore-water chemistry observed during one­
dimensional compression testing of nonwelded tuff cores.
Some observed changes were not accounted for by the working 
hypothesis. Pore water was extracted from cores of densely 
welded tuffs using one-dimensional compression only at the 
maximum axial stress. The lack of suites of water samples 
over a range of axial stress prevented direct examination of 
the effects of one-dimensional compression on the pore water 
in densely welded tuff cores.
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Based on the mechanical ability of a pore-water- 
extraction method to remove water from welded and nonwelded 
Yucca Mountain tuff cores, one-dimensional compression is a 
more appropriate extraction method than triaxial 
compression. However, the effects that one-dimensional 
compression has on pore-water chemistry are not completely 
understood (especially for compression of densely welded 
tuff cores). Additional testing will be needed to verify 
that this method is completely suitable for pore-water 
extraction from Yucca Mountain tuffs.
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The sample naming convention used in this report was 
designed only to reduce the length of sample names while 
maintaining an appropriate and unique name for each test 
specimen. The naming system is not designed to include the 
complete borehole name in each sample name nor is it a 
standard system used in naming samples from the NTS.
Yucca Mountain Samples 
All Yucca Mountain samples are taken from the following 
vertical boreholes: UE-25 UZ #4, UE-25 UZ #5, USW UZ-13,
and USW UZ-N46. Core samples from Yucca Mountain boreholes 
are designated in this report by the abbreviated borehole 
name and the depth from surface, rounded to the nearest 
foot, from which the core was taken in that borehole. For 
example:
Example Yucca Mountain sample name: UZ5-235
Sample description: borehole UE-25 UZ #5, depth 235
feet
Using this naming method, and depending upon the 
location of a particular test specimen within a core 
segment, two test cores may have the same sample name. To
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create a unique name in these instances, a second core that 
would have a repeat name was assigned the next nearest 
footage location. This occasionally occurred when two 
adjacent test specimens were cut from the same core segment 
as is illustrated in the following example:
Test specimen 1:
Borehole: UE-25 UZ #5
Depth to middle of specimen: 333.7 feet
Sample name: UZ5-334
Test specimen 2:
Borehole: UE-25 UZ #5
Depth to middle of specimen: 334.3 feet
Sample name: UZ5-334
Modified sample name: UZ5-335
For Yucca Mountain borehole core samples, test specimens 
that have consecutive names were, in fact, adjacent pieces 
of a single core segment. (The only exception to this 
statement is sample UZ5-333. Sample UZ5-333 was not 
directly adjacent to sample UZ5-334 in the same core 
segment.)
G-Tunnel Samples 
Samples that were collected in G-Tunnel originated in 
one of two forms— as cores taken from horizontal boreholes
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or as blocks of blast rubble created by the excavation of a 
drift.
Cores
Cores collected from horizontal boreholes are 
designated by the prefix "GT". The second set of letters 
represents the drift in G-Tunnel where the borehole is 
located. The third letter/number combination stands for the 
name of the borehole. The final number is the depth from 
the drift face in feet from which the core was taken. The 
following list shows all the drifts and boreholes from which 
core samples were obtained and their corresponding letter 
codes.
Drifts used for core samples: Borehole:
Laser drift (LD) Air Core #2 (AC2)
Extension drift (EX) Drill Hole #3 (DH3)
Cross Hole #2 (XH2) 
Demonstration drift (DD) "A" Hole (A)
Example G-Tunnel borehole core sample name:
Sample name: GT-LD-AC2-25
Sample description: G-Tunnel core, Laser drift,
borehole Air Core #2, depth 25 feet
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Duplicate sample names were avoided using the same method as 
described for Yucca Mountain borehole cores. For all G- 
Tunnel borehole cores, consecutive sample names indicate 
that the specimens originally were adjacent pieces in the 
same core segment.
Blast-rubble blocks 
Cores which were cut in the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation 
Earth Mechanics Laboratory (at the Denver Federal Center) 
from blocks of G-Tunnel blast rubble are designated with the 
prefix "GTO" or "GTG”. (The trailing "O" or "G" stands for 
an individual prototype test for which the rubble block was 
excavated.) The second set of letters represents the drift 
where the rubble was excavated. The third set of letters 
describes the drilling method used to drill the holes for 
the blasting explosives (DB for dry-drilled, WB for wet- 
drilled) . The fourth number or number/letter combination 
identifies an individual block among a group taken from the 
same blast round. (A number/letter pair is used when a 
single block is cut or broken into more than one piece; the 
pieces are labeled "A”, "B”, etc. depending on the number of 
pieces.) The fifth number indicates a single core among 
several cores taken from the same block. The sixth, and 
final, number identifies a particular specimen taken from a
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single core. The drifts from which rubble blocks were 
collected are listed below with the corresponding 
abbreviations.
Drifts used for rubble samples:
Junior J drift (JJ)
Laser drift (LD)
Example G-Tunnel blast rubble core sample name:
Sample name: GT0-JJ-DB-1A-2-1
Sample description: G-Tunnel rubble block core, Junior 
J drift, dry-drilled blast holes, block 1, piece 
A, core 2 (from block 1A), test specimen 1 (from 
core 2)
As is evident from the example, one rubble block may be 
subdivided into several subsamples, one block may have 
several cores taken from it, and one core may provide 
several test specimens. Although the names of test 
specimens are long, they uniquely identify each sample 
without the need for a cross-reference.
Extracted Water Samples 
The identifier for each water sample is added to the 
end of the name of the test core. Water samples extracted
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from each test specimen are numbered consecutively as they 
are collected during pore-water extraction.
Example water sample name:
Sample name: GTO-JJ-DB-1A-2-1-7
Sample description: G-Tunnel rubble block core, 
Junior J drift, dry-drilled blast holes, 
block 1, piece A, core 2 (from block 1A), 
test specimen 1 (from core 2), water sample 7
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APPENDIX B:
MERCURY INJECTION DATA FOR TUFFS
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Table B-l Mercury injection data for tuffs
[Data reported in units as received from Surtek, Inc., 














































Table B-l Mercury injection data for tuffs (continued)
[Data reported in units as received from Surtek, Inc. 














































Table B-l Mercury injection data for tuffs (continued)
[Data reported in units as received from Surtek, Inc. 

























57.9 162.1 0 . 66
60.9 212.1 0.51



















Table B-l Mercury injection data for tuffs (continued)
[Data reported in units as received from Surtek, Inc. 














































Table B-l Mercury injection data for tuffs (continued)
[Data reported in units as received from Surtek, Ipc. 














































Table B-l Mercury injection data for tuffs (continued)
[Data reported in units as received from Surtek, Inc. 














































Table B-l Mercury injection data for tuffs (continued)
[Data reported in units as received from Surtek, Inc. 














































Table B-l Mercury injection data for tuffs (continued)
[Data reported in units as received from Surtek, Inc. 














































Table B-l Mercury injection data for tuffs (continued)
All after-compression samples listed in this table were 
compressed to a maximum axial stress of 552 MPa using one­
dimensional compression.
1 Sample names ending with the suffix "-BC" indicate 
subsamples collected from end pieces created during 
preparation of the test cores before compression.
2 Sample names ending with the suffix "-AC" indicate 
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NONWELDED TUFF DRYING EXPERIMENT
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NONWELDED TUFF DRYING EXPERIMENT
A simple drying experiment was done to separate 
zeolite-adsorbed water and nonadsorbed water for the 
zeolitic tuffs used for compression testing in this report.
Rubble block GT0-JJ-DB-1C (dimensions about 200 mm x 
200 mm x 300 mm) was removed from the 9 °C cold storage 
locker. The sealing wax and aluminum foil were removed from 
one end of the block. A piece of the block measuring about 
75 mm on each side was removed and broken into smaller 
pieces (each about 10 to 25 mm on each side) using a hammer. 
The broken pieces were evenly distributed between three 
weighing tins (about 150 g each). The broken pieces 
appeared homogeneous; a brief inspection revealed no large 
pumice fragments, lithic fragments, or voids were present in 
any of the pieces. During this procedure, the block and 
broken pieces were exposed to the atmosphere for a total of 
2 to 3 minutes. One tin was placed in an oven at about 100 
°C; a second tin was placed in a different oven at about 50 
°C; the third tin was loosely covered and placed on a lab 
bench at room temperature (about 25 °C) .
The weight of each sample was recorded until no further 
weight loss was measured. Samples that initially were dried 
at 25 or 50 °C were also dried again at the higher
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temperatures to provide a check of the moisture content 
values. The moisture contents determined for each sample 
are listed in table C-l.
The moisture content of the sample dried at 2 5 °C was 
about 20.0 percent; the average moisture content of the 
three samples dried at 100 °C was about 27.3 percent. 
Assuming that the water removed from the samples at 2 5 °C 
represents all the nonadsorbed water, about 22 percent of 
the water removed from the samples at 100 °C is zeolite- 
adsorbed water. The additional water removed at 100 °C is 
primarily zeolite-adsorbed water, but, based on the 
mineralogy of the samples, a small portion of this water may 
be clay-adsorbed water.
The results of this simple experiment agree with 
findings made by other investigators (Knowlton and McKague, 
1976, for example)— some zeolite-adsorbed water may be 
removed from zeolites by the addition of relatively small 
amounts of energy.
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Table C-l Data for zeolitic tuff drying experiment




25 °C 50 °C 100 °C
GT0-JJ-DB-1C-1 20.0 22.6 27.5
GT0-JJ-DB-1C-2 — 22 .8 27.3
GTO-JJ-DB-1C-3 — — 27.2
Drying temperatures are accurate ±3 °C.
Based on mineralogical analysis of sample GT0-JJ-DB-1A-2-1, 
major mineral components of the samples are:
Mineral Percent. bv weight
Clinoptilolite 76
Illite 11
Sanidine 10
Quartz 3
